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£229 + VAT (£269.07 inc.)

Impression Publisher Plus

for Publisher owners

£99 + VAT (£116.32 inc.)

Impression

£79 + VAT (£92.82 inc.)

Site Licence

£350 + VAT (£411.25 inc.)

ARM610 StrongARM
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nm* —
Artworks

Computer Concepts has produced

'go-fast' StrongARM upgrades

for all of their major software

and hardware products.

Upgrades:
from Artworks no dongle £22.32 inc

from Artworks with dongle £27.02 inc

from Publisher no dongle £22.32 inc

from Publisher with dongle £27.02 inc

Publisher Plus £27.02 inc

Style £22.32 inc

TurboDrivers, LaserDirect, Spoolers,

MacFS, MacFS Light, Compression,

Movie Magic. Wacom drivers:

£11.75 inc each

Some upgrades are available for free

download from our www site

http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

For information on other CC
software and hardware call sales

and ask for our Product Guide

or check out our web site.

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place

Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX
Tel 01442 351000* Fax 01442 351010

http://www.cconcepts.co.uk

£49 + VAT (£57.57 inc.)

NETWORK
SPOOLER

K)K I UHBODHIVt-HS & I AShHUIHhC I

£149 + VAT (£175.07 inc.)

Mac
A FWACOKNfBSC COMPUTERS

MacFS
£99 + VAT (£116.32 inc.)

MacFS Light

£49 + VAT (£57.57 inc.)

£29 + VAT (£34.07 inc.)

ESOE
StrongARM is a trademark of Acorn Rise Technologies.

StrongARM Graph above shows:
Speed comparisons between a 166MHz StrongARM and a

33MHz ARM610 Rise PC
On the left: Time taken tor Artworks to redraw the well

known mini illustration

On the right: Time taken (or TurboDriver to print a 2 2Mb file
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Cover disc
Play Apocalypse, the 3D arcade game.

There's also lots of exciting extras on

disc two

Game Show
Quake on the Acorn? Find out more

Back issues

A chance to buy any copies of AU that

you've missed

Free ads
Our free service to help you buy and

sell your Acorn goodies

Letters
Air your views on the pages of AU

The Regan Files

All talks to Rachelle SAU talks to Rachelle Smith of

Spacetech

•hands on
Rambles through Acorn

Ofc Wood
Your technical questions answered

|?r *INFO
' More programs, hints, tips and

graphical offerings
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: Plotting an audio frequency response

C for yourself
# m Introducing the ColourTrans module

education
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Acorn virtuality part 3
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stage of creating a 3D game

Free ads
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STOCKS
LAST

bargain

ALL FOUR AS ABOVE
ANY THREE OF THE > 10VE
Alone in the Dark

Birds of War (not Rise PC)

Break 147 & Superpool (not Ri PC)

Burn Out

Champions Compilation .h m .•-

Crystal Maze FD

Cyber Chess

Dune II FD

Fire & Ice

Knsalis Collection

Oh No! More Lemming?

Real McCoy 4

Real McCoy 5

Revelation.

Saloon Cars Deluxe

Sim City 2000 lor A5000

Simon the Sorcerer CD

Simon the Sorcerer FD

Star Fighter 3000

Stunt Racer 2000 (not Rise PC)

Tanks

_fi>.llll—^jji £17

^WP BSo E2C

£12

£S

E<

E17

- Ell

E4

£17

£17

E3(

£2i

- £15

19.98 £17

16.80 £16

education
10 out of to, various tttk'

Amazing Maths
i

Arcventyytf«gj||Rorn;-i
I i

3 II irStaypii

Arcventure III ... TheWhKtgmaM
Adventure IV .. The Anglo Saxons,

ti.js. £10

Bodywise FD.

Breakaway Maths.

Castle of Dreams,

Crystal Rain ForesPFD,

Eureka (Ai

jardians of Ihe Greenwooi

idia. is

Mission: uontrol^ryslal Ram Forest 2 FD.

Science Series 3: Electricity and Magnetism.

Primary

Talking Textease

Tizzy's Toybox FD ss« £31

i'de products

/network
cpmpiijer

wm

IDE HD 170 Mb Kit for A3000 Series

IDE HD 170 Mb Kit + User Port

for A3000 Series

IDE HD 400 Mb Kit for A3000 Series

IDE HD 540 Mb Kit for A3000 Series

istsa £129

I

NC Ethernet (lOoaseTi

NC Modem (28.8 kbps)

7.58 £449

i
tstrpngaijm

/rise <pc

KoXnMI

;

4Mb 1.0Gb Sk\i' Monitor

4Mb LOGbSA 17 Monitor

4Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA 14" Monitoi

4Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA 17" Monitor

10Mb LOG^SA 14' Monitor

1

1 0Mb 1 .0Gb 8x Cu srTT*iwonitor

10Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA 17" Monitor

..i£1149

«wr«ass£M4

*w.tJ8t«El4a

.-•£139!

I

now you can

old Mb!
PRICES WITH TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

(CALL US FOR FULL DETAILS)

4Mb1.0GbSA i»«3 £793

4Mb l.OGb SA 14" Monitor

4Mb 1.0Gb SA 17" Monitor

4Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA ar.se £849

4Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA 14" Monitor

4Mb 1,0Gb 8x CD SA 17" Monitor

10Mb 1.0Gb SA

10Mb 1.0Gb SA 14" Monitor

10Mb 1.0Gb SA 17" Monitor . ^£1549

10Mb 1,0Gb 8x CD SA I.33E1099

10Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA 14" Monitor

10Mb 1.0Gb 8x CD SA 17" Monitor

£299

! £325

£342

£215

£225

ICS !S0.B3 £239

£75

£99

£119

£159

£169

£185

IDE HD 1 70 Mb + CD 8-speed Kii

for A3000 Series

IDE HD 40OTtllfcp 8-speed Kit

for A3000 Series |MHMd
IDE HD 540 Mb + CD 8-speed Kit

for A3000 Series

1.2 GbKitlorArchimed.es

Kit for Archimedes

IDE HPTtfeBlttor Archimedes

Hard

ird Disc

IDE 2V Hard Disc. 540

IDE 3'.' Hard Disc, 1,2 Gb
" Hard Disc,

b

IDE CD 8-speed Kit for A3000 Sen.-

IDE CD 8-speed Kit for Archimedes.

IDE CD 8-speed Kit for Rise PC

IDE CD 8-speed Kit + HDFS for A3000 Series

i rS £21

IDE CD 8-speed Kit + HDFS for Rise

IDE CD 8-speed Upgrade

forA3000 Series with ICS IDE

IDE CD Drive 8-speed

IDE CD Interface tor A3000 Series

IDE CD Interface for Archimedes

IDE CD Interface for Rise PC

IDE CD + HD Interface tor Rise PC

IDE HD Interface for A3000 Series

IDE HD Interface for Archimedes

IDE HD Interface for Rise PC
IDE HD Interface + User Port for A3000 Series

CD External Case with PSU

CD or Second Hard Disc Fitting Kil for Rise PC

Hard Disc Fitting Kit for Rise PC iaj

« 198 53 £169

.
I

£58

E66

£75

5*63

£10

£2?

BVtVl^HB
iPiVe^OiVOV* J(O l ^ v**»» vWiV a

Advantage . £29

Albert's House £29

Anagram Genius £8

Animator

Apollonius PDT 11163 £95

Arcjyrus

AudioWorks -. _J

Axis £12

i
M%i £25

tiioWm^ £7

BittoliwiPflrPWfcons
I

£13

-Carhop £12

Casio (Tamera OV-10A with Connection Kit

\
1 £295

L liQtracker £7

T-erssfaijon £19

Christies Allsort- £9

Classeardz lor Result^ £12

CtasscardzforvVordz £12

Craftshop 1 . n™--* £9

AafejjpgmZ7. E9

£17

DeskEdit 4 S-OJi 2233 £19

Desktop Folio. «h £25

Digital Symphony £39

DMI30 £79

Earthwajp 22 33 £19

Eldoscoi t £99

Eye for Spelling.

.

£19

Find II! £25

Fun School 4 -7- 11 Years

'

£13

Hard Disc Companion 2 £33

IHelp 3 J 70 £4

Home Accounts ' £19

Hutchinson Encyclopedia 1996 CD lor PC

£25

Illusionist £27

InterTalk £49

Landmarks - Elizabeth I
i

£12

Landmarks- The Aztecs. £19

Landmarks - The Civil Wi £15

Logic Mania £19

ffl&hsaHflflft

Authorised Acorn Dealer and Developer\
Cheques payable to Ian Copestake Limited please

Dept U704, 1 Kington road
WIRRAL, Merseyside, England

L48 5ET
Tel: 0151-625 1006 Fax: 0151-625 1007

sales@ianco.co.uk

http://www.ianco.co.uk

m £21

i&tf £14

Magic Maths

Monotype Fonts (Pack 1

Number T e

Numberlime, m
Oxford Reading Tree Stage 2 Talking Stories FD.

Oxford Reading Tree Stage 3 Story Books,

s.fflj
w

.

Oxford Talking Infant Atlas CD

Oxford Talking Infant Alias FD.

Photobase Decades: The Victorian-

Photobase: Science

PhotoTouch

PhotoView

Planlwise FD

PrlmeMovei

PublishArt Release 2. Artworks fo: i
:

PublishArl Release 2. Draw format

SolidsRENDER qia £35

Spjbler (Clares)

,

-.»""£8l

Stiiio24 - Studio24Proj-

Teffiiite Internet

<

r and Stuart Times

Victorians is £18

ThmkSheet

Tirft Traveller - Tu

Rfiource Pack,

«

Tirft Traveller - Tl

Till

TVjuner with Tel

Viewpoints.

ZipKag - The AnglSSaxons, s

Ziifeag -The Romas. :-.-•.(

other /I ines
Acorn Companion

ANT Internet Suite Release II

ArcFax

ArcFS 2
tfi £18

Artworks CD

Artworks FD

Big Picture

Bitlolio 7 CD

CADet.

Composition r-

Dazzle!

Drifter

EasyClip

Eureka 3

Font Directory 2

Hutchinson Multimedia Encyclopedia

wrapped)

ImageMaster .y|5 £22

Impression Style 1.08
"£69

Junior Sibelius 5288 £45

Music Studio 32jF ..JUiHtyfa £65

Ovation Pro J ..iSfcl39

PC Pro
1 65 ™B9E tm

Personal Accounts V3

Photodeskv2J

Photodesk v2$lghl , 5.33 £99

Prophet 3 1993 £119

Sibelius 6, «S3 4 16333^139

Sound Byte Remrder

Textease VersioraL

Topoorapher ^fc •

lurbounver Canon ^Lk»_ *>>
RBQQBfRSiEpson Stylusmm
TurboDnver HP « J5.33 £39

Understanding En ei

Understanding the Body W.43 £31

howitoorxler

29 33 S25

dabs guides
1st Word Plus

Artworks Made Easy

Budget DTP

C Guide

Graphics on the ARM Machines

Impression

I

i ;'d
''

m ,/0£4

Carriage is free within mainland UK If you pay on ordering.

Cheques should be made payable lo Ian Copeslake Limited,

You may also pay by credit card or debit card We make no
chargelo' this on mos! products, and take no payment until

goods are despatched. We need your address as known lo

Ihe card issuer. Ihe card number and expiry dale, and Ihe

valid Irom date and issue number it arfy~ • •

arwrder on our answering machine plea'se-

include youltelephone number, ypmcard detail :
.

and your qfculation ot Ihe total

I rne Irom UK edm

iinslilulion: 'or payment within

TOBie subiecl lo carnage
1

and late,payment

charges

Prices /nc/uding^WJ^feshownin italics, followed by the*.

puce excluding VAT eq^WaroaWero- raied items are

marked V0. Please pay Ihe amounTfcHfe VAT unless veil

are a VATWgistered EC customer outside iW&UK, in winch

•8 :)uoie your international VAT iitmber. Ours is

SB 595 71

Overseas cirrl&e^li you are paying oy credit card we wilf

r$bl airmail anaroftafice^ i cost Otherwise cleasaaBqC6
(Europei or ai least a3TO5Rfl!HIBfWI!Jl!c!lware item

and send a pounds starting bank araft payable at a London

cleaiing Dank, or Eurocheques lor not more lhan £100 each

ill products, pnees and specifications are ottered in good faith

and are sub|ecl lo availability ana change without notice

slocks last Goods are

guaranteed Dui we do nol supply Ihem on approval, Relums

(in onginai packaging) and cancellations can only be

accepted by pnor agreement and there may be a charge lo

cover Ihe cosls involved

WAY
||

) for 3000 Acorn products and prices
.now with SHORT LIST SECTIONS for FAST DOWNLOAD]

Visit the ICS web site for up-to-the-minute prices
and special offers not shown here: http://www.ianco.co.uk



news
Acorn reveals new A7000
The two-year-old teorn A7000

entry-leveJ Ris< OS computer is

to be replaced al the cud of

May by a considerably updated

model, called the V7000+.

i xternally similar in the old

A7000, the new version has .1

completely new processor, the

\KM 7500FE and more efficient

1 DO memory, l he processor

alone Should deliver an approx-

imate 50 per cent performance

improvement as it is clocked 50

per cent faster than the old

machine at 48M1I/.

I he II version of the 7500

chip includes hardware floating

point, so programs dependent

on intensive floating point

calculations like ray tracers and

some < Alt applications, among

others, will show a large gain in

performance, Among applica-

tions of this type which benefit

will be Java applications, so

Acorn's new RISC afi |a\a

\ irtual mac bine should run

well on the A7O0O+.

RIS< OS 3.71 ships with the

A7000+ in 4 megabytes <>i page

mode ROM and there is 8

megabytes of EDO RAM on the

motherboard as standard,

u hit h can be expanded to a

maximum ot I2S megabytes

via ,1 single on-board expansion

socket. I he taster 7500 proces-

sor and more el lie ient I'.IH)

KAM enables higher bandwidth

Video performance, which

means bigger and more colour-

ful screen modes. 1024x768
pixels in 256 colours is now
available or 800x600 in £,000

colours. 1280x1024 is also

possible using w> colours.

other specification changes

include a 1.2Gb hard disc

instead of the old model's

540Mb model and the optional

( D-ROM is now m\ Xx

performer instead ol 4x.

Al press time Acorn had not

eel finalised prices, hut the hint

is that the new \7t)()()+ will he

priced similarly to the out-

going \7(KM).

Down at the RISCafe
i omdex [apan last month was the venue for Uorn

to unveil two major enhancements to its Network

Computer product strategy; a Java virtual machine

called RIS( ate and x Windows compatibility

through an enhancement to the RIM OS-based

\( 1 »S operating system called cMcnd.

RISC ate is an important development because it

confirms Uorn's commitment to luilv supporting

lava, something it has not been able to demonstrate

practically until now. I he eXtend feature is impor-

tant because it enables users ol Acorn \( s to run

Microsoft Windows applications hosted hv suitably

Configured Windows VI servers. It's thought tli.it

eXtend, which is ROM-based, makes the Uorn NC

the first Oracle-compliant Network ( omputer (N< I

In feature integral \ Windows compatibility.

Acorn's implementation ol eXtend \ Windows

compatibility on its N( answers one criticism th.it it

is not able to run Windows applications. Granted,

you need a tairlv powerful Windows \l server to

run these applications, hut it's now perfectly possi

hie. The ability to run X-compliant I nix

applications is a\\ added bonus.

RIS( ate is a much-needed development, signalling

that the Uorn \i will he fully Java compliant.

Uthough a lava interpreter was present in earlier

Uorn \( versions it was a relatively simple affair

and Worn \( demos largelv involved running

familiar RISC OS applications. RIM ale changes .ill

that. Acorns R1S( ate lava \ irtual Machine is based

on the lava 1.0.2 JDK (Java Developers kit). I h is

release ol RIM ale does not vet feature a III (just in

time) compiler, hut Acorn has already begun work

on its Java 1.1 |l>k implementation and intends to

release a III compiler which will further improve

Java performance.

( omnienting on the new technologies Mark

Phillips, marketing manager for Acorn Rise

Technologies, a division of the Acorn (omputer

Group said: Devices which are able to offer high

functionality al a low cost are always likely to he

popular. I sing these new technologies. Acorn is able

to oiler a high performance operating svstem

together with access to l.iva and Microsoft Windows

separately or in the same device, fhese devices will

consume little power and will require a verv low

memory footprint. Several manufacturers have

already declared an intention to use this technol-

ogy."

He added: "We have always said that PCs and \( s

would coexist - it is clear that there are many appli-

cations that do not require a P'( and we are

demonstrating thai customers can buy M s with

confidence that thej cm contiaue to run and

manage familiar applications. I lie benefits ot

Network ( omputcrs and support for established

applications need not he mutually exclusive '.

I here are grounds for optimism that RISCafe and

even eXtend will eventually be made available by

Uorn lor general use In non-N( Uorn users.

Acorn@heart
We've had Intel Inside' and Arm Powered' and

now Vcorn is getting in on the act with

U onic heart ". Kevin Coleman, head of corpo-

rate affairs at Acorn, commented, "Uorn is

working on a new logo and strap line to be used

by third parties who license our technology.

Acorn have come-Up with a concept that third

parlies have agreed to use on their products.

"

This is likely to he the slogan Acornc heart.

There are indications that Acorn partners in the

I k. I SA and Japan will he using this slogan in

logo form on products and packaging in the

next lew months. We will bring vou the logo

design once it is finalised.

The death of the
Pocket Book?
The signs are that Acorn will not

continue its long association with

Psion, through the badge-engineer-

ing of the Psion Series 3 as the

Acorn Pocket Book. Nobody is

suggesting the Pocket Book has

been unsuccessful, but now that

Xemplar is handling Acorn's educa-

tion business, there is less incentive

to promote the Psion as an Acorn

branded product. The new Series 3c

model will not now be branded as

a Pocket Book, either. Instead it's

likely Xemplar will choose to sell

Psion-branded Series 3s.

WimpBasic version 1.03

Clares WimpBasic, the easy-to-use

WIMP programming environment,

has been updated slightly. The new

version 1.03 includes bug fixes,

corrections to the manual and extra

tutorials. Registered users can claim

a free upgrade which can be down-

loaded from the WimpBasic Web

site at www.treknet.is/wb/

Clares Micro Supplies

Tel: (01606) 48511

Fax: (01606) 48512

e-mail sales@clares.demon.co.uk

or check out www.stcoll.ac.uk/clares/

ARM buys into mass
storage company
ARM Ltd has taken a 45 per cent

stake in Palmchip, a US company

specialising in mass storage device

design consultancy. Palmchip uses

ARM CPU cores in its highly inte-

grated electronic controllers for a

variety of storage peripherals.

Through the use of ARM technol-

ogy, Palmchip controllers need only

a single processor compared with

more expensive dual-processor

designs from competitors.

"We believe ARM-based mass

storage solutions are ultimately the

most cost-effective and offer the

quickest path to market, and our

investment in Palmchip will enable

ARM, through its partnership, to

prove this," said Robin Saxby, pres-

ident and CEO of ARM.

June 1997 Acorn Uy



news
Chris Curry resurfaces

Chris Curry, a co-founder of Acorn,

has been associated with a

company developing NoCs or

Network-Orientated Computers.

Alas, the company, DOT Matrix

Limited, has no apparent relation

with Acorn and its products will

use Motorola PowerPC processors.

Since leaving Acorn in the mid-

1980s, Chris Curry has dabbled in

computer networking using mains

electricity wiring and an ambitious

tele-shopping venture called

Keyline, unfortunately without

much success.

Election results

Last month in our election feature

we mentioned that students and

teachers at 250 schools around the

country were being balloted using

an automated data capture system

from DRS Data & Research Services

pic. The overall result returned:

Labour 42 per cent, Conservative 21

per cent, Liberal Democrat, 9 per

cent, Don't know 24 per cent. The

poll was much more extensive than

just party choice and if you would

like to see the full set of results,

check out the DRS Web site at

www.drs.co.uk/election.htm

HardBack now
StrongARM compatible

The Shareware utility, HardBack, is

now StrongARM compliant accord-

ing to its creator, Theo Markettos.

HardBack is a backup system capa-

ble of archiving hard discs, optical

discs, networks dwves etc, to fixed

and removable media, including

floppies and Zip discs. Features

include compression, incremental

backups, automatic backups, virtual

Filer display for restoring etc.

Registered users can upgrade by

filling in the form at:

www.marketto.demon.co.uk/hard-

back/html/register/newvers.htm

HardBack's full registration fee is

just a tenner, for which you get an

enhanced version of the software,

complete with a printed manual.

Theo can be contacted via e-mail

at: theo@marketto.demon.co.uk
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Acorn portable to be shown at

Wakefield Spring Show
A surprise attraction at the Wakefield Acorn

Spring show, Saturday 17 and Sunday 18 May,

will be the much debated new Acorn portable. A

prototype of the new portable, which will eventu-

ally replace the old Acorn A4, will be

demonstrated by Acorn at the show. Chris Cox,

Worn's product sales and marketing manager,

confirmed to Aiorn User that the new machine

would be in prototype form but wasn't able to

reveal much else.

Our research does suggest, however, that the

machine to be unveiled is not the Stork sub-note-

book portable developed over a year ago and

housed in an Olivetti EcllOS shell. Acorn appears

to be relying far less than it used to on the Olivetti

parts bin.

Brendan O'Sullivan, managing director of

\emplar - the education outlet for Acorn comput-

ers - has poured cold water on any prospects of

Xemplar taking on a new Acorn portable, prefer-

ring instead to concentrate on selling Apple

PowerBooks, However, it is early clays and we

believe that Xemplar has not yet been fully

briefed on the new Acorn portable. Xemplar is

committed to selling Acorn products if it deter-

mines there is an adequate demand from

education customers.

The Wakefield show, which was widely praised

last year by both organisers and the 2,(XX) visitors,

will also see some other Acorn goodies. The new'

A7000+ will debut at the show - it will be the first

chance to see the new Network Computer RISCafe

Java virtual machine plus, eXtend client/server

technology. Acorn will also be showing RIS( OS
applications running on NCs, the latest version of

the Acorn Web browser - now supporting frames

and tables - will be there, plus a multi-tasking

version of Replay.

The Wakefield Acorn Spring show takes place

at the Thornes Park Athletics Stadium, Horbury

Road, Wakefield. For more information on the

show, e-mail show97@cumbrian.demon.co.uk or

show97@barc.demon.co.uk. The show Web site is

at www.i_ybervillage.co.uk/acorn/wakeficld/

Alternatively, call Chris Hughes on (01924)

379778 or Mike Wilson on 01 1 3-253 3722.

Reference design for StrongARM network appliances

Last month we reported that Oracle had demonstrated an Intel-based NC. Oracle's subsidiary tasked

with developing and licensing Oracle's NC technologies, NCI (Network Computer Inc.) followed this

up by announcing a partnership with a manufacturer planning to make Intel-based NCs. In some

quarters this was seen as a damning rejection by Oracle of RISC -based NCs and there was even a report

on the Internet which suggested NCI was going to start making Intel-based NCs itself. In fact NCI

doesn't make NCs of any description - it licenses NC technology to partner companies, one of whom
is our very own Acorn.

Intel Inside' panic was suitably neutralised by several subsequent announcements, including

Acorn's launch of RISCafe and eXtend, plus the announcement that Digital and NCI have jointly

developed a Network Appliance Reference Design based around StrongARM. Digital says the

StrongARM reference design is aimed at creating a standard for the most powerful, low-cost network

computing platform. NCI is contributing its NCI Access software, which provides access to the Web,

electronic mail, scheduling, news services and multimedia services.

Peter Kastner, an industry analyst with Aberdeen Croup, said, "The reference platform answers four

market concerns about network computers: price, performance, power and productivity. The synergy

of Digital's StrongARM and NO'S NC system software will be attractive to the many organisations

now evaluating network computing."

Sub-f100 12x CD-ROM drive
Clares Micro Supplies has started supplying Samsung's 12x Hi-Speed CD-ROM drive for Acorn

customers. Clares notes that the drive has a sprung suspension system to support the CD, which is

essential with CDs spinning at such high speeds and there is a 256K buffer. Dave Clare commented,

"Clares' aim is to provide quality products, extensively tested on Acorn equipment by ourselves, with

easy-to-follow, Acorn specific fitting instructions, complete with all necessary cables and drivers."

Clares' own tests show that the new drive loads a 3.5Mb file in three seconds, which is slightly more

than four times faster than a Cumana 2X drive. F.esox CD Speed check software returns a transfer rate

of 1745KB/S against 307KB/s on the double speed drive. Clares ask that you check with them to deter-

mine if an optional cable and RISC OS

3.6 is required for your installation

before ordering.

Clares Micro Supplies, tel: (01606)

48.SU, fax: (01606) 48512, e-mail

sales(«'clares.demon.co.uk or check out

www.stcoll.ac.uk/clares/

I2\
HISpecd CD nou Onvr



news
Acorn integrated modular designs

finally adopted by PC world
When the Rise PC was launched by Acorn three years ago, its modu-

lar stacking expansion design was unique in the personal computer

world. Two years before that, Acorn introduced the A3010, A3020

and A41HM) series which used ARM's highly integrated 3500 CPU.

Only now has the PC industry recognised the value of such advanced

designs.

PC clone chip maker, Cyrix, has just introduced the MediaCX

processor, an integrated chip which contains the circuitry normally

found in separate chips, plus audio functionality and a 5X6 proces-

sor. In fact the GX chip arguably offers less functionality than, say,

the new ARM7500FE, but it's a step in the right direction.

NeoSystems, meanwhile, has patented modular hardware architec-

ture, called MDA or Modular Digital Architecture, which completely

does away with the conventional system board, integral expansion

card slots and matching case. Similarity with the Rise PC's stacking

design is in NeoSystems PCs resemblance to micro hi-fi stacking

units. A small footprint base unit contains the power supply unit,

graphics interface, audio system and basic peripheral interfaces, like

keyboard, mouse and joystick ports. The same base unit could also

contain a floppy disc drive, modem, network interface and a hard

disc.

On to the top of the base unit are attached so-called FUMs or func-

tional upgrade modules and these are connected together by a

Modular Bus system. Modules clip and un-clip in seconds and each

module can contain either a conventinn.il l'< I expansion card or

plug and play ISA card, or a peripheral unit which would normally

fit in a 5.25 inch expansion bay, like a CD-ROM or tape backup unit,

for example.

Sounds vaguely familiar.' In fact, this time the NeoSystems design

is a generation or two ahead of the Rise PC. but so it should be since

the Rise PC is a three year old product. In fact when we spoke to

NeoSystems, they were familiar with the Rise PC, but denied that it

influenced their own design. Instead, the NeoSystems PC owes its

inspiration to stackable networking hubs. NeoSystems has some good

animated demos of its modular PC on its Web site at www.neo-

systems.com

SuperTFT monitor from Microvitec

Your Rise PC looks great, so why not mate it

to a great looking space-age monitor as

well? Microvitec is the latest monitor manu-

facturer to introduce a flat-panel active

matrix monitor. The Proteus MX (not to be

confused with a Cumana CD-ROM drive!)

uses a 1.3.3 inch superlTT screen which

boasts an extra wide viewing angle of 140

degrees. Unusually, the viewing angle is

preserved equally in both vertical and hori-

zontal planes. The 13.3 inch diagonal

dimension of the viewable area on the

screen makes its display as large as some 15

inch monitors. The Proteus 34X has an

analogue interface, which means it can be

connected to any standard VGA port, which

Acorn has standardised on for some time

now. Sounds like a great product, so what's

the catch? £2,595, the recommended price.

Ah well, it' s bound to get cheaper!

Microvitec

Tel: (01274) 39(H)! 1

Argo shares and NCs
At press time, Ian (ioodall, Argo Interactive's sales and marketing

director informed At' that Argo Interactive Croup pic's second

share offer was going very well, though there was still an opportu-

nity for further new investors to join the Argo club. Argo

Interactive Croup pic is raising a further £.600,000 through the

issue of one million shares at 60p each. Last September's initial

share offer was quickly subscribed, much of it in response to

contact made via the Internet. Part of the Argo group runs the

Argonet Internet service which specialises in Internet provision for

Acorn platform users.

National press interest saw articles about the company in The

Times, Financial Times and the Daily Mall. This generated useful

investor interest from outside the Acorn community for the first

time, which Coodall described as particularly encouraging.

Part of the interest in Argo is its growing participation in

Network Computer developments, which will be helped by funds

generated by the share otter. Outside of Acorn, the only public

Internet service provider you can yet use an Acorn NC with is

Argonet. Ibis is because the service provider needs to be set up to

recognise the NCs smart card identification system. Work done by

Argo in this area could eventually be licensed to other service-

providers.

(ioodall also revealed that Argo would be supplying Acorn NCs

for use via Argonet imminently, probably priced at £399 - \ A I

(without monitor). This will make Argo the first supplier of Acorn

NCs at the retail level. Meanwhile, Argo Interactive has announced

it is participating in the Socrates project, which links five

Cambridge schools, plus teachers and

parents, over the Internet. The project

aims to explore the use of the Internet

for extended learning, not just at

school but in the home and elsewhere

in the community.

Argo Interactive Ltd

Tel: 01243 815 815

Fax: 01243 815 805

E-mail: infovitrgonet.co.uk

WWW: www.argonet.co.uk

Contacting me
You can contact the

news page by writing

to me, Ian Burley, at

Acorn User, Adlington

Park, Macclesfield,

Cheshire, SK10 4NP, or

by e-mail to

aunews@idg.co.uk
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news
Cable file transfer

utility

John Kortink, the prolific producer

of Acorn freeware and shareware

programs in Holland, has released

ZeriLink 2.20, a file transfer utility

for linking a Rise PC or other RISC

OS machine with a ECP parallel

port (most recent Acorn models) to

another Rise PC or standard PC.

400K/second transfers are possible

using ZeriLink over a suitably wired

parallel port cable. ZeriLink is

Shareware and costs 30 guilders.

....plus EarthMap

update

John Kortink has also updated his

freeware EarthMap program.

EarthMap is a computerised globe

which works with a huge database

containing 5,719,617 line segments,

co-ordinates and shapes describing

both natural and man-made

features on the planet, including

coastlines, country borders, rivers,

lakes, canals, glaciers, etc.

The revised program now

supports all Rise PC screen modes,

there is a world wrap display

mode, the database files may be

cached in memory to speed things

up and detail colours can be edited

and saved if you have RISC OS 3.50

or later. The EarthMap data is avail-

able from the Internet or from the

CD-ROM supplied with StrongARM

cards.

John Kortink a can be reached on

the Web at: www.inter.nl.net/

users/J.Kortink,

or via e-mail: kortink@inter.nl.net

NC Trivia

NCOS, as we all know, is a version

of RISC OS designed specifically for

Acorn's NC designs. But did you

know that 'Oracle NCOS' is a trade-

mark of the Oracle Corp?

Xemplar celebrates first birthday
Xemplar Education is one war old. Hie equal part-

nership joint venture between Acorn and Vpple i ! k

has successfully completed its tirst year, showing a

small profit for the second half of its financial year.

Over 50 per cent <>l students in the IK now use

computers sold and supported by Xemplar.

Coinciding with its anniversary, Xemplar announced

it is to commence a trial ot Acorn network computers

(N( si in a number ot IK schools, underlining the

company's commitment to exploring the boundaries

of education IT.

Acorn World to be research-based
Plans lor the 1997 Acorn

World exhibition at

U emhle\ will he more

influenced by researc h

than am Ol the previous

e\ cuts. Organisers I PS

l imited commissioned
extensive questionnaires

among visitors and

exhibitors at the 1996

slum , in order to asccr-

tain the extent In which the show met the

expectations ot its audience and the dev elopers,

manufacturers and service providers who exhibit

at Atom World.

I he research revealed that show visitors spent

well in excess nl t 500 each. Many exhibitors

regard the show as the high point of their

marketing year, transacting a significant part of

their annual business during the three days of

the event, lor many visitors too, the exhibition is

their established route to update existing equip-

ment and software, this is particularly true tor

schools, and a number ol respondents said that

they visit BEIT in January to trv out new sv stems

and programs, persuade their purchasing author-

ities or

i in reasingl)

,

PI \ s, of the

need tor the

pun base during

the year, then

bus in Autumn
at Uorn World,

when they can

take advantage
ol promotion.il

discounts and
deals,

All who were

i n t e r v i e w e d

confirmed that

the event was ol

Strategic interest

to them for their

personal, educa-

tional or

business needs, as will

as an entertaining occa

sion in its own right.

Ibis is born out by the

total spend at the I""')

show, estimated at

nearly £2 million. Such

a high level of pure base

at the event is unusual

at computer shows and

certainly compares well

with anything in the Mac or P( world.

Other trends indicate increasing interest

among older individuals - average visitor age

nas }5, and the total child attendance was only

774, regarded bv all with previous experience ol

the show to be considerably less than in previous

years. Over -1^ per cent ol the visitors were

mainly interested in education, while home users

accounted for 65 percent, business U percent,

publishing 20 per cent and games 17 per cent

(the overlap is obviously accounted for by

respondents having split areas ol interest i. I'he

biggest single group (31.5 per cent) of visitors

were teachers and lecturers specialising in II in

sehoois and universities.
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NEW! - Epson Digital Camera
High resolution, 24 bit colour digital camera

• High quality colour digital camera - as easy to use as

a conventional 35mm compact.

• 24 bit colour sensor providing 16.7 million colours.

• Optical resolution of 640 x 480 pixels - twice that of

many other comparably priced digital camera

• Connects to RS232 port - no interface to fit.

• Built-in four way (lash - automatic, always, never.

and red-eye reduction modes.

• Self-timer, erase last/even' picture functions.

• 37mm thread accepts camcorder lenses and filters.

• Standard 2Mb memory stores up to 60 standard

resolution (320 x 240) pictures, or 30 high resolution

(640 x 480) pictures, or any combination.

•
( Optional 2Mb and 4Mb memory upgrades, which

allow up to 200 pictures to be stored.

• Tripod mounting boss.

Package includes our Snapshot application software.

allowing you to quickly download pictures and view

them as thumbnails. Selected pictures can then be

easily saved as either Sprite or JPE( \ files

Introductory price £499, including carriage and
VAT. Includes camera, a set of batteries, serial lead,

all necessary software, and manual.

24il6 Multimedia Card
Combined 24 bit digitiser and 16 bit sampler

ColourMobile
Motorised 24 bit colour hand scanner

• Advanced 24 bit video digitiser

with stereo 16 bit sound sampler.

• Captures brilliant still images

from any S-VHS or composite

video source, plus superb Replay

movies, and hi-fi audio.

•
1 Mb framestore captures still

'"

images at full PAL resolution, 768 pixels x 576 lines.

• Replay movies (including sound) can be recorded,

image size and frame rate are fully adjustable and

are limited only by hard disc and system bandwidth.

• Sound sampler records at sample rates up to 48kHz.

• Hardware video scaling and anti-aliasing, plus real-

time control of brightness, contrast & saturation.

Package price £472.94, including carriage and VAT.
Includes expansion card, all necessary software, and
comprehensive manual.

24 bit colour scan head providing

16.7 million colours.

Resolutions from 100 to 400 dpi

(interpolated).

( lonnects direct l\ to bidirectional

parallel port - no interface to lit.

Works with printers, dongles,

and parallel CD-ROM drives.

"Intuitive and remarkably easy to use... scans ore

outstandingly sharp with excellent colour accuracy...

What more can I say?" - Archimedes World.

"Operation is extremely easy... the results were

excellent..." - Acorn Publisher.

"The detail is impressive... this is a good scanner for

schools and home DTP users. " - Acorn User.

Special price £199, including carriage and VAT.
Includes scanner, interface, all necessary software,

and manual.

For the Complete Picture...

Irlam Instruments Ltd, Brunei Institute for Bioengineering, Brunei University,

Uxbridge, Middlesex. UB8 3PH. Tel/Fax 01895 81 1401. Email: sales@irlam.co.uk

Please note: All products require RISC OS 3. 1 or later, a hard disc. 2Mb RAM minimum (4Mb recommended)
Check suitability for your computer before ordering All hardware products come with a full I y
guarantee. E & OE.

Access

VISA



news
Art & Mental Health

Exhibition dates

Here's an updated list of dates and

venues of the exhibition organised

by NCET and sponsored by

Inclusive Technology. For more

details contact Sally McKeon of

NCET on (01203) 416994.

• The Link Cafe, Glasgow

19-31 May 1997

• Croydon Central Library

2- 9 June 1997

• Newcastle Discovery Museum

2 -30 June 1997

• Coventry Central Library

28 July -2 August 1997

• St Mary's Hospital, Isle of Wight

4- 15 August

• Cafe Surf, Birmingham

1 - 12 September 1997

• Education Northern Ireland Kings

Hall, Belfast

30 Sept -1 Oct 1997

Web site dedicated

to special needs

Inclusive Technology, supplier of

educational IT products for all

learners including those with

special needs has launched an

extensive on-line information

service.

The Web site contains 700 pages

of advice and information concern-

ing products and services available

for students with learning difficul-

ties and disabilities. Roger Bates,

Information Director for Inclusive

Technology said, 'We plan to make

our site the first place to which

people go for Special Educational

Needs information'. Check it out at

http://www.inclusive.co.uk

My World Resource packs
Inclusive Technology has released new My World

Resource packs featuring Story Hook I. This is a collec-

tion of pictures illustrating popular childhood
stories, the texts of which are also included. The

resource can be used to re-tell traditional stories or

create new ones using parts of the originals. The new
resource packs are priced from between £19 and £25

(e\ VAT).

Inclusive Technology

Tel: 0161-835 3677
Fax: 0161 835 3688

E-mail: trish@incluslve.co. As A ,*sa
Exodus -

a new Acorn game
Exodus is a simulation featuring the conquest and coloni-

sation of a galaxy. Your aim - to fulfil missions, satisfy the

Space Guild and become Guild Master - leader of the

galaxy. It's the first commercial production by Artex

Software, a new group that intend to specialise in Vcorn

games.

E-mail: Davis@insect.demon.co.uk

Acorn NABS the limelight
Vcorn 's new state-of-the-art set-top l»<>\ (STB), Ihe

SH522, was recently demonstrated .it the NAB broadcast

technology show in the US. Vcorn and partner companj

Optivision, Inc. demonstrated the s 1 1122 .is .1 solution

iiu cost-effective delivery ol high-quality, Interactive

MPEG video fur intranet applications - or local area

networks running Internet protocols. Optivision 's

contribution was its LiveStation MPEG video network

ing system tor intranets, which was demonstrated

working with an < >ra< le \ ideo Sen er.

"We sec video as potentially the most valuable tool

lor intranets." said Reed Majors, Optivision product line

manager. He added, "Our partnership with Acorn opens

the door to a whole new range ol intranet applications

that have important ramifications tor the way we

communicate. Businesses tor example will see tremen-

dous cost saving .is a result ol being ahle to standardise

ami automate the deliver] oi training or organisational

news in the form ol video over intranets/'

"Acorn ami Optivision are both highl) committed to

the advancement Oi interactive television," said Simon

Uvaii. Director of Acorn Online Media, lie continued:

"The pairing ol our revolutionary new s 1 1422 with

Optivision's cutting-edge image ami compression tech-

nology will result in delivery ol high-quaiit] video lor

intranets.

This is a unique solution that will he imperative lor

the advancement ol communications in everything

from home entertainment to mission iritiial functions

in the corporate market."

Sing along with Sherston
\11r\cn Rhyme Time is the latest multimedia title

from Sherston Software for youngsters to learn

well-known nursery rhymes. The collection of

animated nursery rhymes is available on a triple

format CD-ROM for PC, Mac and Acorn machines.

A cut-down version is also available on floppy discs.

Research has indicated that nursery rhymes are a

valuable early-learning tool, helping children

develop phonological awareness which can aid

learning to read later. Sherston says its has designed

Nursery Rhyme Time to foster this phonological

awareness. Full-screen animations have been

produced by Hevanfield Films in London and the

narrator is Jacqueline Tong. Specially arranged

music is courtesy of Rob Kirkwood. Nursery Rhyme
Time is priced £40+ VAT for a single user copy. Site

licences are available.

I

-y dickory, dock,

The mouse ran up the

Sherston Software, tel: (01666) 840433

fax: (01666) 840048

e-mail: lnfo@sherston.co.uk

WWW: www.sherston.com/
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PRODUCT

WebSpider

EasyPage

Eureka - An
Encyclopaedia of

Discoveries &
Inventions CD-ROM

PublishArt Release 3

Mr Clippy

King Arthur -

Legends of Saxon

Conquest &
Medieval Chivalry

CD-ROM

Recycler

hmtNamer

New extras for Local

Studies package

VirtuaCD

Tutorial guide to

Impression (updated

& republished)

Fresco vl.46

NEW FEATURES/PRODUCT DETAILS

• First interactive, visual editor of

HTML on the Acorn RISC OS platform

• Simple 'desktop publisher' for chil-

dren from the age of five upwards

• ( ontains over 600 discoveries and

inventions that changed our world

• Text and images can be transferred

to students' own presentations

• Range of activity sheets

• New designs and categories

• A total of 2790 line art designs

• Available on CD-ROM

• ( lip-art manager for RISC OS
• Handles vectors and bitmap

• Exports files as JPEGs

• Supports many standard file formats

• Quests to discover Arthurian tales and

ideals

• Section on the Saxons

• Over 200 places are covered with

pictorial, text and literary resources

attached

• Captures deleted files and stores

them in the 'bin' • Manually empty

or set to auto empty • Prevents dele-

tion of files/directories • Compacts

deleted files

• Rename an entire font family

• Doesn't affect kerning data

• Works with RISC OS 2 k RISC OS 3

fonts

• Extended Keys - map symbols

arranged as three loadable keys

• Symbol Draw - add symbols to

existing Keys or draw new keys with

specialist symbols

• Alternative to multiple CD-ROM
drives

• Store compressed images off CD-

ROMs on HI) which can be accessed

as if from original

• 64 page (A4) tutorial guide

• Exercises and examples

• Learn to design on the desktop

step by step

• Many new features including

HTML parser

• Many bug fixes

• Most crashing problems cured

N.B. This version does not yet include

frames support

PRICE

Introductory

offer price £40

(full price ISO

i

£49.95 for three computer

licence, £79.95 for full site

licence

£40 ex VAT

£39.95.

Upgrade from earlier

releases costs £19.95.

Prices are fully inclusive

£20 plus £1.50 p&p

£49.95

(exel, carriage & VAT
I

£29.95 (+£1.50 p&p)

£14.95 (+£1.50 p&p)

CONTACT

Dalriada Data Technology

Tel: (01926) 492459

Porters Primary Software

Tel: 01 14-258 2878

Anglia Multimedia

Tel: (01603) 615151

Smart DTP
Tel: (01332) 842803

iSV Products Tel:

(01344)55769

CSH

lei: (01487) 741223

E-mail cstasoft@compuserve.eom

Fabis Computing

Tel: (01283) 552761

I -mail: infovTabis.demon.co.uk

Fabis Computing
Tel: (01283) 552761

E-mail: infocTabis.demon.co.uk

Extended Keys - £15 (site SoftTeach

licence), Symbol Draw (site Tel: (01985) 840329

licence) -Junior/Middle Fax: (01985) 840331

£20, Secondary £30

Basic product costs £44.95 PEP Associates

for two virtual CD-ROM 34 Tiverton Way, Cambridge,

drives. Additional drives CB1 3TL

£14.95 (block of five). Max WWW: http://www.pep-

of 27 drives. A free 30-day assoc.co.uk/virtuacd/

evaluation of the product

from Web site

£9.95 Order from any bookshop using

ISBN number: 1-899820-04-3 or

directly from Paragon Publishing,

tel: (01604) 83214

Available for download AN 1 Ltd

from ANT Internet Suite Tel: (01223) 567808

upgrades page E-mail: sales@ant.co.uk

e

WWW': http://www.ant.co.uk
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PHONE ORDERS:
01728 621222

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

FAX ORDERS (24HR):
01728 621179

From

£249

SCANFLAT II
SCSI Flatbed scanner

plus SCSI II Interface

HARD DRIVES
from 1 00Mb

CD-ROM
drives

£39

COMBO
CASE

FOR SCSI DEVICES

The single pass high quality Scanflat II range of A4
flatbed scanners is a new and improved version of the

highly successful Scanflat series. With a new compact

footprint to save space, improved scanning speeds and

quiet operation, the Scanflat II provides both quality

and ease of use for the busy office or classroom.

Available now in 600dpi and 800dpi versions.

New versions with 400x290mm footprint

High resolution Scanflat 1 200 still available

Line art, grey or 24-bit colour modes
Pre-scan colour/brightness control

Free ImageMaster Software & TWAIN driver

PC SCSI interface & software kit £45 extra
25 way SCSI cable included

Full I year guarantee

Scanflat

Price in bracken

include! VAT

Scanflat II 600 (600dpi)

Scanflat II 800 (800dpi)

Scanflat 1200 (1200dpi)

Scanner
Price

£249
(£292.58i

£299
(£351.33)

£349
i £4 1 0.08.

Trans.
Adaptor

£149
l£l7S.08i

£149
(£175 08

£199
i£233 83i

Internal drives are suitable

for A300/A400/A540/R 1 40/

A5000/RiscPC/A7000

External drives are suitable

for all Acorns except A4

Fast access times

Easy to fit

Full I year guarantee

AV drives also available

Larger drives available • please call

All drives formatted and soak tested

SCSI INTERFACE

required

COMBO
COMPLIANT

Installation

FREE in the

Combo Box

FITTING KITS AVAILABLE.
Please specify computer

when ordering.

100Mb
ex VAT incVAT

500Mb
ex VAT tncVAT

IGb
ex VAT incVAT

2Gb
ex VAT incVAT

Internal £39 £4533 £99 £11633 £ 1 79 £21033 £329 £38658

External (Combo Case) £99 £11633 £159 £18683 £239 £28083 £389 £-15708

Castle Technology's range of

CD ROM drives are chosen for

their reliability, ease of use and

robustness. All are suitable for

multimedia applications.

# Fast access times

# Free headphones

# Driver software included

# Full I year warranty W" 1 specifications

# Compatibility: CD-ROM Mode I . Photo CD MPEG
Movie. CD-DA, CD-i.Video CD. CD-ROM XA mode 2

2-speed* 4-speed* 8-speed* 1 2-speed*

Access time 320ms 1 70ms 145ms 100ms
Data transfer rate 306kb/s 600kb/s I200kb/s 1 800kb/s
Data Buffer 256k 256k 256k 128k

Prices:

Bare / RiscPC £39 £69 £129 £199
(incVAT) (£45.83) (£81.08) (£151.58) (£233.83)

Combo cased £99 £129 £189 £259
(incVAT) (£116.33) (£151.58) (£222.08) (00433)

SCSI INTERFACE

required

COMBO
COMPLIANT

Installation

FREE In the
Combo Box

FREE!
headphones

w
INSttfe'

The unique expandability

of SCSI makes it so easy to

install extra SCSI hardware,

and Castle Technology is delighte

to be able to make this product

available to the Acorn user. The Com
Case's two standard 5.25" size bays and robust

construction provide a flexible and long-lasting

carrier for your SCSI peripherals.

Combo Case £60 1 70.50 mc VAT)

SCSI INTERFACE

required

FACE

ill

Suitable SCSI devices include: hard drives. CD-

ROM. MaxlT. SyQuest. Panasonic PD. Zip etc

Slot I

Slot 2

SI terminator

way SCSI cable

Own internal PSU

SCSI in & expansion

SCSI ID selectors

Daisychain power

Whisper-quiet fan

Phono output (to hi-fi etc)

Illustration shows Combo Case with CD-ROM

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
01728 621222

Delivery£10 (J 1 1 75 toe hi I per order

\\l Inclusive prices arc m red.

Cheques (allow 5 working days to dear) debil cards (Switch & Delia).

credit cards (29 charge maj apply), and educational orders accepted.

Ml trademarks acknowledged, I &01

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY
Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road

Framlingham Suffolk IP139LL

e-mail: sales@castle-technola

Web: httpyAvwwcastle-technolo

A305 A3 10 A440 A4I0/I RI40 A540 R260 A3000 A5000 A30I0 A3020 A4000 A4 RiscPC600 RiscPC700 A7000
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graphics

New Acorn driver imminent
Good news for those impressed by the (anon
42(X) (A4) and 45S0 (A3) PhotoRealisra printers

as versions of a fully functional Acorn driver

reaches beta stage. Xemplar has kept its promise

to deliver a driver that takes full advantage of

the Canon's photorealism technology, but it is

not Acorn who has developed the product. It

emerges that Spacetecfa was asked to design the

software but Xemplar was responsible lor sup-

plying the development hardware, dithering

algorithms and non-disclosure agreements with

Canon.

This kind of interaction between Acorn and

Acorn developers is very encouraging. In my
opinion it ought to be the norm rather than the

exception with such developments: Acorn, sim-

plv because oi its size and name, has consider-

ably greater influence with large hardware

manufacturers than smaller third parties who
may not have enough of a standing or the

resources to deal with the likes of the leading

printing, scanning and digitising manufactur-

ers. It can be nothing but beneficial to Acorn if

the same approach is taken in future projects as

with the (anon driver.

LUCO l.eonardi at Xemplar explained that all

the information needed to emulate perfectly the

performance and quality achieved by the PC

and Mac drivers had been delivered to

Spacetech. Ibis includes the code for the

extremely powerful dithering algorithm used by

(anon to achieve their remarkable photorealis-

tic output, Spacetech may decide to use this

technology or opt for an advanced, variable

tone dithering system of their own such as the

Floyd Steinberg based system used in Photodesk.

The latter could take advantage of the Canons'

variable ink intensities to print antialiased fonts

and graphics.

Only when the results match the manufactur-

ers will the Acorn driver be released and at the

time of writing, that stage has already been

reached. Spacetech, however, is intent on tweak-

ing the driver to produce results that may look

different under the microscope but are arguably

more appealing. Certainly, Spacetech's driver

for the Primera dye-sublimation printer was

transformed by its dithering technology. The
important factors of ink usage, speed and accu-

rate colour reproduction will have to be scruti-

nised alongside the dithering when the driver is

released in the coming weeks.

The driver, at the Beta stage, is a stand-alone

application like Laser Direct, Turbo Drivers and

Spacetech's Primera application, though it could

take the guise of a standard Acorn Printer Driver

in its final release. But whichever way Xemplar

decide to market the product itself, the driver

will be sold independently by Spacetech. More

information can be found on this and all the

latest graphics developments from Spacetech

from its Web site: http://www.spacetech.co.uk

Pic of the month
I his month's winner is Simon I raser from Italy. This image is

actually a promotional illustration lor his comic character,

Nicolai Dante, soon to appear on the contents page ot the

renowned 2000AD magazine (in issue #1035). I he image was

created on Simon's "poor Arm6l0" RiScP( . I he hardware

specification is quite impressive; {2Mb RAM, 2Mb VRAM,
Si si ii cud and 1/ 135 removable hard disc, 1Gb

Micropolis internal drive and .in I esox \A graphics

tablet.

I be original line work u.ix scanned into his computer

using ;i lax machine, plugged directly into his modem an

received with An Tux - an ingenious and fast way to scan

low-qualitj line art. Studio24 I'm. though a little bugg) in

Simon's experience, is used in all his artwork to colour his ,

images which can be up to 80Mb in Size. This file fitted

onto a single floppy but required a PC public domain util-

ity to convert it into a compressed Till used by the maga-

zine publishers. ImageFS and Photodesk can read

compressed lilts but cannot write the I /H compressed

format.

\
I
ready employed bj 2000AD and fudge Dredd magazines

lor his comic illustrations Simon has kindly donated the 1 20

prize to a charitj of Urorw ( set's choice. Congratulations

on this impressive example ot \corn graphics and may

the Adventures of Nicholai Dante live long.

Contacting me
You can contact the graphics and DTP page by writing to me, Jack Kreindler at Acorn User. Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP, or by e-mail to augrafix@idg.co.uk.

ANSI drivers

Having put the finishing touches

to its SCSI 3 card, which now

supports a sustained data transfer

of the same rate as the RiscPC's

8Mb/sec maximum bus

bandwidth, Alsystems is now

busy completing its anticipated

ANSI driver. This will allow the

Powertec SCSI cards to be

exploited by Windows and PC

software. Among many possible

uses, a PC second processor

upgrade could then talk to SCSI-

based scanners and digitisers via

the Acorn bus. This is welcome

news to graphics users as some

manufacturers' PC software is

unbeatable in areas like colour

calibration and pre-scan image

manipulation within specially

tailored preview applications.

Alsystems

Tel: (01420) 561111

Linking cameras
Spacetech has recently finished its

other major driver project, for

inputting imagery. The new

Photolink drivers are set to

become the Twain Drivers for

digital cameras and most

promising is the interest that

Spacetech has generated from the

camera manufacturer Olympus.

Olympus' digital camera

technology does not have a

significant foothold in the IT or

education marketplace and so has

a vested interest in helping Acorn

developers write drivers for their

higher end products. A driver for

the high resolution, 1024x768

800L Olympus is only one of many

cameras that are ready to plug

into the new driver application.

Soon, the new 6000 dpi

Olympus 35mm negative/

transparency scanner will have a

Photolink driver, an interesting

option for those who need higher

resolutions than what current

£500 digital camera technology

can offer. What's more, Spacetech

will be offering regular street

price for the hardware itself when

buying the driver. Hopefully

many more cameras like the

acclaimed 1600x1200 Polaroid

PDC2000 will be one of the

additions to the Photolink range.

Spacetech

Tel: (01395) 822753
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ICD-ROM Drives
ulti-Session, PhotoCD CDjBfA, Whi(B & Green Book
impalible SCSI drives reqtflfe SCSI'card wilh

,
DFS>2.20

Carriage: a=C2. b=£6, c=£8

1

Internal ATAPI CD-ROM Drives
Panasonic 8xCD ATAPI (Tray) C75c
Cable & Fitting Kit £5a

I Above drives are compatible wilh RiscPC/A7000 only.

Internal SCSI Drives (Tray)
Sony 2x CD SCSI s^m , £80c
Pioneer 1 2x CD SCSI 130.™ £200c
External SCSI CD-ROM Drives
Sony 2x CD SCSIr-.,,-.- £1 35c
Pioneer 12x CD SCSI noms £280c

Showroom open Mon-Sat 10-18.00 hrs (AH prices INCLUDE Carriage not included

StrongARM Card
Limited Offer

£250 (Carr.£6)

ndlQ DISCS Carr.: a=£2, b=C6. c=£8

IDE 3V Bare Hard Drives
Quantum 1Gb £150b
Quantum 2.1Gb £180b
Quantum 4Gb £245b
SCSI 3%" Bare Hard Drives
IBM 540Mb £150b
Fujitsu 1Gb £21 0b
Quantum 2Gb £260b
Syquest Removable SCSI Drives
All following Syquest Drives include a Cartridge.

1 05Mb Internal £90b
1 105Mb Cartridge £29a
EZ135MbCartr. £20aEZ230 External E242c

270Mb Internal CI 65b
270Mb External £235c

EZ230Mb Cartr. E21a
270Mb Cartridge £40a

Hard Disc Interfaces/Accessories
IDE interface e85b|50-50C SCSI CbleE12a
Morley Uncached E113bl25D-50C SCSI Cbl£l2a
Morley Cached
Cumana SCSI II

£165b
£l75b

External case/psu £90c
2nd IDE Drive Kit £15a

SCSI2-50C Cable £18a
SCSI2-25D cable £18a
50IDC 4-way SCSI£12a
50C Terminator £12a
50HPCTerminator£15a

RiscOS Computer Systems
All include tyr on-site maintenance (except SA R.scPC'si 3yr On site available Carriage is included on computers.
For PC Cards see section below All machines are single slice & have a backplane lined except the 4Mb machines

Special Offer - Trade-in your old BBC Micro. BBC Master,
RiscOS. PC. Amiga or Atari computer for a £200 discount!
Computer Model with 14" Monitor 17" Monitor No Monitor

(AKF60)
NetStation (28k modem OR 10baseT Ether) £725

zip/jaz Drives
• zip & jaz Drives work just like hard drives
except they are removeable. letting you
instantly access files and applications.
• zip drives use 100Mb capacity discs & iaz
drives use 540Mb/1Gb discs allowing any
number of discs giving unlimited capacity
• The drives are last Data transfer speeds
around 1Mb/s for zip drives & >2.3Mb/s for iaz
drives - ideal to backup your hard drive.
• Each drive comes with 1 year warranty and a
starter disc.

• These drives require a SCSI card that is

suitable for removeable devices.

Internal zip drive (5!V)
External zip drive
Single 100Mb zip Cartridge
Pack of 6 zip Cartridges
Internal 1Gb jaz drive (3Vi")

External 1Gb jaz drive
Single 1Gb jaz cartridge

£145c
£145c
£14a
£65b

£340c
£430c
£73a

TopicArt
TopicArtCDI £20a
This CD-ROM Contains over 2000

ClipArt files, each in Draw,
Artworks & EPS formats
+ Replay Movies & demos

Floppy discs £8a each
Single disc clipait containing approx. 50 high quality
draw formal clip nrt images on each disc, on a single
subject, Comes with mono reference sheet. 20 subiecls
are available now. Pteese specity when ordenng. Site
licence is n

1 General
2 Transport

3 Costumes
4 Entertainment

5 Bugs 2 Slugs
6 Road Signs
7 Sports Equipment
8 Sports Figures

9 Dinosaurs
10 Symbols

11 Tools
12 AnimaisGB
13 Chemical Hazard Signs
14 FmVEmergency Signs
15 Hazard Signs
16 Safely Signs
17 Xmasl
18 Xmas2
19 Xmas3
20 Xmas4

(AKF91;
£1100
£1765
£1815
£1780
£1830
£2065
£2115

RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1 2Gb £1390
RiscPC StrongARM 4MHD1 .2Gb+8xCD £1440
RiscPC700 5MHD540 £1400
RiscPC700 5MHD540+8xCD £1450
RiscPC StrongARM 10MHD1Gb £1690
RiscPC StrongARM 10MHDlGb+8xCD £1740
Deduct £115 for iiyama MF-8617E or £95 for
iiyama MT-9017E from 17" system prices.
StrongARM (when purchased with a RiscPC700) £115
20/20 Finance on Acorn computers - -20% deposit & 20 interest
free monthly payments. Loans from £700(min) - £3000. Subject to status.

£460
£1125
£1175
£1140
£1190
£1425
£1475

QuickLynk(vio4)£32a
With 5m Local Cable E39a
With 10m Local Cable £45a
With 20m Local Cable £52a
QuickLynk allows you to access another
unattended RiscOS computer remotely using
the serial port via modems or locally using a
cable to connect the 2 computers Each
computer can be configured to allow access
to any attached filing system device eg ADFS
IDE, SCSI, CDFS, etc. Once connected, files

| can be transferred to/from the remote

I
computer. Other features include password
access, auto dialler with phone book and chal

"
mode to send messages to remote computer/
user. Transfer rates up to 1 .9 kbytes/s can be
achieved with older computers, eg. A410.
A3000, rising to 11.4 kbytes/s on the RiscPC
range. The transfer rate is limited by the
speed of the serial port. QuickLynk cannot at _
present be used directly from programs/
command line. Requires RiscOS 3.10 or
greater, ring for details

QuickTile (vi 03) £29a
QuickTile allows you to create
posters from ANY RiscOS
application, including Impression,
Simply enter the size of poster
required & select PRINT from the
application! QuickTile does the
rest, printing each tile with crop
marks and tile references. New
features include the facility to

print inverted crop marks or no
crop marks. QuickTile can only
be used with the RiscOS printer

Driver or TurboDrivers.

Requires RISCOS 3.10 or later.

Return disc to upgrade for £4.
Upgrade from Tiler for £18.

Mail Order - 0161-474 0778 (All prices INCLUC

RiscPC PC Cards
A=Upgrade trom ACA42 or boughTwilh
RiscPC. B=purchased seperately. Carr.: £8

PCCard A Bl
5x86-100 £350 £460
486DX4-100 £230 £350
486DX2-66 £175 £290
PC PrO (wilhoul PCExchangel £40a
Window '95 CD (Full) £90a|
The above can be mslalled directly from CD
without previously installing PCDOS/MSDOS

arnage:

I StrongARM Upgrade" £250b
2nd Slice with PSU £116c
2nd Slice without PSU £90c

|
YES 16 bit Mozart Card £70a|
I.T.Iemory

irreni price trend is up as at 03/03/97.
Following prices strictly whilst stocks last.

RiscPC/A7000 SIMMS
4Mb £25aj8Mb £33a|
16Mb £70a|32Mb £149b|
RiscPC VRAM
1Mb 2nd user £45|2Mb £ 1 00 I

1 -2Mb u/g (exchange) £80
Call tor details of memory lor other models.

onitors (Carriage
Older compulers will require an adaptor £ 1

2

AKF50 14" 0.28dp £245
Iiyama MF-861 7E 1 7" £525

1

Hrah spec FST Tube wilh 0.26" dot pitch

Iiyama MT-9017E 17" £550
j

Vey High spec Diamondtron lube. 0.25" sin

rlage: aT127b=£6. c=£8

|

Pocket Book 1 1 ( 1 Mb) £305b
|

Psion 3c
1Mb RAM £320c|
2Mb RAM £385c
AutoRoute Express UK/Eire £60a

|

• one of the best packages (or the PB/3a
A-Lmk £59a
Parallel Link £34a
]128kRAMSSD £48a
1 256k Flash SSD E53a
I PB'PsS Games fCalla

linrcTrm 1

17" Monitor Dust Cover £14a
24i16 Card (1Mb) £450b
Dual Serial Card £104b
FPA for 25MHz ARM3 £67a
iTV TVTuner+TT n om y , £100b
Joystick l/F (Noi RiscPo £30a
Logitech Mouse (Acorn) £26a
Midi Max Card (CC) £79b
Movie Magic (1 only) £21 0b
RiscTV Card (Irlam) £285b
RiscTV Teletext option £45a
Scart Cable o or 15 pm) £12a
Serial Upgrade (A3000) £27a
2 x 25W Speakers £30b
2 x 80W Speakers £35c
|Videodesk (Irlam) £1165b

See top for other hard discs. Carriage £

EffiEHEi]
14.4 Voice Sportster £1 15]

1 33.6 Voice Sportster £1 80

1

Modems come wilh a 9-25 PC wired cable.
I A3000/Archi require an Archi wired cable

ANT Internet Suite II £115a|
ArcFax £32a

I
Dual Serial Card £104b

'rimer Consumables
riage. £2 lor Cartridges. £8 lor Toner

I Carriage
I Acorn RISCOS3 PRM's
I Acorn Volume 5a PRM
I Acorn BBC Basic VI Guide
I Acorn RiscPC Tech Rel Manual
I Artworks Made Easy iDaos)
I Budget DTP (Dabs)

, 'C A Dabhand Guide (Dabs)

| RiscOS 3 First Steps (Dabs)
[Beehi

i»2;W

|
:u )6c

£29 75b I

£ 19.95b
|

£49.95c I

£5.00a
£5 00a
£5.00b
£5.00a

£10.95a

0k£10

BJ-10(BC-01
BJ-210IBC-05)
BJC-600 Series
BJI-201HCbkBU
BJI-201bk Black
BJI-201CM/Y £8ea
BJC-800
BJI-643 Black £18
BJI-643CM/Y £23 ea
HP DeskJets-500 ser.

Mono £23
Colour £25
Epson Stylus Colour
Epson Stylus Colour II

C3903A Toner (LJ5P)
EP-L Toner (LBP-4/HP LJIII)

HP 92274A Toner (HP LJ4L)
Swilt24 Mono/Colour Rihhnn

BJ-200 (BC-02) £19
|

BJ-240 (BC-06) ECall
BJ-300IBJI-642) £16 I

BJC-4000 Series
£6:BCI-2lBk Black

BCI-21C Colour £17 I

BC-20 Fast Black £28
BC-22 Photo Carl £34

HP DeskJets 600 ser.

Mono £25

1

Colour £27
Black £16/Colour £26
Black £20/Cotour £26

£64
I 84
£50

ClipArt CD 1/2 (CC) £21 each
|
Dinosaurs (Mwrosoltl £44

i II (Eclipse) £41
Granny's Garden CD £32

I Guardians oflhe Greenwood £51
I Hutchinsons Encyclopedia £20
Klyeko fCalla

I Musical Inslrumenls (MS) £44
I My 1st Incred. Amazing Diclionaiy (DK) £36
PB Bears Bidhday Party £37

|
RiscDisc Vol 1 / 2 CD £17/ £20

I the Sorcerer CD £41
I The Way Things Work (DK/IMS) £44
I Ullimate Human Body (DK/IMS) £44

Sibelius 6 / 7
I Sleuth2 (Beebug)
I SparkFS (Pilling)

I Speech 2' (Supen
ISlrongGuard (ARMClub)
I Sludio24 Pro (Pineapple)
[Textures (R-Comp)

|
Touch Type (IOTA)

| Top Model 2 (Spacelech)
I TutboDrivers Canon HP . H Ep
Vector (4Mation)

Web Designers Toolkit (R-C

.ames (Carriage £2

rmters (Carriage
Canon BJC-240 £175
Canon BJC-4 100 £200
Canon BJC-4200 £225
Canon BJC-4550 (A3) £360

1

Canon BJC-620(720dP ,) £295
HP LaserJets Printers ECall
Add £47 to above printers tor TurboDriver I

iJZHr7CTfel(.H7»*.i»|
A30X0EtherLan102 £140
Archi EtherLan 514 £140
RPC/A7k EtherLan 602 £120

I Add £1 7 to above prices lor Access*

top lor other hard discs. Carriage £8

A3000/A3010 Hard Cards
340Mb ECall I

420Mb ECall

canners (carriage
ScanLight Video 256 £215
Epson Colour Scanners, include 'TWAIN 8
ImageMasler lor RiscOS. Bundles include
CorelPaml 8 OCR software lor PCs/PC Cards

GTx-5000 Para bundle £369
GTx-5000 SCSI bundle £499
GT-5000 SCSI (bare) £369
GTx-8500 Para bundle £630
GT-8500 (bare) £529
GTx-9500 Para bundle £760
GT-9500 (bare) £679

Terms & Carriage

showroom carriage is demised seperately. The
carnage indicated is lor single items. Please
call us lor lotal carriage when ordering more
than one Hem since il is not cumulative.
Terms: All prices include VAT excepl books.
Carriage is not included unless otherwise
staled. Carnage charges apply to mainland UK
(excluding remote areas, Scottish Highlands,
Chann Isles, IOM), elsewhere at cost. Orders
MUST be accompanied by a phone number
Prices and spec's subject to change without
notilication. Goods subject lo availability.

Goods not ottered on trial basis. Restocking
lee on non-faulty returns. Educ Insl official

orders accepted. E&OE

ainrwiiiiri 1

Applications
Carriage: a=£2. b=£6. c = C8
Acorn C/C* (Acorn)
Advantage (Longman) £52a
ANT Internet Suile (ANTi £115a
ArcFax (David Pilling)

Artworks (CC) Limited Offer £100b
Card Shop (Clares) £20a
Chameleon 2 (4Mation) £39a
Compression (CC)
DalaPower(IOTA)

i ioa
DaVmci (Spex) ECalla
Disc Rescue 2 (Look) £43a
Easy C<". (Beebug) E102a
Eureka v3 (Longman) El 00b
FireWorkz Pro (Colton)
Font Directory2 (Look) £42a
Font FX (DalaStore) E12a
Hatchback |4Malion) £35a

E42a
lmageFS2 (All Publ)
Image Oulliner (IOTA)

£43a
£52a

Impression Style ' Publisher £80b'E125b
Impression Graphics Loaders (CC) £40a
Impression Text Loaders (CC) E30a
MacFS/MacFSLite(CCl E89a / E50a
Ovation Pro f175c
PC Pro (without PCExchangel E 38a
PC Pro (wilh PCExchange) £4 7a
PC Sound Prolessional (R-Comp) £27a
Personal Accounts (Apr) £40a
PhotoDesk Light (Spacelech) £120b
PhotoDesk2 (Spacelech) £245b
Prophet (Apricote) £154b
Resultz (Colton) £85a
Rhapsody (Clares) v3 £84a
S-Base2 Personal I Developer £54c / £100c
ShapeFX (Datastore) £i2a
Sibelius Junior £50a

Birds ol War (4D) 2Mb
Break 147/Superpool £2<
Carnage Inc (4D) £1!
Chocks Compendium £2/
Crystal Maze (Sher) £26
Cyber Chess (4Di

Darkwood (Eclipse) £2;
Drifter (4D) £34
Dune II (floppy) (Eclipse)

Empire Soccer (Maglm)
£3C
£24

EType Compenrt i4D) £16
E-Type 2 (4D) £24
Firo 8 Ice (Times Warner) £22
Global Effect (Eclipse) £30
GODS (Knsalis)

Haunted House (4D) 2Mb
Holed Out Compendium £19
James Pond (Knsalis)

_otus Turbo Chall2 (Kris) £22
Magic Pockets (Reneg) £23
3 lay it again Sam 2/3 £22 each
Populous (Knsalis)

^eal McCoy 2'3/4/5 £24 each
Repton 3/4 (SUDSI
Sally & Wally (Oregan)

£22 each
E21

Saloon Cars Deluxe (4D) £24
Scrabble (US Gold)
Sim City 2000 (RPC'A5k) £31

Spobbleoid Fantasy (4D) £24
Starfighler 3000 (Fednet) £24
Stunl Racer 2000 (4D)
Tanks (Werewolf)
Dme Machine (4D)
Virtual Golf (4D) 2Mb £24

Wolfenstein 3D £20

iMFMK'fmm
Early Essentials (over 7), English (6-16yrs)
French (8-16yrs). Junior Essentials (5-11),
Malhs (Numberi (6-16). Mains (Algebra) (6-

16), Malhs (Statistics) (6-16), Malhs (Geom'y)
(6-161, Spelling (over 9), Essential IT, Geog.,
Fun School 3 (under 5. 5-7, or over 7) £20
Fun School 4 (under 5. 5-7, or over 7) £20
Granny's Garden (lloppy) (4M) £25
Maths Circus (4Mation) £27
Naughty Stones Volumes 1 or 2 £45 each
Playdays (Gamesware) £22
Ridiculous Rhymes £45
Rosie 8 Jim - Duck loses its Quack £10
Rosie & Jim • Jim gels the sneezes £10

Authorised Acorn Dealer, Fax: 0161 474 0781. Email: info<§ desktopp.demon.eo.uk

Unit 2A. Hcupriding Business Park, Ford St, STOCKPORT, Cheshire. SK3 0BT

1-474 0778
We
Adept

VISA



comms
Hands-on at Bransyeo BBS
It all started for Richard Branson at Hazelgrove

House School in Sparkford, Somerset. Unlike his

ballooning namesake, this younger Richard

Branson won the school's computing cup for his

World Wide Web page designs and, encouraged by

his head of Information Technology teacher

Alistair Teller, Richard has never looked back.

Now attending Kings School Bruton, Richard

intends to continue computing studies but has a

hankering to

study Art as well.

Both are subjects

that will stand

him in good stead

not only for

future BBS and
Web page design,

but for building a

career in either

computing or in

design.

Richard oper-

ates Bransyeo BBS

from his home in

Yeovil, Somerset.

He explains that

the BBS name
came about when

he was given an

Argonet Internet account for ( hrist-mas two years

ago by his father who chose the Argonet domain

name bransyeo for him.

Bransyeo BBS runs on a Rise PC 7(M) which was

bought to complement Richard's learning experi-

ence in the school computing department where

Up, up and away with Bransyeo BBS

there were several Rise PCs. A deciding factor on

the choice of computer was the Rise PC's ability to

run PC software using the PC card. For BBS use,

the machine runs ArmBBS BBS software driving a

Sportster 28800bps modem which has its own ded-

icated phone line.

The filebase stands at 150Mb at the time of writ-

ing, and Richard has plans for tutorial areas on the

BBS for building WWW pages, writing I'D soft-

ware, football and

so on. The BBS has

the usual file,

games and mes-

sage areas and a

nice set of ANSI
menus designed

mainly by David

Hart. Richard is

keen on ANSI
graphic art and
design and pro-

g r a m m i n g

dynamic effects, as

can be seen all

around the BBS.

Richard is plan-

ning to offer users

part-time Internet

access to the BBS

in due course, and in the mean time, he and his

brothers share the desktop and BBS with the PC

card. When I asked him what happens to the BBS

if they are running a PC program, he said, 'When

the phone rings, I press the middle mouse button

pretty quickly!'. Definitely a hands-on BBS.

Who is poppy?

I

URL of this month is the Acorn Computer Users WWW Server created and maintained by poppyc poppy-

fields. net and hosted by Oaktree Internet Solutions. This is a carefully crafted and attractive Web site full

of useful information and links to every kind of resource Acorn users could wish for.

If you are persistent you can find out that the enigmatic poppy is a music graduate and contract HTML
programmer, and owner of an Acorn A3010 computer. Poppy's Acorn site has a light and airy feel,

mostly containing Web links to other sites but arranged in a useful and logical way that makes browsing

a pleasure.

The index page features an image-mapped Acorn logo by Mark O'Mahony that leads to listings of

forthcoming events, product information about Acorn Computers, the Acorn ftp site and links to other

Acorn users' sites. There are links to documents such as the Acorn FAQ by Philip Banks, press reports on

Oracle and the Network Computer, Robin Watts' technical documents, F-Format discs information, and

to Freeware and Shareware software such as ArcWeb, IRCCIient and Zap.

Links to News, technical info and a route to the Acorn Web site complete poppy's Acorn index. You

can visit ( antaloop, Web site of The Unbroken Circle, a Derbyshire

team of programmers for RISC OS computers, and find out about

Chockdno, the independent Java implementation for RISC OS by New
Zealander Peter Naulls.

So who is poppy? It's well-hidden and I'll leave it to you to discover

her real name, but suffice to say she really is a young lady living in

Surrey. There's so much on this site that it deserves to be high on every-

one's hotlist.

The Acorn Computer Users WWW Server

h ttpj/wuw.poppyftelds.net/iuorn/

Contacting me

Keep sending me interesting

URLs for the next yoUR List by

e-mail to david@arcade.demon.

co.uk, or mail #2 on Arcade BBS

0181654 2212.

Breaking Windows
Convergence is a user group

dedicated to bringing together

users of 'non-Wintel' computers -

those not running Windows

software on Intel processors - to

highlight the strengths and

successes of these competing

technologies - which include RISC

OS and ARM RISC processors - and

to promote compatibility between

these platforms so as to present a

united front against Wintel. To find

out more about the Convergence

International user and

development group, visit their new

Web site.

Convergence International

http://convergence.int.eu.org/

E-mail: enquihes@convergence.eu.org

ARM Pit movement
Matthew Page's ARM Pit BBS has

moved with him from Yorkshire

down to Cambridgeshire at

Longthorpe, Peterborough. There's

a new 24-hour number for the 28k8

line, and the Fidonet node has

become 2:2504/112.0. Matthew is a

prolific writer of add-on games and

utilities for BBS operators, and

recent examples popping up on

many systems are Pac-man,

Downhill Pro-Ski and his real-time-

display World Time feature.

ARM pit BBS

(01733) 445800

Ringo stars in ANT
suite

Alisdair McDiarmid has released an

excellent program called Ringo on

his Demon Web site that calculates

how much money you have spent

on phone time while using the

ANT© Internet Suite. You can set

up the cost for the various charge

rates, although other currencies

and discount schemes such as BT's

Friends and Family or Premier Line

are yet to be incorporated. Alisdair

describes it as Emailware, which

requires that you E-mail him to tell

him you're using it - not too much

to ask.

IRingo Call Costs Utility

http://www. verisimilitude.

demon.co.uk/alisdair
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public domain
Q The Music news

The first stage of the long awaited

QTM editor is almost complete and

QTM Turbo, the follow up to Acorn

User's QTM music player, should be

previewed in July at the Revelation

demo party. QTM author, Stephen

Harrison, has produced the new

editor module to work with the

player, allowing a protracker mod

to be edited.

All the low-level code will be

provided as SWI calls, contained in

the editor module. Programmers

can then create their own front end

interfaces (as has happened with

QTM player front ends like

QTMplay and RiscTracker).

Interested parties should contact

Stephen at sah195@soton.ac.uk

APDL Web site

APDL, one of the top PD libraries,

has just opened its own Web site.

It's early days yet but proprietor

David Holden says, 'I'll be adding

various other things in the near

future so I hope it's going to be

worth visiting.

As it's still very new,

suggestions and comments will be

welcomed.' The site can be found

at http://www.apdl.co.uk

InterGif

The superb Sprite to Gif conversion

software, InterGif, has now

reached version 5.

InterGif is essential for anyone

creating graphics for their Web

pages and comes highly

recommended. It can be obtained

from the InterGif Web site at

http://www.ant.co.uk/-peter/

software/intergif.htm

Programmin
Mam people are quick to

criticise the Acorn lor its

lack of support for program-

mers. High profile problems
like Acorn's use of a makeshift

(front program instead of

proper C++ compiler have cre-

ated this false idea that

programming on the Acorn
isn't easy. Some problems do
exist hul the answers can usu-

ally be found in the public

domain. This special feature on

programming tools covers

everything you need to code

anything from desktop applica-

tions to graphical demos.

Languages
As if it wasn't enough to have

BB( BASIC and an excellent

ARM Assembler built into your

machine, the I'D scene spoils

Mm tor choice with a big range

of other programming lan-

guages. Of particular note is the

excellent (,\l ( < + + compiler

which has recently reached ver-

sion 2.72. Other languages

available include: Forth 83, GNU
Fortran 77, Icon 9, SMI. 4, ( lisp.

GN1 Smalltalk, XLisp, Python,

Norcroft or GNU Pascal, SB-

Prolog, GNl Ada, Hope and Perl

S. HF.NSA is a good plate to start

if you're looking tor a particular

language.

Editors

So you've got a language to

code in but what do you type

the source code into? Several

editors are available for RISC
os, but the top two to consider

are Zup and StrongEd. Regular

PI) column readers will know
that I'm a big fan of Dominic
Symes' Zap. The program's ease

of use makes tile editing very

fast. A massive range of patches

(some third party) allow you to

edit and instantly compile and

run programs written in differ-

ent languages. Special colouring

modes make the code easier to

view
.

\s an example, you can

setup a (.' compiler to work
entirely from Zap, w ith the

throwback appearing in

another Zap window.

PI) old hand, duttorm Vik has

constantly been updating his

StrongEd software which is well

worth i becking out. Most peo-

ple tend to prefer the editing

Style ot either Zap or StrongEd,

while disliking the other

Although I usually use Zap,

StrongEd does have some vcrv

tempting features.

If there's anyone still uses I dil

to do anything, gel hold ot the

editors described above and I

guarantee you'll find everydaj

editing a lot easier.

Libraries

A large number ol libraries tor

programming the WIMP can be

found in almost all sources ot

PI), starting with a range ot

BASK
,

( and ( ++ libraries like

Libstore2 and OSLib, and pro-

gressing all the way to complete

programming shells. I he best ol

these is the comprehensive
EventShell application which
has received much praise in pre-

v ions months of the PI)

column. Writing the code lor a

desktop application is often

only hall the work. A large

number of tools exist to help

debug your code and under-

stand what's going on. Tracker

and VDUstream are just a cou-

ple ol the examples available.

Hie interface to any desktop

program has to be one of the

most important design aspects,

in an age w here usability is

paramount. \s a result, a good

template editor is essential.

Se\ eral w ell developed pro-

grams .ire available but

TemplEd is a good start.

Man) programmers can't

afford the Programmers
Referent e Manuals and hem e

find it very difficult to get any-

where without any SWI details.

Help is at hand in the form ol

the extra tiles available lor use

with StratlgHelp. A look hyper-

text do( ument details all the

SU Is \ou ( an use.

Games/Graphics
Several tools .ire currently avail

able that make demo or games
coiling a little easier for novice

programmers. GameSuite is

ideal tor arcade type games and

has just reached version 3.

Michael Crimmincks 3Dlitils

mow in version 1.08) contains

everything you need to produce

ri»rtnr>
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i| special
51) graphics. Vs mentioned in

last month's column, several

other .51 > graphics libraries, tar-

geted al the Rise i'< level, are

also under development and

interested parties may find it

worthwhile to wail a little

longer.

I xpeel more news in this

area in future issues.

Sound
Sound and mush playback is

covered by a good range of util-

ities free!) a> ailable as I'D,

making it easy for tin- prospec-

tive programmer to plug in

extra modules, saving the need

lor extra coding work.

A wide range of musk players

is available with the latest ver-

sion oi QTM incorporating a lot

ni \ ery handy sound effe< ts

swis and comes highly recom-

mended.

For sample playback direct

from disc, a range ol modules is

available. David Radford's

) ompUtlts otters specialised

compression anil sound play-

back.

Alternatively Kick Hudson's

Sounck 011 and PlaySample pro-

grams pros ide everything you

need while maintaining a verj

easy-to-use interfai e. Sound< on

will i i>n\ irt between .ill the

i (million sound lormats.

Compression
\x with the use ol sound in pro-

grams, lili' compression can also

he provided hy existing code. A

large number ol compaction pro-

grams are available in the public

domain, including everything

from command line modules to

sets ol swis with desktop front

ends to go with them.

kai Sclichting's misleadingly

titled GZip, is a Iron! end to

|0hn kortink s excellent / /It

i (impaction modules which can

be found in a wide range of

other software

Other compression ntils

include < oinlcnse. I./.H and a

number of ports of Zip. It's well

worth getting hold ol a range of

these programs and trialling

them on the data you want to

compress. You can then select

the best compression versus

time taken ratios, flic main bul-

letin boards seem to be a good

place to locate these tools, hut

main uin also he found on the

Net.

\s well as data file compres-

sors, several utilities aim at

compressing the source code of

a program. BasCompress

squashes BASK programs down
to si/e by replacing variable

names with single letters and

removing comments. ( runch

uses conventional compression

routines hut builds the decom-

pression code into the output

file, creating a self-extracting

archive. Very handy to save disc

space hut make sure you use

version 1.21 - previous versions

produce archives that are not

StrongARM compatible

Conclusion
that's just .i sample of the

many programming aids avail

able in the Public Domain from

a wide range of sources. I lie

besl place to browse tor these

utilities are in the comprehen-

sive catalogues of the higgcr I'D

libraries or on the Internet. Try

any Of these:

• The Datafile, Willoughby
House, N'» Woodvillc Road,

Boston, PE21 Him
• live Star Marketing, 4

Shepherds Walk, lUishev.

Herts, WD2 11/

• APD1 , 39 Knighton Park

Road, Sydenham, London,
SI 26 SRN

• Arcade BBS -0181 654 2212
• Digital Databank BBS- 01707

323531

Last months I'D on the \cl

feature details more Internet

sites th.in I have room to repeat

here, hut as a quick guide,

ill \SA (http://mii ros.hensa.ac

.uk/l is a good place to start for

programming tools.

Atlanta
Several low cost font managers have appeared

recent!) .uni Ulanta.b) David McCormack, is one

of the most outstanding. It allows easy manage-

ment of large numbers ol fonts, making regular

DTP work much easier, \ller a simple installation

process, the program allows von to control which

fonts are accessible to other applications.

Fonts can he turned on and oil at the dick ol a

mouse hut there is a range ol precautions in place

to prevent clashes with applications in use that

require touts that have been turned off. Installing

new louts is very easv and the usual range ol han-

dling features like re-naming and deletion are

supported. Previewing is accompanied by a sort-

ing feature, making it easv to manage a font

collection. I he application is fully configurable

without making things too complicated, and the

associated text manual is well written and infor-

mative.

Atlanta is one of the new breed of programs

with a commercial feel and a shareware price.

Registration is £5 and it can be found on the

author's Weh site at: http://www.atlantic.oak-

tree.co.uk/

Pdf

I've recently had enquiries about

the conversion and viewing of

Adobe PDF files. The best program

to use is an Acorn conversion of

xpdf, helpfully called Pdf. Most

features are already supported and

the author, Leo Smiers, is

continuing development and

welcomes bug reports for any

problems encountered. Pdf can be

obtained from Digital Databank or

the HENSA ftp site.

UUCoder

UUCoder is the best program for

dealing with uuencoded e-mails

and split files and has recently

been updated with several bug

fixes, to version 1.23. This can be

found on the UUCoder Web site at

http://www.bramber.demon.co.uk/

john/soft.html

Icebird demo

The latest news from Mr Hill is that

the next Icebird demo is almost

complete, and will be released at

the Siliconvention demo party. Mr

Hill, formerly a coder for the

renowned group Archiologics, is

now writing for Icebird. Check the

Icebird Web site for more info at

http://www.germany.net/teilnehm

er/1 00, 160485/

Contacting me
You can contact the PD page by

writing to me, Paul Wheatley, at

Acorn User, IDG Media, Media

House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. Or

preferably, by e-mail to

aupdpage@idg.co.uk.
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PC
Live and learn
1'VL heard that the average age

(it Worn clan members is just

over 40. If that's representative

of Acorn users as a whole that

means that many of you. like

mc, who use trusty Acorns at

home will also have families

and will he on the lookout tor

software to help them get

through the dubious delights of

school, SATs and so on.

It would he nice if every

piece of software on the planet

worked in KIS( OS, hut sadly we
have to accept that most titles

never will. But that, of course, is

why we have P( cards. So this

issue I'm going to run through a

few software titles that don't

exist on the Acorn which are

aimed at young children learn-

ing at home.

PC Genius
/'( Genius was one of the rea-

sons I started to look into this -

my son saw the adverts and

thought he'd like it. The ques-

tion is: would you want it? The

software comes with a maga-

zine - two or three discs StU( k

to an issue that arrives (oi

should arrive) every fortnight.

The magazines are bright and

cheerful providing some written

work and giving all the neces-

sary instructions on how to set

up the games. It's not difficult

and thus far everything has

functioned perfectly on my sys-

tem save for the set of discs that

were corrupted and wouldn't

load on a PC either.

Unlike many educational PC

titles, these games were written

for the UK market. Thus they

are well targeted to key stages

one two and three (ages 7-11)

and don't botch the job with US

spellings or focus. As the games

arrive on floppy (and aren't

expensive) the designers could

not go in for the highly com-

plex animated graphics you

might find on today's CDs.

These games are simple by

comparison. But they are

colourful, they are tun and they

cover a wide range of subject

matter - maths, English, French

and more besides. A lew years

ago, teachers would have
despaired of them: drill and

practice dressed up. But these

days, such learning is hack in

fashion. This isn't riveting soli

ware, but it's not really meant

to be. It's disposable, fun for a

while, use it and forget it stuff.

But at £2.99 per issue, with nine-

new games each time, that's not

a bad deal.

7th Level
7th Level have produced several

titles aimed at this age group

(Key stage 1 & 2). My first expe-

rience of their software was
with their Great Wont

idventure. It has been lauded in

the press and quite rightly. It's

brilliant. The CD-ROM makes

full use of cartoon style graph-

ics and music. Presentation is

by a bear (I think) called Little

Howie, assisted by a robot and a

skunk (with a peg on his tail).

You are taken on an adventure

through various games most of

which are both pretty and
funny enough to be played

many times over.

I lie child logs in each time

and the levels are adjusted

according to performance. And
at the end, there's a certificate

of progress too.

The Creat Math adventure

follows the same format and is

equally good. There are several

other titles in the series includ-

ing science.

Despite reference to the

National ( urriculum on the

box, there are a few transat-

lantic problems - in the Lnglish

software 1 haven't noticed any

US spellings but the rhymes

aren't anglicised and in the

maths software the S signs

haven't been altered to is. That

aside, these titles certainly

won't disappoint. My only tech-

nical concern is with speed. The

programs run well but though a

StrongARM isn't necessary, a

reasonably quick PC card is

probably advisable.

10 out of 10
10 out of 10 is a familiar name
lo Acorn users. Having built its

reputation on simple educa-

tional titles lor the Atom mar-

ket it is now writing software

that is only available for l'( s.

Imong its titles are test pro

grams lor Maths and Lnglish.

Now that the National

Curriculum sets defined stan-

dards it is actually possible to

check out how well your child is

doing against these markers.

And that's exactly what Test

)om Child (available for Maths

and Lnglish at key stage 1) does.

So, are they any use? The
software allows for the tracking

of children, logging progress

and printing out results. What
it doesn't do, to my mind, is

give nearl) enough support lor

the parent, lor example, how
much help do you give a six or

seven year old.' Children sit

such tests with a teacher who is

allowed to ensure the question

is understood, but no more. But

that is open to interpretation

and it's hard as a parent to

know what is reasonable and
what is not.

Having said that, the tests do

cover the whole range of tasks

required of children and using

them does show up gaps in

knowledge very clearly. They
probably also help the child to

understand what is required of

them in the test. SAIs, like the

old II plus, are in part under-

standing how to pass the test as

well as knowing the underlying

skill. So a little practice may be

no bad thing.

these programs are basic but

with some care are pretty good

at their job. ["hey .ire vers

tightly targeted to the National

( urriculum and have been

designed by specialists although

the target levels do seem to be

on the high side, (which 10 out

of 10 admitted) though I fail to

understand why the standards

should he anything hut right.

So. they are useful, but use it

with care to find out what your

child is missing out on. Don't

panic, loo much at apparently

poor results.

Technically these programs

should not present any problems.

EuroPress
I'd also like to mention the soft-

ware from LuroPress. Not

because I want to recommend it

but because I think it is better

avoided - and it is still being

pushed as an International

Bestseller and looks attractive as

a bundled cheap offer.

This claims to be \Vin95 com-

patible but isn't really. It's old

DOS software with a front end

that in my experience doesn't

always work even on a real P( .

It's low quality graphics with

poor quality games. Cheap, but

not cheerful.

from what I've tried, PC

Genius is better in just about

ever) respect.

Play the ACE
Having reported last time around that GE have released their

133MHz board with a 512K cache I can also tell you that ACE in

Germany are offering a similar card. In fact ACE can add a 512K

cache to any card, DX4/100 or faster.

Both boards offer a 900 per cent improvement in on-board

processing speed which translates to a more sedate 25 per cent

(approx) improvement in overall performance. So far as I know,

GE can't as yet offer an upgrade service, but ACE of Dortmund

in Germany does. The downside is it costs £149. Check them out

at http://www.acebace.de. Tel: 00 49 231 727 4260.

Aleph card improves
Aleph One cards now feature a 512K cache. Prices are unchanged. Increased speeds are detailed on their Web site at

www.aleph1.co.uk or tel: (01223) 811679.

Contact
You can contact me,

Mike Buckingham, by

post at: Acorn User,

Media House,

Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10

4NP or by dropping

me an e-mail at:

aupcpage@idg.co. uk
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Computers
i 200MHz

4/HDl.2Gig^Sr" m . L'l150.00e|
4/HD1 2Gig 8xCD.»w at, C1200.00e
10/HD1 .OGig nua on* E1450 OOe I

10/HDL8Gig BxCDtw. <*t\ E1500.I

Mail Order

£200.00 Trade-In on
most old computers
against Any Risc-PC\
A7000
(16 Floppy A Mb expandable to 1 30Mb ram.
"

i 7500 540Mb HD. lyear on sile warranty)|

I 4M/HD540 ram only £834 OOd
4M< HD540/8xCD bo* only £834 OOd

.

i
l'i , iinl

Monitors
Acorn AKF60 E264.00d
Acorn AKF91 C640 OOd
Acorn AKF93 C423.00d
liyama 17'MF86' C599 00d
hyarna 17"MT9017E £639 OOd
Microv 14"1438 £289.00d
Microv 14' 1450 E219.00d
Microv 15" 156- £299.00d

Rise-PC Upgrades
I486-DX2-66 PC Upqnde C175.00d
486-OX4-100 PC Upgrade £230.00d
[586-100 PC Upgrade E350.00d

£29.00a
£1 39.00c
£292 00c
£40.00a

£279.00c
E90.00d
E69.00b

PC Exchange
Accesst Card
Strong Arm upgrade
Audio Mixer
Movie Magic
Second Slice no PSU
Sound Card
RiscPC 4Mb RAM
RiscPC 8Mb RAM
RiscPC 16Mb RAM
RiscPC 32Mb RAM
RiscPC 1 Mb VRAMsimlec £81 00c
[RiscPC 2Mb VRAMsimtec £116 00c

Portable < omputers
A4 Portable (L.-ist 2 ) £1350.OOd
Pocket Book 2(256k) £239.00c
Pocket Book 2(1 MB) £319.00c
A-Lmk £59.00b
M-Link £59.00b
PC-Link + £59.00b
Parallel Link £29.00a
Power Supply £14. 50b
Flash SSD 1MB £1 19.00c

Hardware I Upgrades
Casio OV- 10a „. :.....,.,...* £375 OOd
Casio QV-100

I

r;25 00d
Casio QV-Mains Adaptor E 1 5.00a
Casio QV-10a/100 Con. Kit £1 16.00c
HawkV9Mkll £1 94.00c
Lark Midi Sound-Sa. £1 72.00c
Midi Max £78. 00c
Rise OS Upgrade Chips £36.00a
RiscTV (Mam) £295.00c
Teletext module lor above £45.00a
SCSI 16bit E95.00C
SCSI 2 32bit £205.00c
TV Tuner E99.00c

|
TV Tuner * Teletext £ 1 59.00c

Data Storage
A30x0 CD Atapi interlace

Quad External Atapi CD
A30x0 IDE interlace

A30x0 IDE'CD interlace

all above include HD
IDE 2.5"

|60mb
| 350mb
540mb

EIDE
1.2 gb
1,7 gb

I
2 1 gb
2.5 gb
3.2 gb

SCSI 2 3.5"
544 Meg Fujitsu

1.0 gb lyr Warranty
2 gb 2yr Warranty
3.2 gb 3yr Warranty

I

4 3 gb 5yr Warranty

IDE CD Tray Internal
I
4 speed
8 speed
12 speed

lyr Warranty
2yr Warranty
3yr Warranty
5yr Warranty
5yr Warranty

£84.00b
£176 00c
£88.00b

£1 04.00b
fixing kit

£69.00c
£ 129.00c
£1 69.00c

£1 69.00c
£1 99.00c
E219.00C
£239.00c
£289 00c

El 19.00c
£209 00c
E299.00C
£359.00c
£649.00c

£69.00c
£89.00c

£1 19.00c

PD SYSTEMS
4X speed CD-ROM Drive
650 MB Optical Disc Drive
Internal or External
Including 1 Cartridge £539 OOd
Extra 650MB Cartridge £45.OOa

i Port
Zip Drives 100mb £ 175.00c
Zip Discs 1 0Omb £13. 50a

Archimedes Memory
A3000 I £64.00b
A3000 l-4mb £139 00c
A3010 1-2mb £47 00b
A3010 2-4mb E89 00b
A3020 / A4000 2-4mb £89 00b
A5000 2-4mb £99 00b

All Upgrades fitted tree it ordered
with Computer else f 18 00

Tel: 01924 254800 Fax: 01924 2580361
E.Mail: sales@davyn.demon.co.uk

Scanners
Epson GT5000 parallel

Epson GT5000 sesi

Epson GT8500 para/sesi

Epson GT9500 para'sesi

Scanhght 256 8bit

Scanlight256 16bit

Scanlight 256 Video

£359.00d
£429.00d
£499.00d
E659.00d
E164.00C
£15 1.00c
£222.00c

Image Master/Twain Oliver £35.OOa

Printers
Canon
BJ-30
BJC-70
BJC-240
BJC-4200
BJC-4550
BJC-620
Epson

I Stylus 400
Stylus 600
Stylus 800
Stylus Pto

(black)

(colour)

(colour)

(colour)

(A3 colour)

(colour)

£169.00d
£199.00d
£179 OOd
£229 OOd
£389 OOd
£339 OOd

(colour) £239 OOd
(colour) £299.00d
(colour) £449.00d
(colour) £419 OOd

Stylus ProXL*(A3colour) £1 1 19.00d
Hewlett Packard
DeskJet 400 (colour) £169 OOd
DeskJet 690 (colour) £259. OOd
LaserJet 5L (Black) £349.00d
Calliqi.iph
A4 1200 Laser (black) £1 150 OOd

Printer Inks/Refills

,

;

lnk|et Refills are an economical way
ot re-charging your existing cartridge

All inks come complete with gloves,
syringe and easy to use instructions.

Single 20ml Any Colour £6.70a
|
Twin 2x20ml Black E 10.00a
Bulk 125ml Any Colour £21.00b

'CartridgeMate' a new and
easy to use cartridge refill system for

HP51626A high cap cartridges

A refill system with no mess
Comprises: CartridgeMate

& 2 x 40ml Ink Tanks
[
Cartridge not included £30.00b
Ink Tank 2 x 40ml £20.00a
HP51625A Tn-Colour Cartridge refill

kit 3 x 3 colour refills Comprises:
CM & Y Inks. Cap Retaining Clip
Cartridge Cap Remover £30.00a
We also carry a large stock of Inkjet

cartridges and ribbons

EP-L Toner for LBP-4
EP-E Toner for LBP-8
HP Lserjet5L Toner

£69. 00c
£79.00c
£59.00c

Printable Items
Colour'n Wear (2 white Baseball Caps -

3 transfer papers

i

£10.50b
Colour'n Wear (2 white T Shirts t

4 transfer papers £1 3.50b
Colour'n Wear
(i iransfer papers only) £7. 50a

(30 transler papers only) E4 1 00b
Design & Print Mouse Mat £4.OOa
Design & Print Business Cards
10x8 AJ I50g Perforated £5.00a
Col InkJet malt photo white paper
25 sneets x I20gms £5.50b
Monochrome InkJet brilliant white
paper 100 sheets x 90gms £3.00b

CD Software
[.Photo CD i Ifi.OOa

Vncient Lands IMS) £44.006

VrtWorks

\rtWorks Clipun I (C( I QO.OOu
.Cllpan II (Ct i E2O.00a

Being .i Sciemisi i tnglia) I M.OOu
Bilfolio I i (Lino) ESO.OOc

Breakaway Maths (YITM)
Britain i i Vli E44,00a

Britain Since I930 E28.00a

British Bit I

I ars Maths In M intCambs)

Dinosaurs M/S) t-M ooh

Castles
| Vnglii

Guardians ol the Greenwood
( irannj s Garden

I
iM.m £35 OOa

Garden Wildlife (Anglia) £44.00a
Hutchinson M/Mediu
tndustriMl Revolution

I Anglia)

Invcntors&lnventions l Vngliul ElM.OOc
Kingfishei i tMhi

Kiyeko ami the kni mghi (1MSI

I angsdale CCS) EI04.00c

Medieval Realms . -
i
-- CI64.00c

Musical Instruments (M/S

Mysteries ol Mature i \ngliu i
I B.\

\l. i/ingdi i^gr-

Stories \ life" [S

I [IMS) £ I6.00h

PhotoBase 1920s 10s 10s 50s.60»

\ ictorians.Landscapes I

RiscDis i
1

1 niqueway) ElS.OOu

(I m'queway I

RixcDiM '4£*; 'i nlqueway
i

Life (7-1 1

1

E44.00a

(I ing Worl i\i;,.

t liimale Human Bod) l*!?sT

I nderslanding Energy
i nderslanding ih I £44 OOa

World W

Application Software

9*

Advance

Ancestry ll

\NT Internet

\pple I S

\u l.i <

^rtWorks

( Vk-ln.ilii.il

Inimutoi

o lion

DataPowei

Desktop Thesaurus

(LL i £54.009

£87 00b
. wi

£25.00a
i

i

(Acorn) £2 t9-00t

(Clares)

(Iota) £9.1 >

EI50.00C

£31,OOa

(Iota) EI35.00c

!:
I
> - £!9.00a

Davyn Software
Draw to DXF Converter

lew Only£23.00a

> DXF

Draw Work»

:

iS\ - £19,00a

EasyOp (Pubis) £3 1.OOa
I itsy Pont (Fflblsl

i idoscope (RisePi only EI70;00l

Formulix

Font ia

i '.hi., h i

ILL)

,< ( .

(Daiasiore)

ii i in

( li iphii i (ft'

i

usionisl ii lates)

Im igcFS2 : Mternative P)

EllOOa

£45.00a

£4 1.00a

£54.00a

: 139.00c

I I E79.00t

(
\e"irn

(Vtii

!
nisei IlClurcl I

(LL)

lutlinei

mpression Publish

Impression Style

Inn nalk

lor III

Kno«
'

V.i.ii

l'i PROfMi P( . in;, i \\1 i £45.00a

l'< Sound Pro ^gprvUt omp) Q9.00I
Pcndown DTP [I I

i £59.O0b

Pendown E1 ILL)

Pcndown Plus (LL)

Personal ;
.

I'll Desk : [Space rechi £259.00i

Pinpoint [Longman) I

Pro \Mivin: (Clares) £135.00«

ProArtisan M (Clares)

Prophet .' Accounts (Api

Render Bendei v2 [Clares) E45.00a

Replay Startci Kit (Acorn)

i nagi Pro U
k 3 (Clare!

Bed

RiscCad Professional

Serenade

ShapeFX

Sib

i'ml

Student

Sibelius Junioi

Sim \ii

SmArl I
.

£93.1

[Datustore) £ 1 2.00a I

i iSilv

.', (Sibe

£53.00bl
IM.,ll,,:i

(4Mailon teach

Sin Ail FiteMi>ill..iiif:i4\1.it

Snippet

: \ Makei

Strongard

Internet

TcxtEase

I • . 'I I .ill mi'

I."i ase ["alking Multimedia

TimeCode

Titlei Clares]

aphei (Clares)

roueh I dotal

Turbo Drivei I (

TwainDrivers [DP

TTTW
l4\1.,l|,,:

HIS

DoggySofi

i

S 'ii .,

£94.00c

£ 19,0Qi

Education Software
id i ii

.
i

...

I ' M.Hlr

I

UaUnNui

Adventure Playground Storm) £21 OOa

Amazing Mall CSH)
Amazing I lllie

Art venture I
Run

i

\rcveniun Egyi

Areventun

Areventure IV \ s

Days (Sherl

Aztecs

..ii.

Balloons and Zoo

BodyWise

Pirates

Coffee
1 'His

Crystal Rail

Crystal Rain Forrest II

Dan) i ihe Dragon

DaiaGraph

DTP
Flossy hi

Flighi Path 9+
i

. ddy

Freddy Teddy s \,l»

(Sherl

[Storm)

i Shcn

il I i

ILL I

IMat)

I Storm)

£38.00a

£48.00a

£25.00a

L U.IXI.i

t I.-. Dil.i

PI OOa

Fun Schi o!3« ) each

Granny's Garden

i

lames Pond running ivatet

I
.iii.iin, uk'. full rungci i i

i ook ii.

Maths i ii

MathsMania

Music Box

Stories V i ,ii /
1

S

Numbci
I ropo '-

( "'.i

pus si, pad [Storm]
i imimJ Reading I rec Stage -

Talking Stories (Sher)

king Stories \

Talking Stories (Shei

I ing Infant Vtlas

PinPomi lunlot i
I

PlantWise (Sher)

Playdays(age J-8)

! lint Duck (Sher)

Rosie ,s^ inn Sneezes (Shei i

S ii funle

I .iles
i Shei i

the Spaniel

Smudgi the Sclcntisi (Storm)

Punctuates

Space City [Sher)

Splash [Sherl

Stij ,, ih i 'i mi' (Sher)

i SIh-ii

Talking! i

i
fopo

ralking \nimated Mphabet

TalkingRhymesI
i fopo)

iTopo)

fhc Puddle* Wardrobi

Tune i letectives

nnyDraw/l ogo

finyPuzzle

ir\ Picnh

Voyage i i Shei,

£22.00a

in 50a
i i

i 50a

-

£ I B \.i

£31 OOa

£22.00a

£26.00a

E32.00a

E20.00u

Games Software
Mderbum n S»" 1

1 volut

ihe Dark (Kri

Aries

Anagram I k

Vxis (TBA

fWai 4D)

Black Vngel

Boxing Manag<
|
^^Knsalis)

Burn t im

Rock

Seed

i) gtf.
i

,

Man

'.ess

I lark *ood

Dune2< I)

Dungeon
Empire S

E-Typc laguai 3

IDA

L 14 O0,i

C29.00a

£2Z00a

he I ipse'

L40 00,i

i4D)2mh
i Empire i

(4D) 2mb
II).

ih

£21.01 '.i

E29.00a

E21.00t

(US Gold)
I I I EI7.00a

Dan ID

ITcci lEclipsi

Ki salts)

Haunted House (4D)2mb I

Hiemdall S»» (Knsalis]

i s... (Krisuli

*"•

i *D) £21 OOa

JamcsPond [Krisalis) ElO.OOa

James Pond 2 Ro
limes Pond running watei

I EI9.00B

R . I', Knsal i.)
•

S'"
i

ElS.OOa

Populus i i ilis)

i (Pxyi

(4D)

Coy 3 ID) E29,00a
ii

:| ,

.| ,

Scrabble [I S Gold)

SimCity 2000 (Kris)A5000/W
Simon rh.

Simon The Sorcerei I D(l )/W i £4l,00u

9* i U5.00,.

g*-(KrisuliM
,1|).

Stereoworld ID)

. 2000 in,

ElS.OOa

E29,00a
;

. h.ne . II i,

Virtual ( lol i ID) 2mb
ii ,

GamesPad 2playei (< ;
a\ ,

SfrceiaU (?te*t-*X4€ee t%«u
i u4fe t< r* *f*f{*Ai(Uv

5 25 40i baredisc drive

: Vnaloguc tnte

a Mouse In I lollund

Doris ihe Dotty Dog
Flossy iin

Gemini

Polyominoes

Podd

[I
•>

,

I \

lEY)

[I \

iv,
i ropo

(ESM)
(Mtncrs'a)

£5.01 i.i

E30.0Oa

ElO.OOa

I M » l.i

//r>M To Order
< 'hcques: should be made

payable i Davyn Computers
( ri'dii ( .nils; you may also pay

byVisa, Delia, Euro, Switch
Electron, 01 Master Cud. We
normally make no charge for this

.mil take no paymenl until good
are ready foi dispatch. We need
the eatd holders address and

telephone numbei card numbei
.\i:d issue numbei il any and the

expiry date.

(.in iagc: shame- are as Follows

a Small £1.25
b Medium E2.50
c Medium Recorded £4.50
d ( miner L' Id. 00

c Couriet I arge £15.00

( )ITiei;il Orders; are welcome
from l K education and
government institutions (in

are due foi |',unienl uilh.n 14

days and are subject to

.wul late pay mew charges),

VAT is included:
Order Address: please send

ymii orders to:

Davyn Computer Services
'The Workshop'
off Princess Street. Sandal.

Wakefield, Wesl Yorkshire,
\M I 5M
t Ipeiiini' Hours'

Mondaj 9.30 5.30

ruesdaj 9.30 - 5.30
Wednesda) 9.30 - 5 30
Thursdaj 9.30 - 7.30
hidav 9.30 - 7.30

Saturday 9.30 - 5.30

I erins: All products, prices and

spec ifications are offered In good
faith and arc subject io i hange
without notice, we Process all

orders immediatly, bui suppliers
,!, sometimes keep us waiting;
i loods ai\ guaranteed bul are nol

supplied on approval Returns and

cancellations can only be accepted

by priot agreement ami there may
be .. restocking and administration

\ lull copy ..I out terms are

available upon request

E &.O.I 2 1'.h \pnl 1997



fba]
|4I)i i

(Eclipse)

(Krisullsl 1

(4D)2mb
1

Krisalis) :

(Krisalis)

•*I\1,.J||., !

Innl 111! !

:od(GAV) i

wutci 1

1

KlIs.llKI 1

[Krisulis) t

:

in i

id.
|

i-ini j

|4D) i

|
( i/W i

\

CI 1
'

, w
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nierfacc
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.111 i
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i \p\
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music & audio
Welcome

I irsi off, let mo welcome you all to the new.

singing and dancing Acorn User Music and

Audio page. Ever since the BB( Micro was

launched hack at the start of the '80s, music

and sound have played an important part

iu the Acorn world.

Even though it has never been the com-

puter for making music, the I5lt( Micro and

the Archimedes have both had their obliga-

tors 15 minutes of fame.

More recently with the development of

the Rise IT and in particular the

StrongARM Rise PC, the Acorn name might

soon be as common in the studio as Atari

and Apple Mac. Sibelius has already proved

to the world that Acorn machines can take

on the best and win. Couple this with the

emergence of powerful new software from

the likes of Oregan and ESP and it looks like

the Acorn platform could and will compete

will in this new and exciting marketplace,

It's been a long time convincing the

Editor that the interest and support tor sir li

a page is out there. 1 would therefore be

pleased to hear from anyone who has any

comments (good or bad) about what they

think ot it. I would be especially pleased to

hear from anyone out then' who is using

Acorn hardware anil software in any proles

sional or senii-prolcssional situation.

MIDIWorks and AudioPort
One of the main uses, if not the main use, for using a computer in a

recording studio is for running a sequencer. Ask anyone involved in

the technical side of music making and you'll hear the names

( abase and Cakewalk; two of the leading MIDI sequencers for the

PC and Apple Mac. Oregan, makers of

CineWorks and ProSound hope to add

another name to that list with the

impending release ot its WDIWorks
sequencer package.

There have of course been other

sequencers on the Acorn platform but

none has had the advanced features

that MIDIWorks boasts. As well as the

usual piano roll editor, the program

includes full editing for controllers,

plus Groove quantisation and non-lin-

ear timestretching.

SMPTE/MTC (Society of Motion

Picture and Television I.ngineers/Midi

lime (ode) synchronisation allows

MIDIWorks to sync to external hard-

ware including synthesisers and DAT recorders, emphasising its aim

at being a serious program.

While 1 have yet to see the finished program working in full, the

author's track record to date has been exemplary with ProSound

and Studio Sound already under his belt, so I expect great things of

this flagship product. MIDIWorks will be making its public debut at

the Wakefield show on 17th/ 18th May so get along if you can and

see land hear) just what Acorn machines can really do.

platform a musical force to be reckoned with. Perhaps the only real

expansion hardware aimed at the professional musician has been

the Armadillo A616 16-bit sampler, but this is now incompatible

with current versions of RISC ( >S.

Oregan's soon to be released

AudioPort aims to provide full SPDIF

(Sony/Philips Digital Interface format)

input and output of audio data, with

the option of an add-on external unit

to give analogue in and out.

I wo designs exist tor these - one

providing two channels in and six

channels out in a half-sized rack

mount unit, and one with eight chan-

nels in and eight channels out in a

full-size 19 inch rack mount unit.

In addition to the digital I/O, the

AudioPort motherboard contains dual

buffered MIDI ports, plus onboard DSP

(Digital signal Processor). By

combining the AudioPort and the

8in/8out CODEC, plus ProSound and StudioSound, you effectively

have an 8-track hard disc digital recording unit - something which

is only available on top-end PCs, Macs and dedicated systems cost-

ing thousands of pounds.

If Oregan can deliver the goods, I can see no reason why Acorn

machines should not be a viable alternative to the usual suspects in

a recording studio.

A fuller specification for MIDIWorks and AudioPort can be found

(iood software is only part of the solution in making the Acorn at Oregan's web site: http://www.oregan.demon.co.uk

MellDI
Just like buses, good RISC: OS programs seem

to be a bit thin on the ground and then sud-

denly a load ot similar ones ail appear at

once. MellDI is another MIDI sequencer cur-

rently in development, which aims to

provide Acorn users with features until now-

only available on other platforms. The cur-

rent version - marketed by liquid Silicon - is

only a beta release, but a full version is

promised soon and users will be able to

upgrade from one to the other for a nominal

charge.

Features include tempo, controller and

aftertouch maps, as well as definable note

mapping. A professional version of the pro-

gram, cunningly named MellDI Pro, adds

support for SMPTE/MTC synchronisation,

unlimited tracks, plus rather interestingly,

lyrics. Whether MellDI Pro will be able to

sing your compositions remains to be seen (or

heard).

further details on both products, plus a

demo version of MellDI, can be found at:

http://www.shef.ac.uk/-avldpm/melidi/

Anyone interested in technical details can

contact the author Stephen Borrill at

sjb42@cam.ac.uk

Contact:

You can contact me, Rob Miller, by post at: Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP

or by dropping me an e-mail at: aumusic@idg.co.uk
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CUMANA
bring you
the....

ffER PR/

£219

Cumana are pleased to announce the availability of Acorn drivers for the
SyQuest EZFIyer 230MB parallel-port removable cartridge hard drive.

We are the Sole Authorised Development Partner and distributor for

SyQuest Technology for the Acorn market.

These high capacity, high performance drives have an excellent media cost
- a fraction over lOp/MB when bought as part of this offer. They use a
well-proven drive technology giving 13.5ms access time and the media is

widely available. The ezflyer is an ideal solution for those wishing to add
further drive space or take essential regular backups of important data and
applications.

The Cumana drivers are compatible with a wide range of Acorn computers
from the A3010 to the StrongARM-powered RiscPC. A bi-directional

parallel port is required so unfortunately this drive is not suitable for

A300/A400/A3000 or A540 computers - but please do give us a call for a

quote on a SCSI version of the drive. The drive also features a through port
for attaching a printer and is supplied with PC/MAC drivers PLUS one free

230MB media disc.

Special Offer
Price Oscar

CD-ROM Packag

>ffer

car
ckage

Indigo

The Indigo ATAPI internal fit CD-ROM drives

offer 8 speed performance and are ideal for

the Acorn Rise PC and A7000.
StrongARM compatible.

(includes headp

PC/Acorn driver

,

+ Free Choice of 4 from 14
Anglia Multimedia CD-ROM

titles for just

£299.00
(Inc. Carriage-Excluding VAT)

Indigo CAA380i (as detailed) £99.00+ VAT
(Order code: 3-1518-A)

Indigo CAA380iA (as detailed plus audio
mixer and Clares ProArtisan 2CD)

£149.00 + VAT (Order code: 4-1519-A)

Call the Cumana team for further details and a copy of our 1997 Catalogue.
Tel: (01483) 503121 Fax: (01483) 451371 E-mail: sales@cumana.co.uk

www.cumana.demon.co.uk
The Cumana product range is also available through your local dealer

Cumana. Boundary House. The Pines,

Broad Street. Guildford. Surrey. GU3 3BH

i^HAnd

SyQuest

ezfIyer « 23omb
'REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE HARD DRIVF

The offer price of £219
(normally £239 plus carriage & VAT) is

only available until May 31st 1997.
For further details or a full specification

please call the Cumana team on:

Tel: 01483 503121.

SCSI II interface card for Rise PC

\$ŝ

Features:

* The SCSI driver is fully Rise OS
compliant to support the Rise PC 600,
700 and StrongARM

* Supports up to 256kB of on-board Flash

EPROM along with FREE technical

support and upgrades from floppy disc

or can be downloaded from the Cumana
Website

32 bit DMA transfers supported on the
Rise PC giving 7Mb/sec

* Built-in security for CMOS RAM and
EEPROM
Supports 8 logical drives on the icon bar

New icon bar management features

include the ability to "stack" multiple

drives to save icon bar space

* Support for DOS format media (e.g.

proTeus, SyQuest and Jazz)

Drive mapping and configuring from the

icon bar plus support for user defined

user icons

SCSI II interface

(Order code: 3-1040-A)

SCSI II cable

(Order code: SCSI2-50)

£149.00 + VAT

£15.00 + VAT



cover disc
Apocalypse Gordon Key/The Fourth Dimension

The time is the future. Computers have

evolved so thai they are mobile, can

think for themselves and can even repro-

duce. They have become the Rakonians and

no longer need humans, establishing their

own colonies.

They took over the first planet some lime

ago ami an' now will-established. I heir

first action was to ruthlesslv destroy all car-

bon-based life-forms and then mine all the

silicon for their own reproductive purposes,

This leaves planets flat and barren, the

Rakonians are not green.

Once this has been achieved the

Rakonians multiply mm\ swarms are

despatched to take over other planets. Ilicy

have been verv successful.

All human defences have proved power-

less against them so the Royal Guild of

Spacing has diverted all rcsoun.cs into the

development ot the l.lanerk, a highly

advanced combat machine even more pow-

erful than the Rakonians You have been

chosen as the pilot.

Your task is to sterilise all colonised plan-

ets, which means you must destroy enough

installations so that the Rakonians can no

longer develop. The Guild will then re-

colonise the planet with human and other

carbon-based lite-forms.

At the end of each mission you

will be assessed. You must per-

form well as the Guild will not

tolerate anything but the best.

Controls

Mouse or joystick controls:

Left Accelerate forwards

Middle Accelerate backwards

Right I ire photon cannon

Pull back on the mouse or joy-

stick to point up, push forward

to point down, left/right to

change direction. The spacebar

also fires the photon cannon.

Height can be adjusted with the

up/down cursor keys, see also sec-

tion on auto-levelling.

FK

F9

no
111

F12

lire energy bomb
Volume up

Volume down
Pause, any key to restart

Escape from surface (press delete

to abort the escape)

( ontrol+Q 1 abort the current game

Playing guidelines

At the start you will be given information

about the planet to visit and then lowered

to the surface from the mothership via a

tractor beam. At the main screen press Q to

return to the desktop.

lhe best plan, on reaching the surface, is

to destroy everything in

sight before it destroys vou.

As a rule, buildings and
objects that shoot are more

important than those

which don't - they are also

harder to destroy.

Certain objects must be

destroyed before the planet

will be sterilised - the com

puter will inform you when

one of them has been

demolished. Note what

they look like - you will

need to destroy them all to

sterilise the planet.

When vou fly backwards

your height will rise to

maximum to avoid crashing into buildings.

The mushroom-shaped objects on the

planets contain a special radiation which

can increase vour firepower for I to 10

shots.

Radar and map

The radar has four levels of magnification

controlled by l I, \2, F3 and 14. Your ship is

in the centre and the coloured dots are the

enemy - those to the top are in front, the

ones below are behind. Ihe different

colours represent different tv pes of building

or other objects - learn them or die.

Pressing F5 toggles between the play area

and the main map. Use 11 to 14 to change

magnification.

If you leave the battle /one vou w ill expe-

rience severe radiation which will drain

energv verv last. You will be warned as soon

as you leave the area. Immediately select

the map option and return as fast as possi-

ble.

Energy and shields

Your energy bank is drained more quickly

while flying. If you stay still it may restore

slowly but keeping still is dangerous. When
energy is getting low the indicator will flash

- be ready to escape because when the

energy level reaches zero the I lanerk will

self-destruct to avoid capture.

Different planets have different gravities

and will drain energv at a different rate.

Shields are depleted whenever the

Rakonians score a hit on your ship. The

shields do recharge quite quickly it you stay

away from trouble but if they are totally-

depleted by a single hit you will be

destroyed. When shield energy is low there

is a beep and the indicator will flash. Be

prepared to escape if you cannot avoid tak-

ing hits.
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cover disc

Console controls

Auto levelling

indicator

Current
mission score

Radar
magnification

Auto stabiliser

indicator

Map direction

indicator

Height

indicator

Overall

score

Energy
bombs

Ship energy

indicator
Gun
temperature

Flight aids

F6 toggles the auto-sta-

bilisers which makes

the ship return to hori-

zontal if under 75 per

cent of maximum

height. If over that,

auto-stabilisers only

work if you are mov-

ing.

Pressing F7 toggles

the auto-levelling fea-

ture. You can only land

with it on. When it's

off you climb and dive

depending on whether

the nose is pointing up

or down.

Loading instructions

Warning: You must have ArcFS loaded to run this game as some files have been compressed to save space on the cover disc.

Double-click on the Apocalypse icon, if you are using a Rise PC or A7000 you will be asked to click on the button for the monitor you are using. If

an AKF60 or AKF85 the program uses a mode definition file to display the game correctly, otherwise you will have the game in letterbox mode.

There is no problem with the playing speed on the newest machines, even StrongARM. The seven-year-old game code required no modification

whatsoever to run correctly and playably.

If a new mode definition file was used you will find the desktop being displayed in Mode 13 when you return to it. Run the IConfigure program

(double-click on IBoot). select Screen and click the Set button to reset your screen to normal.

Extras

• Demo of Simple Control by

Camboard Technology

• Millenium bug fix test for BBC

Master

• RiscUtils, PD utilities for RISC OS

• WimpUtils, PD utilities for the

WIMP

• One photo produced by the

Olympus C800L

Regular items
• Move around our 3D world

• More on plotting sprites in windows

• Free Ads — all our Free Ads on disc

• Bucketloads of *INFO from graphics

to games

• Mike Cook's frequency response

package

Disc information
The software on these discs has been compressed using ArcFS 2

from VTi, and are opened by running a copy of ArcFS then dou-

ble-clicking on the archive to open it. There is a copy of ArcFS

on each disc.

Most software will run straight from the archive, but some
programs may need to be copied out of the archive before

being run, uncompressing them in the process. Any program

that saves a file to disc, for instance, will be unable to do so

into the archives on the disc.

Faulty disc?
If your disc is faulty, test whether it will verify by clicking with

Menu on the floppy drive icon and choosing Verify.

If it fails to verify or is physically damaged you should return

it to TIB, TIB House, 11 Edward Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD4

7BH. If it verifies successfully return it to the Acorn User editor-

ial office at the usual address.

The Acorn User cover discs have been checked for viruses

using Killer version 2.500 from Pineapple Software.
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DBS KTO P PU BLISHER

I

New features!!!

* Colour palette

Definable multi-row button bar

Stylo palette

Instant highlight oi misspelt words

Package includes:

300 page reference guide

Step-by-step iuimii.iI

Quick reference card

50 high-qualm fonts

Selection ol clipart

Desktop Thesaurus

Bubble help

NEW!
Colour Supplement

u o

\ i,

L E *

This fully integrated extension

allows professional designers to

produce output tor high qualit)

Commercial litho printing. Both

lull colour and gpol colour

separation'- .ire supported, with

options io view separations on-

screen and to control PostScript

screen angles, frequency etc.

Also included is a powerful image

processing facility which allows

brightness, contrast and gamma
levels of images to be adjusted

using slider controls. Custom

contrast settings ma)' be defined

on the colour map. and images

can he converted to duotones.

Ovation Pro Colour

Supplement costs £57.58

Note that all registered users who

have bought Ovation Pro before

May 1st l
4t'7 will be sent the

colour supplement free-ot -charge.

For more information on

Ovation Pro, including up-to-

date news, specifications,

latest applets etc., why not

visit our web site at:

http://www.beebug.com

*'
Ovation Pro combines fast,

responsive word processing with state-of-the-

art page layout features to deliver the ultimate

desktop publishing system. Packed with a staggering

range oi features - many available on the Acorn platform

for the first time - Ovation Pro opens up a whole new

World of document design. At last you can flow text

inside and outside irregular frames or rotate them to anv

angle - in both casts the text remaining fully editable.

Even with such a \ .ist range of features Ovation Pro is

still easy-to-use, thanks to its superb user interface.

Definable Button Bar

Irregular frames with I'.e/ier curves

Rotated text frames with editable text

Multi-step Undo ex Redo

Drag ex! Drop for text and objects

Drag ex Drop between documents

Named colours & definable colour charts

Automatic drop caps

Justification w ith letter spacing

Multi-column frames

frames with skew ex rounded corners

Vertical justification

Frame borders and drop shadows

Straight and curved line drawing

Auto flow around irregular graphics

Easy-tO-USe master pages

I ontext sensitive mlo palette

Reads ( h.mon, RTF, DDF, Artworks files

Macro handling and script language

Ovation Pro is t nl K expandable using extension modules

called Applets. Over JO Oi these are supplied, including

applets to automatically insert ligatures, generate

fractions and expand abbreviations.

Ovation Pro costs £193.88

Upgrade from Ovation £116.33

Upgrade from another desktop publisher

or word processor £139.83

'includes Style, Publish 15 > hW it< r,

PcnDown i and Advance, Site licences and upgrades

ate available pl< at phom for details lb ipgi

you miisi return youi original program disc with

payment (discs will be returned).

Beebug Ltd. 117 Hatfield Road,

St. Albans. Herts. API 4JS

Tel: +44 (0) 1727 840303

Pax: -44 (0) 1727 860263

Email: sales(§ beebug.co.uk

All prices include VAT,

but please .u\d £3.50

carnage. Airmail will

be charged at cost to

overseas customers.

sake give up

on jilt quit relinquish

.~ give up jettison jilt

t relinquish

ate waive

forsaken/
^*»»1

32 BIT
ACORN
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Yet another
VAT Return!

(9
\D *

\

c
/

9
«re can t guarantee

* " that your paperwork

will decrease, but we can

assure you that you will spend

far less time looking in old

ledgers!

A
"b

Your accounts may even become

enjoyable with Prophet 3, the award

winning business accounting application from

Apricote Studios.

\

From simple book-keeping to invoicing, stock

control. VAT and final accounts. Prophet 3 does it.

l^hether you are doing your accounts by hand or with

a spreadsheet, database and DTP software, changing

to Prophet 3 will make the whole job that much simpler -

no more manual adding up, entering formulas,

incrementing invoice numbers etc.. just open the relevant

ledger and type in your data - everything else is

automatically done for you.

It is no wonder that we have won the Acorn User Best

Business Software Award two years running.

Mfhy not give Prophet 3 a test drive today - telephone or
TT

fax us on 01354 680432 or visit ourWWW site:

http://homepages.enterprise.net/apricote and ask for our

free brochure and demonstration disc.

APRICOTE Studios
2 Purls Bridge Farm • Manea • Cambs • PE15 OND



Acorn compatibility

Pitfalls on
platforms

Experiences of an intrepid

Acorn user in a multi-

format environment.

Stephen Scott tells all

I

am a student at Staffordshire University

undertaking a three-year design course in

electronic media. Similar courses have

being added to other university prospec-

tuses due to the upsurge in recent years of

multimedia and the Internet - a rapidly

growing industry.

Compatibility complaints
\ll multimedia courses use the Apple Mac-

intosh or Wintel PC as the hasis for project

work. I am unique in that I am the only

person on my course to own an Acorn

which gives rise to all sorts of compatibil-

ity problems.

This article expands on my original let-

ter published in the January 1997 issue of

Worn User and covers in more depth, tin

trials and tribulations of using my
machine - a Rise PC 600 - in a multi-for-

mat environment.

While reading this article, you may
recognise some of the pitfalls and experi-

ences I have encountered and may be

interested in how I came to solve them. As

Acorn users we are used to a standard envi-

Subtle merging of the knife with the head of the fish to produce a 'swordfish'

ronment, just as PC or Mac users are used

to theirs. We also have relatively hug-free,

high-quality software and an enjoyable

hassle-free existence. Problems can arise,

however, when trying to access Acorn

work on another machine.

It can he <i tedious and frustrating expe-

rience when you go down to the local

print bureau with a PC disc containing an

Acorn Postscript file, hoping to get a

Composed entirely using an old edition of ProArtisan 2 for the student rag

result, only to find that the file cannot be

understood by the typesetting machines.

This is just one example. In multimedia,

there are major gaps in the compatibility

stakes.

Learning the hard way?
first, a little background information. I

received my Rise PC in 1994 while I was at

college studying graphic design. Although

Macs were also used, 1 never needed to

produce any work on them as my trusty

Acorn could do the job far quicker and

easier. But this was merely DIP and vector

graphics, not movies, sounds and interac-

tive systems. At the time I applied for

university, I was well aware of the bias

towards Macs, utilising software such as

Adobe Photoshop, the Macromedia Director

authoring package and the Infiiii-D 3D
modeller packages.

Acorns did not get a look in as, at the

time, there was nothing to compete with

this software. 1 was tempted to buy a Mac

but the cost of the required high-end

machines plus the standard software was

prohibitive for my student budget and,

anyway, 1 found the Acorn environment

easier to use for work purposes. I managed

to survive almost all the first year of the

course, relying solely on my copy of

MacFS Lite and my army of worn out flop-
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m
pies. Of course, there were the inevitable

corrupted files (coal pockets in place of

disc boxes!), which resulted in my having

to walk back to my hall of residence to

rewrite the file and then back to the

design block.

At least I kept lit. It was only at the end

of the year, when the final project

demanded a long Quicklime movie as a

final piece, that I had to migrate from

using floppies. And I was thus introduced

to the Syquest EZ135 i»\ .1 colleague who
generously lent me some cartridge space

until I could gel mv own drive. After the

presentation, I was able to fit the Quick-

time and soundtrack on two discs, albeit

at a postage stamp size!

The price of portability
Right now I am coming tow anls the end ol

my second year, which has changed tack

dramatically from the previous year. No

more pretty pictures but full-blown mm ies

and multimedia presentations, hence lead-

ing to an emphasis on more Mac-hased

work. Despite continuing to produce

images and graphics on the Acorn, I was

still facing the problem of portability. I

eventually purchased a second-hand EZ

drive with three cartridges to save Mac
work on. Hut to use the drive on the

Acorn, I had yet to buy a SCSI card. I knew

little about these cards, except that the

recommended specification was S( SI 2,

with a cost in excess of 1200. 1 had already

spent £120 on the EZ and my finances

were getting severely Strained.

From trawling through various maga-

zine articles, letters, e -mails and

newsgroup postings, 1 discovered there

was a lot of conflicting information about

which SCSI cards worked with the

Syquest. I wanted to get the right solution

immediately as I needed to be able to work

on the Worn at home. In desperation, I c-

mailed the aforementioned letter to this

very magazine to sec what help I would

get from fellow readers.

7

At this point, I should thank those ol

you who took the trouble to contact me.

hut before the letter was published, 1 man-

aged to find a very good solution, which

was extremely cost effective. 1 purchased

an old Morlev S( SI I card from AIS\ stems

(coo - what a plug!), along with its Power-

ROM which, when connected to the

Yiorley. gave me SCSI 2 capability at halt

the price. I also bought a SCSI 1 cable, as

the Syquest cable was Mac-only, this cost

me a total of £130 (£1 10 for the card and

ROM, £20 for the cable). I hat plus the

i 120 lor the 17 drive COSt (.2M) saving me
at least L 100.

The solution was still not complete. I

could not read Mac formatted cartridges

using the SCSI software or my copj ol

Macl-S Lite. A generous parental contribu-

tion of £50 led to my possession ol the full

version of MacTS, giving a total cost ol

£300 - still a saving of 150, which is five

good weeks of shopping to a student. The

solution works quite well, although MacIS

has quite a few bugs and mv CD drive

ejects on shutdown. Mv cure is to use the

'lock command under ( DFS, to stop the

drive shell accidentally winding me in the

stomach.

In the pipeline
I still have problems getting files to work,

particularly my own movie Hies. My latest

copy of MovieFS still cannot provide

enough support for my work, so I'm more

careful in the compression methods when

creating them on the Mac. And there is

still nothing on the Worn (bar HyperStu-

dio which is more suitable for use in

schools) to match or interpret Director,

although I read recently that an Worn ver-

sion of Director is in the pipeline.

I now have Photodesk 2 in my posses

sion which, with the addition ol file

loader plugins, can interpret Photoshop

files, getting me one step closer to har-

mony. I had found on mv course that

Acorn is still regarded as a has-been, not

up with the times and used solely in

schools. I have convinced them, through

my work, that this is most definitely not

the case and platform bias is one of the

most crippling aspects of the computing

industry.

Just look at some of the Internet news

group postings as an example. Hopefully

this year, cross-platform compatibility will

improve markedly for everyone in the

Uorn world, whatever field of work they

-:;:- -=7*^-;—
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The Get Netted web site at Staffordshire

University produced using Artworks and Zap

are in, due to the release ol the NetStation

and accompanying network computers
plus the release ol the so-called 'XMP< ' -

the tabled .Worn Apple computer in one -

which was mentioned last year in various

articles and exhibitions.

I am still annoyed that these problems

were not at the forefront of \emplai \

strategy last year. Multimedia is a con-

stantly evolving market and Acorn does

have the power and the technology at its

fingertips to become a major competitor

alongside the so-ialled industry standards.

I would rather suffer a lew months of

incompatibility problems than delect to

either of the other two platforms.

Mv experience at university is not a

unique one. there will be man\ more
young people out there, brought up on

Worn technology at school, who will be

Introduced to the working practices ol

other machines, discovering that the) are

not as good as they are cracked up to be. It

is reall) a matter ol finding the best uses

for each platform and doing the best you

can, something I have mostly been suc-

icssiul in achieving.

It is conceivable, with the advances

expected to take place in 1997, that prob-

lems Acorn users have hail to cope with

when usiiiK PCs and Macs will be just a

distant memory in a tew years. I look for-

ward to that prospect with anticipation.

II you wish to contact me about the sub-

ject matter ol this article, you um e-mail

me at dc5bass@cr47c.staffs.ac.uk. The
SCreenshotS and project work shown here

i. in be I omul on mv Web page at

http://www geocitJes.com/SiIiconValley/

Pines/2760

ide-*n allowarv
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Typical Trade

BBC Master

A3I0

A3000

A440/I

A4000

A5000

RiscPCftOC
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Part exchange to a

NEW Strowgarw fciscPC

RiscPC 4M SRHO
RiscPC K)M SRP05

£979.00

£123400

StrongArm processor Included

AOC Digital 14' Monitor £ 15500

llyama Digital 17" Monitor £475.00

Bght Speed CDROM £ 42.00

486 DX4J00 PC Card £ 199.00

I
- 2MB VRAM upgrade £ 5900

1.0 - 17GB HD upgrade £ 79.00

Interest free finance available on

these computers.

Minimum £200
tradeHn allowance on your old

computer (most types accepted)

for Qan members.

<Qan membership - £15.00

Typical Trade in Allowances

BBC Master

A3I0

A3000

A440/I

A4000

A5000

RiscPC600

£ 200

£200
£ 200

£ 200

£ 300

£350
£550

Second Hand Items
Acorn A3000 - £125.00

Acorn A5000 4MB - £345.00

CC Colour Card - £55.00

CC Laser Drect LBP4 - £375.00

BBC Master 128 - £40.00

Mlcrovltec CUB Monitor - £40.00

486SX25 computers systems

with monitors - £295.00

3 month warranty on all S/H Items

Clearance sale (all new)

EES0X PD system - £325.00

Epson Stylus Colour II - £150,00

HP Deskjet 340 + SF - £125.00

Epson LQ300 - £60.00

Sportster Vi 14.4 -£60.00

Acorn RiscPC700 5M - £895.00

SIMMs for RiscPC

additional 4Mb - £15.00

additional 8Mb - £30.00

additional 16Mb - £60.00

additional 32Mb - £12000

AJS Computers A7000 Special Package

>

Millstone Houses
51/53 Heath Drive

Chelmsford
Essex CMz 9HE
tel 01245 345263

fax 01245 345233
email iales@ajscomps.demon.co.uk

allprices plu\ vai and i arritige

'

. RAM

".ROM

lOC Digital Moi

J Srereo speakers

AcorA
The magazine for all interested in publishing

using Acorn computer systems

* w t.Hi.i-' ACORNACORN
PUBLISHER

)ur readers tell

us that Acorn

Publisher is the best looking,

most readable magazine in the

Acorn market. Write, phone or

email us now for your free

sample copy. Acorn Publisher - something to look into.

Inspiration

Information

Acorn Publisher

/1KALATV
am.Publishing

P.O.Box 231, Barton, Bedford MK454HQ.C-'

Tel. 01582 881614

Email: akalatGkbnet.co.uk

http://www.nms.co.uk/acornpub

Once

Again! K1
Aleph One Limited

Improvements!

Aleph One has once again improved the perfor-

mance of Second Processor PC Cards without

increasing the price!

Bigger and Better!

This time the gain comes from providing 512 KB
of Secondary Cache on the Card, in place of the

128KB we previously used as standard, and still

used by some suppliers.

To Prove It!

Careful benchmark testing shows that the great-

est benefits in performance of Second Proces-

sors come from providing plenty of RAM from the

host Rise PC. When 16MB is allocated, there are

larger benefits from larger cache, amounting to

9% using ARM 610 and 14% using StrongARM.

Results!

We used the Winstone 96 Benchmark to run a

large set of practical PC applications, in many

different system configurations. As well as the

effect of cache size, these results show that the

AMD/133 MHz CPU runs from 1% slower to 5%
faster than the Cyrix 5x86 at 100 MHz. These

and many other details are available on our Web
site at http://www.aleph1/co.uk/benchmark.html

Simply The Best!

And of course IPCPro comes as standard with

our Second Processor Cards at no extra charge.

It is also available to other users at £49 including

VAT and postage and a copy of PC Exchange.

We have 5x86 Cards in stock at £339 + VAT =

£398.33, including 512 KB cache and IPCPro

and postage in Britain. Also from good dealers.

We take Visa and MasterCard.

Ask us to send you a copy of the full report by fax or

EMail.

Aleph One Limited The Old Courthouse Bottisham

CAMBRIDGE CB5 9BA Tel +44 (0)1223 811 679

Fax 812 713 EMail sales@aleph1.co.uk

www.aleph1.co.uk/



Acorn in business

Reverse pre

Mike Tomkinson

reveals Rise PCs

managing waste

It is a well established fact that computers

are capable of assisting in the creation of

rubbish. It only seems fair, therefore, that

they are also capable of playing .1 signiti-

cant part in cleaning up some of the mess

made by their creators.

Waste disposal is big business and any-

one with a large hole in the ground can

make equally large amounts of money by

having others fill it for them. However,

this really only works well with the dis-

posal of solid waste — liquids create other

problems altogether.

Water and effluent treatment is highly

specialised and can be very expensive. By-

law it has to be cleaned to certain stan-

dards before discharge into sewer and river

Part of the aerobic biological purification process

30 Acorn User June 1997

Chris Crewdson uses Schema 2 to produce assessment reports

systems — and quite rightly so. We do not

want to get too deeply into the technical

aspects of Chemical Oxygen Demand and
Suspended Solids in this article so I will try

to concentrate on the computing.

However, most of the food industry, for

example, produces dirty water as a side

effect. If this is discharged into a sewer it

results in very high bills from the water

companies. If it is pre-treated before dis-

charge the bills reduce. They can even

reduce to nothing if the water is cleaned to

the correct standards. It is a fine dividing

line between cleaning the water/effluent

to the required standards yourself and pay-

ing a water company to treat it.

Obviously the privatised water compa-
nies charge for this service and literally

have the customer over a barrel (no pun
intended) in deciding their charges. So

how do you make the decision as to

whether to do it yourself or pay someone
else to clean the water to the required

standard?

The answer, not surprisingly, is to use a

computer — more specifically, an Acorn

computer. This is where Crewdson and
( ompany enters the picture. It's a com-
pany situated in an area famous for its

clean water — the lake District. The ser-

vice it provides, on a consulting basis, is to

examine .1 customer's water treatment

needs ami assess the benefits which they

would gain from cleaning their own efflu-

ent before discharge to the sewer system.

Thus it is able to answer all the clients

important questions. These are likch to

include the cost/ benefits of on-site water

treatment, the capital costs, the running

costs and the payback period. So how is

this all done?

( rewdson and ( ompany has devised a

complex spreadsheet based on Schema 2

from (lares. Into this spreadsheet go the

various client parameters and data to

enable the spreadsheet to answer the

above questions. The program then
enables various 'What if V scenarios to

be modelled to allow the client to make
the best decision based on the inputs.

These are set against the charges made
by various water companies for treatment.

An obvious job tor a spreadsheet. Schema
2 is ideal as a number of spreadsheets can

be open but hidden behind the main sheet

and it is particularly strong at conditional

logic. Another very big plus is the always

excellent support from (lares when the

company has got stuck. Support in such a

situation is vital and is generally very good
in the Acorn world.

Interestingly, Schema 2 came out tops
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in our spreadsheet shootout in the Febru-

ary 97 Issue, ( nudson obviously agrees

with us on this one.

The spreadsheet program is called F.fflu-

e/is/s and can allow such factors as any
relevant depreciation and tax allowances

to he entered. It eventually produces a

comprehensive four-page printed analysis

oi the options with an Executive Sum-
mary.

( rewdson dues not sell the program but

runs it on behalf Of its clients in a

client/consultant relationship. This

involves site visits and data collection

before the actual running of the program.

For this mobile phase of the operation it

uses an \4, while back at the office in

Kendal sits an A420, an A5000 and a Rise

I'( (.(H).

The mobility is important as clients can

he anywhere in the UK and the company
can work in real time with a customer's

data. If Acorn is listening, here is yet

another potential customer for a new-

portable, preferably colour, computer.

From a business point of view using

Acorns has mam advantages. The A4 may
only he monochrome but as Managing
Director Chris Crewdson points out it is a

verj good monochrome. The A4 can drive

a customer's colour monitor or projector

lor presentations which is important as

the message may recpiire delivery to an
audience greater than one.

As he also points out. running software

on an Acorn gives a degree of security as it

is not as easy for a customer to make his

own copies for use on l'( s. I his protects,

to a certain extent, the time and money
invested in setting up the spreadsheet.

The A4 is not the only Acorn equipment

the company uses and since its start up in

1991 it has used a venerable A420 (still in

daily use), an

A5000 and a Rise

PC 600. Printing is

via a mix of HP
and (anon BJS.

Obviously the

Schema 2 spread-

sheet is at the

centre of the oper-

ation but use is

also made of

Impression and Advance (mainly for its

database). Once again we have living

proof of the viability of the Arc and its

software in terms of being able to run a

business and not simply being a machine
for education or enthusiasts.

Once the program has been run and the

various scenarios have been examined, or

more correctly modelled by the spread-

sheet, sensible cost/benefit projections are

available. The basis for any sound business

The basis for any sound

business decision must be

reliable information from

good data. Hence the part

played by the Acorn

computers and Schema 2'

decision must be reliable information
from good data. Hence the part played by

the Acorn computers and Schema 2.

Crewdson acts as agent for a range of

water treatment equipment produced by
Meyn Water Treatment BY', a company
based in the Netherlands. This makes
( rewdson a true international company

Rapid separation of the pollutants by flotation

flying the Acorn flag. As a result of run-

ning tffluensis, Crewdson has 18 water

treatment plants running in the UK.

I asked Chris Crewdson if using Acorn

equipment had ever posed any problems.

He replied, "They are wonderful to use and
we have suffered no limitations on our

activities. With good word processing

(Impression Style), a good spreadsheet

(Schema 2) and the excellent !l)raw we do
not feel the need for much more".

diven the potential savings possible for

a company in deciding to treat on-site

water before discharge Crewdson makes
the service available for only £.250 plus

VAT. The service can prevent costly mis-

takes being made in installing the wrong
plant or simply deciding that it is cheaper

in the long run to tender the treatment

out to water companies. At least any deci-

sions are made based upon recent, relevant

facts and not upon long established A-,-,

custom and practice. iWj

Company information

Crewdson and Company Limited

Address: Beck Mills, Kendal, Cumbria

LA9 6NY

Tel: (01539)730990

Fax: (01539)725316

An oxidisation tank that treats polluted waste water

Product details

Product: Schema 2

Price: £114 plus VAT

Supplier: Clares Micro Supplies, 98

Middlewich Road, North-

wich, Cheshire, CW9 7DA

Tel: (01606)48511

Fax: (01606)48512

E-mail: sales@clares.demon.co.uk

WWW: http://www.stcoll.ac.uk/

dares/
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The Fastest RiscPC PC Card just got faster!

The 'CJE 133MHz 5x86* with 512K Cache!
Now Available £ 390 inc VAT Please phone for details.

RiscPC CD Rom Systems
IDE:

Eight Speed Drive £ 85

Twelve Speed Drive £ 110

6Speed 4Disk Autochangef 222

For details on drives for oilier systems,

please call

£ 95

£ 170

£ 200

Job Vacancy: Trade Saks

send CV to Mr ( Evans

. Id E 15 foi IDE CD Drivers ii

Risc< IS \.5 computer).

SCSI:

Double Speed Drive - tray

6.7 Speed Drive - tray

Eight Speed Drive - tray

Combined Quad Speed SCSI ( /; Rom
Drive AND 650MB Optical Read/Write

Drive £ 360*
SCSI I Mini Podule Int. (e.g. A3020)

SCSI I Podule tot, (e.g. RiscPC)

SCSI II Podule Int. Cumana

SCSI II Podule ln( PoweiTec

( !ases for External CD Rom Drives from

'"Optical Discs for PD Drive

0%
RiscPC's from £ -is p.m.

203 deposit.

20 Months to pa)

further details.

All prices

Include VAT
@ I7.v,

Call for prices on:

Interfaces

Scanners

Speakers

• Digital Cameras
• Modems
• Arch. Hardware

Printer Ribbons & Cartridges

and nitiJi much mere...

... A new WWW site is coming to you soon ... http://www.cje.co.uk/ ...

RiscPC RRfTl
4MB
8MB
16MB
32MB
64MB

£ 18

£ 35

£ 72

£ 140

£ 525

128MB

1MB V-RAM
2MB V-RAM
I-2MB V-RAM

P.O.A.

£ 70

£ 120

£ 90

Foi I)Ra\I Pari Exchange prices please Call,

monitors
14" SVGAlAKrollcqun i £

15" Link (0.28mm FSTMPC 1280 x 1024) £

15" tdek (0.28mm FSTMPC 1280x1024) £

17" Idek 86l7e (0.26mmFSTMPC I600x 1200) £

17" Idek 9017e Pro (0.25mm FSTMPC 1600 \ 1200) £

Herd Disc Drives
420MB Conner 3.5" IDE ^Special price** £

1 .2GB Quantum Fireball TM 3.5" IDE £

1.7GB Quantum 3.5" IDE £

2.5GB Quantum Scirrocco 3.5" IDE £

3.2GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE & £

3.8GB Quantum Fireball 3.5" IDE £

2.0GB 3.5" SCSI £

3.2GB 3.5" SCSI ^v £

4.3GB 3.5" SCSI £

Hard Disc Kits for A3000 from (A3020 from £ 90) £

Syquest EZ230MB 3.5" Drive Price reduced £

Xyratex 540MB Drive (removable cartridge) external £
Iomega IGB JAZ Drive (removable cartridge) from £

Printer:
B.I30 Black

BJC2 10 Colour

BJC4100Colour

155

190

230

BJC620 Colour £

Stylus Colour 500 £

HP5L4ppm £

225

280

300

580

625

85

170

200

260

280

310

325

475

725

175

220

320

350

320

230

380

Rise P
1 S" monitors at IV Prices

With SkP5/d RiscPC systems. £20 with SRPI0/1 1.

OR

£ 20 Eight Speed CD Drive
£40 with SRPIO/I lit 35/£ 55 Extra forTWELVE Speed.)

OR

€ SO for IS" & 8 Speed CD
nowiihSRPKI/ll

RiscPC Systems Prices Reduced!

RiscPC's Built to your specification.

Example : RiscPC 200MHz StrongARM, RISC OS 3.7.

7GB H/D. 16MB RAM. 2MB V-RAM, 15" FST Monitor

£ 1700 inc. VAT & Delivery.

For 8 Speed CD Add £50

All Prices Include VAT @ 17.5%

Post from £ 2.50 Courier from £ 7.00

Credit Cards & Official Orders Welcome.

Acorn
78 Brighton Road, Worthing, West Sussex. BN1 1 2EN

Email : sales@eje.eo.uk or inib@cje.co

Acorn£
Telephone : 01903 523666 Fax : 01903 523679

uk Web : http://www.cje.co.uk/



3D graphics

All price

Include \

& 17.5'

-

The graphics pick up

pace as Greg Scott

explains further Vi

^tua
V part 3

ity

Now that we have .1 simple ray casting

engine Id work with, it's time Id

make some optimisations — in terms ot

speed of rendering, movement ot the

viewpoint and engine capabilities.

There is a worrying abundance <>i

Moating point variables in the source
code ot last month's engine. In a PC pro-

grammer this probably wouldn't cause as

much of a worry — all machines after

the 48n DX2-66 have dedicated Floating

point CO-processors on board to handle
the operations,

Acorn owners aren't so well oil, float-

ing point hardware is rare ami instead

wv have the Floating Point 1 mutator
(ll'l I

— .1 software module written bv

Acorn to emulate the function ot a co-

processor. Mthough this allows us to use

floating point instructions, they all take

far too long to be used in real-time

graphics applications. lor Acorn games

programmers it means that floats should
be avoided at all costs.

Simply to replace all the floats in our
program with integers would be far from
the correct solution — this would cause

great inaccuracies in the calculations.

Somehow we need to keep the decimal
portion of numbers rather than discard-

ing them as we do with integers, fixed

Point Maths, the technique employed by
programmers when using Boats, is out of

the question.

By usinx a combination of conver-
sions, multiplications and binary
shitting (described last month), we can
perform operations as accurate as floats

but at the speed of normal integer
instructions, figure I shows most of the

floating point operations and their fixed

point equivalents.

fixed Point Maths works by splitting a

traditional 32-bit integer into two parts.

The right-hand portion holds the deci-

mal part of the number while the
left hand bits store the whole part of the

number. Depending on the type of num-
ber to be represented, we assign a

different number of bits to each section

— we will use 16 bits apiece.

lo convert an integer to fixed point

number we shift it 16 places to the left

(making it 65536 times bigger). For a

floating point conversion, we multiply
the variable by 65536 — remember that

you can't shift floating point numbers
because of the way they are stored in

memory. In both these cases we are mov-
ing the bits of numbers to fit into our
fixed point system.

\n integer should occupy the 16 left-

hand bits of the number only, for a

floating point variable we aim to pre-

serve the decimal fraction of the
number, so we multiply the number by
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3D graphics

1 Opening^T '

& Thursday
10pm

corn
V i r t u a I i t y

65536 rather than discarding the decimal

portion as we would do with normal
integer assignnun t.

Once converted, operations on fixed

point numbers are no more complex than

traditional integer maths. Addition and
subtraction are identical, however multi-

plication and division of fixed point

numbers require more understanding.

Bigger than big
Overflow can occur when two fixed

point numbers are multiplied together.

The numbers are so large that the prod-

uct is too large to he represented by the

fixed point system — there simply aren't

enough bits. Therefore we must take care

to avoid overflow, by shifting the two
factors to the right before the multiplica-

tion, so that bits don't overflow to the

left.

fixed var=£ixed var2*fixed var3 ;

In this case, it fixed _var2 and
f1xed_var3 held large enough numbers
such that all 16 left-hand bits were used,

to multiply them together would pro-

duce a result too large to store in a 32-bit

memory location. To avoid this situation

we shift the bits of each factor to the

right, so that after the calculation

we haven't lost any bits to the left.

The only disadvantage in using this

method is that part of the decimal

portion of each factor is lost. This is,

however, a small price to pay for

preventing a potentially disastrous

error. The total number of shifts to

the right we make should equal 16,

so:

(fixed var>>10)* (fixed var2>>6);

i (fixed var>>8) * (fixed var2>>8)

;

(fixed var>>12)* (fixed varZ

are all valid expressions. We weight

the shifts on the number which is

34 Acorn User June 1997

least accurate — the fewer places we shift

to the right the less accuracy is lost. So in

the following code:

(fix«d var>>2)* (fixed var2>>14);

the variable flxedjvar maintains all but

two bits of accuracy, whereas fi.xed_\ar2

loses most of its decimal portion. If we
know that one variable is really an inte-

ger (without a decimal ending) all shifts

can be applied to that variable alone:

fixed var=int var<<16;

xed var>>16)* (fixed var2);

Fixed point division is, unfortunately,

still a division. The absence of a division

function in the ARM instruction set

means that they are painfully slow to

perform. Thankfully there are ways
around using a division — multiplying

by the reciprocal is the most common.
This leads me on to the next area of

improvement...

Look-up tables
rhe ray casting process involves a fair

amount of trigonometric functions —
all of which take a great deal of time to

execute. To do them on the fly is cer-

tainly out of the question, no matter
how many StrongARMs present, so we
must somehow precalculate the func-

tions and store them for retrieval later in

the program.
The function auajtablesQ does this for

us — storing the sines, cosines and tan-

gents of all possible angles. Figure II lists

all of the look-up tables we use in the

engine. Notice that floating point vari-

ables need not be used anymore — fixed

point does the trick, and a lot quicker.

To allocate the memory for each table

we use the ANSI C dynamic allocation

function mallocQ. Once memory has

been reserved we loop through all possi-

ble angles (0-360 degrees), and store the

result of each trigonometric function in

the appropriate array. As an example,

the tangential function is precalculated

as follows:

tan table =(int*)malloc(sizeof lint)

* (ANGLE 360+1) ); /* assign memory /

for(ang=ANGLE 0;ang<=ANGLE 360;ang++)

{ /* start at degrees and loop up *l

rad angle=( float) ((3.272e-4) + ang *

A700C

Slice Ca
Slice 1

Instruction Floating point Fixed point

Integer Assignment fIoat_var=(float)int_var; hit var=int_var«16;

Float Assignment float_var=float_var2; int_var=(int)(float_var*65536);

Addition float_var+float_var2; int_var+int_var2;

Subtraction float_var-float_var2; int_var-int_var2;

Multiplication float_var*float_var2; (int_var»8)*(int_var2»8);

Division float_var/float_var2; (not used in the engine)

Integer De-Assignment int_var=(int)float_var; int_var=inv_var» 1 6;

Float De-Assignment float_var=float_var2; float_var=(float)(int_var/65536.0);

Figure I: Floating Point and Fixed Point expressions

BJ30



Open Sunday

Late Night Opening T I I am to 4pr

Wednesday & Thursday

till 7.30pm

low cost delivery Tel: 0113 23 1 -9444
•2-4 Week Days £3.99

•NextWeek Day £5.99

•Saturday Delivery £14.99
Deliverysubject to stock availability

SHOWROOM ADDRESS:
FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE, '

DEPT. ACU, UNIT 3, ARMLEY PARKCT,
STANNINGLEY RD, LEEDS, LSI2 2AE
Plejuo allow 5 wotWrwdm far F

COMPUTER CENTRE

r^k

[ VISA

kMJM EM

LARGE SHOWROOM A , ,-rui-4D ,cc
WITH FREE PARKING AUTHORISED |

REPAIR
CENTRE

We offer a FREE quotation on

your Acorn or any peripheral

(monitors, printers etc). A
delivery tariff of just £5.00 is

charged or alternatively you

can visit our showroom. We
can also arrange a courier

pickup at an additional cost of

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
£ "°°

E-Mail: sales@firstcom.demon.co.uk WEB: www.firstcom.demon.co.uk FAX:0 1 1 3 23 1
-9 1 9 1 BBS:0 1 1 3 23 1

- 1 422

Hardware

Acorn *

[Laj
RisePCs

StrongARM Rise PC (200Mhz)

0%
Finance \corii

st Free Credit Finance

20/20

|...s.l 20 Monthly P.iyr

£1399.99

£1449.99

£1769.99

£1819.99

£1689.99

£1739.99

£2059.99

£2109.99

A7000 Systems
A7000 4MbHD540&AKF60 £1061.99

A7000 4Mb HD540CD & AKF60 £ I 1 6 1 .99

4MbHD
4MbHD
4MbHDI
4MbHDI
lOMbHD
lOMbHD
lOMbHD
lOMbHD

.2Gb&AKF60

.2Gb/CD&AKF60
2Gb& AKF9I
,2Gb/CD&AKF9l
,0Gb&AKF60
.OGb/CD & AKF60
,0Gb&AKF9l
.OGb/CD &AKF9

1

PC Cards •••
i

SX-33 £115.99 £233.99

DX2-66 £174.99 £292.99

DX4-I00 £233.99 £350.99

5x86 £350.99 £468.99

worn

B.id<|.UneA7000 £39.991

B.»lqil.m«-A600/A700 £34.99

Extra Slice Case £115.99

Extra Slice Case no PSU £89.99

Microvitec Branded
Multi-Scan Monitors

1438, I4".28dp

Only £259.9 9

1701, I7".28dp

Only £396.99

Software
Entertainment Software

Alone in the Dark £25.99
Anagram Genius £17.99
Black Angel £26.99
Burn Out £23.99
Cannon Fodder £22.99
Cobalt Seed £22.99
Cyber Chess £26.99
Oarkwood £26.99
Fist Lore £21.99
FTT Formula 2000 £23 99
Global Effect £29 99
High Rise Racing £21.99
Logic Mania £26.99
Rick Dangerous £14.99
Saloon Cars Deluxe £26.99
Shuggy £22.99
SimCity2000(A5000) £32.99
SimCity2000(RiscPC) £32.99
Simon the Sorcerer £34,99
Star Fighter 2000 £26 99
Spobbleoid Fantasy £23.99
The Real McCoy 2.3,4 or 5£26.99
Tanks £22.99
Virtual Golf £24.99
Wavelength £19.99

Application Software
ArcComm2 £53.99
Arc Fax 1. 12 £37 99
Arcterm7 £65.99
Artworks 1.54 £115.99
Hearsay II £75 99
Home Accounts £3 1.99

Copernicus Astronomy £29 99
Impression Style £72.99
Impression Publisher £117.99

Sibelius 6 Version 3
Sibelius 7 Sudentvei
Sibelius 7 Version 3

Termite Internet
Titler
Touch Typing
Turbo DnverBJ/Eps/HP

Educational Softw.
Badger Trails

Chrystal Rain Forest
French L
Oxford R/T
Oxford R/Tree More
Oxford R/Tree Stage3
Rosie&Jim (Sneezes)
Rosie&jim(Duck)
10' 10 Dinosaurs
1 0/10 Driving Test
1 0/10 Early Essentials
1 0/10 Essential Maths

PC CD ROM Software
3 £54499 Schubert
/ooq oo Strauss
YgA no Stravinsky

£83 99 Ancient Lands

£34.99
Dinosaurs

£-16.991GolfMSDOS 6.22 A Windows
"«- Works V3 forWindows

£42.99
Reference

£37.99
£26.99
£37.99
£26.99
£26.99
£26.99
£67.99
£26.99

£35.99
£15.99

J Red Shift Astronomy II £37.99
|

£39] Y 9 Dorling Kindesley Titles
£(| 99 Encyclopedia ofScience £27.99
/.I 99 Encyclopedia of Nature £27.99

, \\ ,, History ofthe World £27.99

i i oo My I stlncred. Dictionary £2 1 .99

-

£ '"PB Birthday Party £23.99

v.i'II Stowaway

i
The WayThings Work

Chambers Dictionaryrning Series £19.99 ^namoers dictionary

ree Stage2 £39.99 2
r*£J*r&2?E±*

10/10 Essential Science £ I 3.99 The Ult. Human Body
1 0/10 English
1 0/10 French
1 0/10 German
1 0/ 1 Junior Essentials
1 0/10 Maths Algebra
10/10 Maths Geometry
1 0/10 Maths Numbers
1 0/10 Maths Statistics
1 0/10 Spelling

£24.99
£27,99
£27.99
£23.99
£23.99

10/10 Education Series

Any 2 for £25.99

£ 1 3.99 Virtual Reality Bird
£13.99 Virtual Reality Cat
£13.99 Top sellers on CD-ROM
?« ''Comm.& Conquer OEM £9.99
£ |} 9*C8,CRedAlert £29.99
£ 1 3.99 Duke Nukem Atomic Pack £23.99

,

£13.99 Flight Sim 6 £39.99
£13 99MDK Special Edition £29.99
£1 3,99 OrdnanceSurveyOEM £9.99

Quake Mission Pack I £19.99
Red Alert Counterstrike £16.49
ScreamerOEM £9.99
Settlers 2 OEM £9.99 J

StrongARM

Strong-ARM
Processor Upgrade

£284.99

Limited Offer
Part exchange your ARM7 1

Processor for £25.00 or
RiscOS 3.6 For £10.00

Acorn Spares
Acorn Mouse (Original)£29.99
PC Serial Mouse,*,., pc, £4.99

RiscOS3.ll ROMsonly £89.99

*2ndUserRiscOS3.6 £29.99

-2ndUserARM7IO £59.99

•Both Together £74.99

MIDI Max (Rise PC&A5000)£80.99
MIDI Usor(A30x0&A4000) £67.99

MIDICahles(2xJm) £9.99
Repair & Fitting Service

Available .

Printers

UHIMII
|!||| isu

20Mb 2.5" IDE
70Mb 2.5" IDE

IOMb2.5"IDE
50Mb 2.5" IDE
20Mb 2.5 "IDE

40Mb 2.5" IDE

Seagate

£80.99

£85.99

£104.99

£119.99

£129.99

£139.99

A30 1 0/3000 IDE Card*£69.99
When Bought With Drive

3.5" H/Drives
Quantum ,.„„,„„. Seagate 1

l.2Gig3.5"IDE £146.99 1

l.7Gig 3.5"IDE £161.99 H

840Mb 3.5" SCSI £199.99
|

l.2Gig 3.5" SCSI £231.99 1

3.2Gig 3.5" SCSI £309.99 1

A3/A400 IDE Card £80.99 1

A5000 2nd H/Drive Kit£ 1 9.99J

fRiscPC/A7000 4Mb £20.9f
RiscPC/A70008Mb £41.99
RiscPC'A7000 16Mb £89.99
LRisf PC/A7000 32Mb £I83.99J

RiscPC VRAM 2Mb
With IMbTradeln
A30I0 IMbto2Mb
A30I0 IMbto4Mb
A3020/A4000 2-4Mb
|A5000 2Mbto4Mb

Part X. your old Memo

£1 19.99
£122.99
£44.99
£94.99
£74.99
£72.99

Call....

Multi Media/CD ROM
Canon

Canon BJ30
Compact Porublr mOftO printert

10

Canon BJC70Colour
Mijjh quality Portable toloor printer.

Canon BJ240 Colour

£159.99
,., < ASFbullc.n

£185.99
10 page ASF

£150.99

CanonBJC4200Colour £199.99

CanonBJOSSOColour' £369.99
»1 V,.fvi,n, »,ir. Plui.o Reallam Cartridge Option

Canon BJC620 Colour £290.99
MlWl l(!.dr«litJlpdiol*.urprtntr'. 72Q«720dp4,

l£l
HEWLETT
PACKARD

HPDesl<jet 400 Colour £134.99
FullCohmr PrllKM V. r ,L„.P.irr,600.]00dpi

HP Deskjet 690 Colour £249.99
Ne« Clou. I«u„ 1. 600. 600 do, Mono. S00. 100 dp, Colour

£279.99HP Deskjet 820
i,, ,,

,

i p/p/i

EPSON

HPDeskjet870CXI
7 p'p,'m Mono. 2 p/p/m Colour

HP 5L Laserjet
< p'plm 60Odpl. I Mb ol RAM
HP 6P Laserjet
8 p.'p,m 600dpi. 2Mb )! RAM

£389.99

£279.99

£564.99

Epson Stylus 400 colour £211.99

Epson Stylus 600 colour £284.99
1 4<0 dpn. 4ppm Colour, ippm PtWH) printing

Epson Stylus 800 colour £397.99
1 440 dp., Tpprr, Colour, Bppm Mono Prilling

Epson Stylus Pro £349.99
7/0i72O,lp, 4C„e,„r P»rr„ Head

Epson GT-5000 Scanner £269.99

Epson GT-8500 Scanner£450.99
400dpi Fully lralurrdA4 Colour Flatbed S< a,UMJ

CITIZEN

ABC Colour Printer £129.99
24P,nOolM.„,i. Col P.. ..I.-. T.atior Fred U,,II £1-195

Citizen Projet-IIC £129.99
Colour InkJet 100, 100 dpi. 70 Sneel ASF

Citizen Printiva600C £371.99
Mltro-Dry Prtxets I S00.600 dp, „>.».„.. 600. 600dp. Col.

Citizen Printiva I 700C £529.99

ACCESSORIES
Printer Switch Bo« 2 way Inc. cable 114 9V
Printer Switch Box 3 way Inc. cable I IV 99

Printer Switch Bon 4) way Inc. cable 11} 19
1.8 Metre printer cable 44 99
3 Metre printer cable £6 19

5 Metre printer cable 48 99
1 Metre printer cable

InkJet Printer Cleaning Kit

Personal Computer Cleaning Kit £9 99

Epson 200 8 Hr Warranty
Epson S00 8 Hr. Warranty
Epson Iron-On Transfer Paper (10) £ I 2 99
Epson 720 dpi Paper Pack ( 1 00 )

Canon T-Shirl Transfer Pack
Canon BC-Oo Photography Carts

Canon BC-06 Photography Kit lit 99
Canon BC-09 Fluorescent Cartridgi

Canon BC-22 Photography Carts. £32 99
Canon BC-22 Photography Kit

Canon BC-29 Fluorescent Cartn.t,

Canon HR- 1 01 Inkjet Paper (200) £2) 99

HP 0)6901694 Photography Cart, ( .") 99

HP DJ690/694 Photo Image Kit

HP DJ690I694 Photography Paper £9 99
HP 0)690/694 Banner Paper
HP Deskjet Bright White Paper(50<
HP Premium Glossy Paper(IO) t9 99

RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.6&3.7) RISCPC's (RISCOS 3.5 only)

8x Goldstar R580B £79.99 8x Optics Stingray £89.99

6x Goldstar R560B £69.99 6x BTC CD drive £54.99

4x Goldstar R542B £49.99
Come^T,^n'^^r di'k

Dual IDE cable l'< 99
Dual IDE cable £9 99

CUMANA
Indigo CAA340i Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA340ia Quad Speed CD Drive
Indigo CAA300i Dual Speed CD Drive
Oscar(p.ir..n.-i)4 Speed CD Drive

£170.95
£229.99
£134.99
£287.99

Acorn CD Software
APDLCIipartDTP I

APDLCIip..rtDTP2
APDLCIipartDTP 3

Cart-Maths.n Motion

Dim,. II

GrannysG

£18.99 Hutchinsoni Encvcli

£18.99 Oxford Reading
£ I 8 99 PDCD I (Datafile)

£2(199 PDCD 2 (Datafile)

,,, PDCD}iD.it.ilil.-)

,R799 PDCD
'
(APDL)

"[J' PDCD 2 APDL^
.All Simon the So. i

£45.99 p,„„ ,,.

£34.99 Uiul, i Isody

£31.99
£39.99
£24.99
£24.99
£24.99
£14.99
£14.99
£41.99
£55.99
£50.49

Modems
V34+

jFax Modem
Superb Price/Performance

33,600 bps, BABT Approved

PRIMA

G( nirvmt & Z .rtti utftwart-

Only £89.99Also available:

ArcComm2£53 99,

Arcterm 7 £65.99. Arc Fax 1.12.

Hearsay II ; ^ ', '/', Termite Internet £84.99

Sportster

W

• Call Discrimination

• Personal Voice Mail

• Fax on Demand • Class I Fax

• 14,400 Data/14,400 Fax £79.99

•33,600 Data/ 1 4,400 Fax £161.99
The UK's Best Selling Modems

Cables
Cables and Adaptors..Lots more in stock

Phone Line Ext. SM/ 1 0M/ 1 5M £ 6 .99, £8 99/£ 1 99

Dual Socket Adaptor £6.99

Telephone Socket adaptor BT-US/US-BT
Printer Cables 1 .8M/5M/ 1 0M M

.
99,'£

I I 99/£ 1 9 99|

Modem Cable/Null Modem £9 99<£9 99

2 x3M MIDI Cables 11 99,Dual IDE cable £9 99

fa****************************'

CLEARANCE SALE
Limited Stocks Available

£19.99

£49.99

£79.99

£79.99

£79.99

£29.99

SupraFax Modem 2400
SupraFax Modem 14.4

SupraFax Modem 28.8

Sportster 1 4.4 Vi Ext.

Sportster 28.8 Vi Int.

GVC 14.4 Voice Internal

Consumables
Ribbons

Citizen Swift/ABC mono
Citizen Swill ABC colour
Star LC90 mono ribbon

StarLC 10' 1 00 mono
StarLCI 0(1 00 colour
StarLC 240c colour

StarLC240cmono
Star LC240 mono
Star LC24- 1 0/200/300 Coloui

Re-Ink Spray tor mono ribbo

MOST OTHER MAKES
AVAILABLE

PREMIER-INK
Cartridge Refills

£3 99
£12.99

£4 99

n 69

£7 99
il I 99

£8.99

£S 99
£11 99

£9 99

fa
bubble let. Compa

Sla. S)<«, Ciliier,

hinge
Iblr wlih I

,1th yo
• HP D<»k|e

Single

Full colour kit

(22n
(44r

t 166,

Bulk refills (125ml) £24.91

Printer repair specialists call

for quote
*

Ink Cartridges
CanonB|l0/StarS)48 £1)99
Canon BJ200/230 £lt.*9
Canon BJ30 (3 pack) £12 99
Canon BJC 70 mono (3 pack) £10.99

Canon B)C 70 colour(3 pack) £1799
Canon BJC 4000 colour (single) £ 1 6 99
Canon BJC 4000 mono (single) £6 99
Canon BJC 4000 mono high cap. £28 99
Canon BJC 600e mono high cap. £8.49
Canon BJC oOOe colour £ 7 99
Citizen Printiva Std. colours £6.49

Citizen Printiva Metallic colours £ 1 6.49

HP. Deskjet 500/5 50 Mono £22.99

HP. Deskjet 500'SSO Colour £24.99

HP.Deskjet 660 double mono £23 99
HP,Deskjet 660 colour £25.99
Epson Stylus mono £ I 3 99
Epson Stylus colour £27 99
Epson Stylus Col. IKS/820 Mono £ I 7.99

Epson Stylus Col. ll/S/820 Colour £24.99
Star SJ I 44 monolcolour(singlc) £8 99

Paper
Fanfold (tractor feed) 500 sheets £6.99
Fanfold (tractorfeed) 1 000 sheets £ 1 2.49
Fanfold(tractorfeed)2000sheets £21.49
Single sheet 500 sheets £6.99
Single sheet 1 000 sheets £12.49
Single sheet 2000 sheets £21 "

Disks

^X
j ^

BulkDSDD
10 x £3.49 100 x £26.99

30 x £9.99 200 x £49.99

50x£l4.99 500x£l 14.99

Branded DSDD
I0x£4.99 I00x£4l.99
30x£l3.99 200x£76.99
50 x £21.99

Bulk DSHD
10 x £3.99

30 x £10.99

50 x £16.99

Branded DSHD
I0x£5.99 I00x£44.99
30 x £15.99 200 x £82.99

50x£23.99 500x£l89.
Disk labels x500 £6.

500 x £175.99

1 00 x £29.99

200 x £55.99

500x£l29.99
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int *tan_table,*inv_tan_table; /* pointers to tangent look_ups */

int *y_step,*x_step; /* pointers to more complex look_ups */

int *inv_cos_table, /* inverse sin/cos tables (look_ups) */

*inv_$in_tablej

int *cos_tablc; /* cosine look up table */

Figure II: The look-up tables used in the engine

2*3.141592654/ANGLE 360);

/* convert degrees into radians

tan table [ang]=( int) (tanfrad angle)*

65536);

/* perform tan!) math.h function

and convert to fixed point integer •/)

The one disadvantage of look-up

tables is the large amount of memorv
occupied by the values. We can easily

work out how much space our tables will

take up:

values t"

NX) bytes

bytes \ n tables 6 1000 b

64000 byl

bytes

63K is a traction of the memory avail-

able for use by our program. I would

Forwards

(up arrow)

Left

left arrow)

Right

(right arrow)

|
Viewpoint

Backwards

(down arrow)

Figure III: Movements of the viewpoint
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only start to worry if more than 100k
was occupied by look up tables.

Moving the viewpoint
Last month's engine generated a static,

single frame view by taking specific

coordinate values and passing these to

the ray casting function. Moving the

viewpoint requires a set of functions to

input key presses and update the viewing

coordinates. For now we'll use the cursor

keys to move the viewpoint around the

maze, and the "Q" key to cpiit the pro-

gram (see figure III).

Rotating the viewpoint left and right

is simply <i matter of adding and sub

trading a specific amount to the viewing

angle:

if (ourlib keydown(121)==255)

ourlib keydown function to test

for specific key-press (left arr:

returns 255 if so V
(

if ((player view angle-

=ANGLE 6)<ANGLE 0)

player view angle=ANGLE 360;

In the above example, each press on
the left arrow key causes the viewing

angle to decrease by six degrees. Notice

the additional lf() structure to ensure the

viewing angle does not venture below

zero.

Moving the viewpoint forwards and
backwards is a more complex operation

involving the use of the cosine and sine

functions:

if (ourlib keydown (57) ==255)

ourlib keydown function to test

for six /-press (up arrow),

returns 255 if so •/

dx=(float) (cos(6.28*player view angi

e/ANGLE 360) 'STEP LENGTH);

dy=( float) (sin(6.28*player view angl

e /ANGLE 360) 'STEP LENGT!

J

player x»=dx;

player y*=dy;

The use of both floating point instruc-

tions and trigonometry in the above
code might come as some surprise, fortu-

nately we can use look-up tables to

replace the complex mathematics, and
converting it all to fixed point will cause

a further decrease in execution time:

dx=dx table[player view angle];

ook-up ta] ng fixed

point numbers

dy=dy table [player view ang.

playe shifting

required for fixed point additic:

player y*=dy;

To move the viewpoint backwards we
subtract the </\ and dy values from the

80k

Screen

Bank 1

80k

Screen

Bank 2

Step 1: Initialise two screen banks (double

the memory
Step 2: Wait for vertical retrace

Step 3: Display Bank 1 while drawing on

Bank 2

Step 4: Wait for vertical retrace

Step 5: Display Bank 2 while drawing on

Bankl

Figure IV: Using screen banks allows smooth
and fluid animation
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Figure V: The new graphics file

viewing coordinates rather than add
them as in the above example.

Screen banks
Achieving effective animation in a com-
puter game involves avoiding screen

flicker caused by altering pixels at the

same time the picture is redrawn. To gen-

erate a smooth and fluid animation we
need to pay special attention to when we
update the image. This is achieved by the

use of screen banks (see Figure IV). In

addition to this we need to use the

ourlibjviiitvsyiuO function, which will

halt all screen rendering until the verti-

cal retrace is underway.

The vertical retrace is the small time

period during which no screen update is

taking place — when the monitor's light

guns are moving to the top of the screen

after drawing the picture. We use this

time to make any changes to the image

we need, in the knowledge that the resul-

tant view will be smooth and flicker-tree.

Shading, floors and ceilings
The last update we shall make to the

engine involves colouring the floors and
ceilings, lor now we'll adopt the same
approach as Wolfenstein 3D — plain

Figure VI: A view generated by the new engine

colouring of the upper and lower halves

of the screen.

The floor and ceiling function shall

also serve as a screen clearing process —
ourlib_fastclg(). I his function is passed

the colours for the floor and ceiling

through the function ourlib setup back-

ground! ). The colouring function is

written in assembler tor speed, though
all it really involves is a repeated MAI
(multiple store) instruction to the screen

niemors

.

Another feature we can add to the

engine is an element of shading — of

sorts. Again it is a technique found in

Wolfenstein (I believe). All we need do
is alter our graphics file so that instead

of having twenty different tiles, we
have ten pairs of tiles — one tile in each

pair being a darker version of the other

(Figure V).

Then all we have to do is use each
darker tile occasionally in the ray caster,

by making all vertical boundary intersec-

tions use the lighter tile and all

horizontal intersections use the darker

graphic.

Though this is far from realistic shad-

ing, it does add some variation to the

world, and at little expense.

Next month
We'll be adding objects to the world, and
a few other features. The !AUA_Ray
application on this month's cover disc

contains all of the updates discussed this

month.

Try out any graphics or levels you may
have put together — it's interesting to see

them in full motion. Remember that any
files received through my e-mail account

will be uploaded to my Web site for all

to enjoy.

• Semi by mail to Acorn User il), //)(;

Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP
Or e-mail: AVThreeD@aol.com

WWW.http://members.aol.com/. I ( Third)/ .
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Digital cameras

Stuart Tyrrell puts a

range of digital cameras

through their paces

Developments in the Acorn world are

like buses — you wait lor ages and
then four come along at once. Only a lew

months ago using a camera required a PC

card or a video-in card. Now. several

native Rise os applications are available,

working with affordable cameras from dif-

ferent manufacturers.

Digital cameras have always been

expensive products, used almost exclu-

sively by professional photographers —
very wealthy ones. Over recent years there

has been a lot of development in the field

of CCD (< barge < oupled Device) technol-

ogy — the element which responds to the

light that forms the picture and converts it

into an electrical form.

This work, much of which was pio-

neered at the University of Edinburgh, has

led to methods which allow ( ( I) elements

to be made cheaply. these are now used in

video cameras and, of course, digital cam-

eras for computers.

Although the qualitv ot the pictures pro-

duced by the new low-cost cameras is

Often dramatic, the specifications ol pro-

fessional cameras has increased

correspondingly: one of the high-specifica-

tion Kodak models boasts .1 resolution ol

6144 x 4096, nearls 600dpi in full colour

on an A4 page costs nearly £25,000.

Acorn PhotoQV/Casio QV-10A
The QV-10A is a strange-looking camera,

similar in construction to some of the new

video cameras. It has a rotatable section to

the lefthand side of the body, which
houses the lens, and a colour LCD screen

on the body itself, lo compose a picture,

you point the lens in the appropriate

direction and press the shutter button

when you are happy with what's visible in

the screen.

The rotating section works well and the

camera automatically inverts the image

when it is turned beyond '><> degrees, so

you can easily take self portraits by turn-

ing the lens while viewing yourself in the

LCD screen. The arrangement puts the lens

very close to the corner of the camera, ami

it's easy for a stray finger to appear in the

middle of the photograph, but once I

learned how to hold it correctly I had few

problems.

In use, the QV-I0A is fairly intuitive lo

take a photograph, you switch the camera

into record mode, turn it on, point and

shoot. There is a macro facility which may
be used to photograph objects close to the

camera. There is also a self-timer, although

when it's operational the LCD display

blanks and shows the number of seconds
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Snap

'Vappl

to go. Surely it would be more sensible to

overlay the time over the picture, so that

you can arrange the view in the 10 seconds

allowed.'

Notably missing from the QY-10A is a

flash — the camera relies on ambient light

only, This is not as disabling as it may
at first seem, as the CCD in the

()\ 10 A is much more
sensitive than the

others reviewed. In

fact, .1 switch is

fitted which
reduces the

light
falling

on

the

CCD,

to enable

the full range

ol shutter speeds to

be used in outdoor and indoor

lighting.

The lack of flash does have certain

drawbacks, namely that the camera can-

not be used unless there is fair ambient

light, and that photographs taken under

tungsten lighting suffer from discoloura-

tion. While the second problem can be

addressed to some extent with image

manipulation in a graphic package, I can't

help feeling that cutting back on a flash

facility on this camera and its more capa-

ble sibling — the QV-100 — was not a good

idea.

Reviewing pictures involves switching

the camera into play mode where each of

the 96 pictures can be displayed on the

screen either in groups of four or nine. In

addition to viewing pictures full-size, there

is a surprisingly useful /00m feature, as the

I ( I) displays on all the cameras cannot

show any appreciable level of detail.

Pictures may be deleted at will or pro-

tected from deletion.

The QV-10A has a cable to provide a link

with Acorn machines, which plugs in

under a flip-up section on the top of the

camera and feeds into the serial port.

The software used to download pho-

tographs, PhotoQV, will work across the

range of newer Acorn

machines, with a

»^ serial port speed

maximum of

19200 baud on
machines such as

the A 5 000. and

5 7600 baud on
the Rise PC and
\7000.

Clicking on

PhotoQV's

iconbar

icon

pro-

duces a

small win-

dou showing
progress while the

thumbnails are generated as a set of

numbered slides in a window.

from this window, selected slides can be

grouped and saved as an album.

Alternatively they may be printed, deleted,

protected from deletion or re-ordered.

Double-clicking on a slide opens up a dia-

logue box which enables the slide to be

rotated through multiples of 90 degrees or

mirrored, before opening a full-size image.

It is at this point that the limitations of

the QY-10A show. These pictures are only

520x240 pixels and often suffer from false

colouration, especially if they were taken

in low-level or tungsten lighting. The cpial-

itv is approximately that which could be

achieved with a video camera and digi-

tiser, although such an arrangement
would certainly be more expensive and

cumbersome.

A dialogue box is available which allows

time-lapse photography — a number of

pictures can be taken at regular intervals,

for example every minute or every hour. I

was surprised that this facility only

allowed for the camera memory to be

filled, without allowing a download to the



computer. This results In <i maximum of

96 pictures lor every time-lapse session,

which will be adequate for most needs.

Irlam Snapshot/Epson PhotoPC 500
it the QV-10A is strange looking, the

PhotoPC should probably be described .is

sturdy. A first glance it reminded me ol a

camera I was bought at the seaside when I

was a small child which had "takes real

film" printed on the box. The PhotoPC has

a hidden flap which will take a I lash RAM
card to expand the memory instead.

I he camera is traditional in design, with

a viewfinder, flash and a switch which
moves the lens cover out of the way and

turns on the camera. I he

lens has a mount-

ing ring which

can accept

standard
37mra-thread

camcorder

lenses.

T h e

PhotoPt

does
n I

have
an LCD ^
screen, so

pictures may not

he reviewed on the

camera — a screen is avail-

able as an optional extra. This

arrangement helps to keep the basic price

clown but carrying an extra screen isn't

very convenient.

A small LCI) panel on the top of the

camera is surrounded by tour buttons. The

first of these allows you to choose between

standard and high-resolution pictures. The

camera can store 60 standard resolution

pictures of .{20x200 pixels, 30 high-rcsolii

tion pictures of 640x4X0 pixels, or a

combination of both. The panel also

shows the number of pictures taken, the

number of free spaces remaining and the

batten status

Another button enables you to change

the flash action. Normally this would be

set to auto but there is also the option of

disabling the Hash, forcing it to Hash on

every picture, or a red-eye setting which

serves temporarily to blind the subject

before taking the photograph.

The camera may also be set for a self

timed exposure. The picture does stay on
the L( I) screen if it is fitted, but you can-

not turn the screen through ISO degrees as

you can with the QV10 — although it is

handy to have a quick check that the pic-

ture is framed before you run in front of

the camera. An erase button is mounted

on the camera which enables the last pic-

ture to be deleted or the memory wiped

clean.

1 he optional LCD screen must be fitted

in order to review pictures on the camera

itself. 1 ran into some problems here using

(brand new) alkaline batteries. It seems

that the screen uses a fair amount of

power and this causes the built-in battery

management software to think that the

batteries have run down and the camera

turns itself off.

Waiting a few moments and then turn-

ing the camera on again showed the

battery level to be full. Substituting the

alkaline batteries for rechargeable ones

solved the problem completely.

The I.( D screen has two modes, similar

to the QV-10A. In view mode you can sec

the view through the camera's lens rather

than the viewfinder. The LCD module also

has a button called macro, which allows

close-up shots to be

taken. These require

the camera to be

close to the subject,

which means that

the \ icw through

the viewfinder often

does not correspond

with the one

^^ through

^L (and
there-

f o r e

the LCD
screen is

required).

Reviewing pictures on

the PhotoPC is a little more simple than

the QV-10A. There are only two levels: one

picture filling the frame or nine pictures,

but you cannot zoom in on one picture to

sec details. Individual pictures can be

deleted freeing up space.

The PhotoPC is linked to the Acorn by

means of a lead to the serial port. Main's

Snapshot program works on all later Acorn

machines, (licking on the iconbar icon

opens a window which gradually fills with

thumbnails.

The save mechanism is a little strange as

urn drag with Select to save as sprites

(either 8, 16 or 24-bit sprites are gener-

ated), or with Adjust to save as JPEG. There

is no facility for bringing up a standard

save window, although pictures can be

saved or deleted from the menu.

The software

has a preview

mode where

pictures are

t a k e n b y
the camera
and dis-

played in

a small

w i n -

clow in

t h e

desktop.

The update
rate is a bit slow, but

it's a fun option to play with,

and is handy for lining up still-life shots if

the camera is attached to the computer.

Snapshot allows comprehensive control

Digital cameras

over the camera via the Acorn — all

aspects can be controlled, such as the flash

setting, shutter speed, quality setting and

so on.

Although Snapshot lacks a viewer built

in to the program for full-si/ed pictures,

loading the images generated by the cam-

era into ChangcTSI or similar shows the

quality to be remarkably good.

I lie latest version of Irlam's software is

able to support multiple camera types - all

Olympus, Sanyo Image PCs and others.

Image processing is now built into the

software and it can output several differ-

ent filetypes.

Spacetech Photolink/

Olympus CaMedia C-800L
OlympuS has released a set ot three new
digital cameras. The ( -400 and (-4001.

resolve to <>40x480 pixels, the latter hav-

ing a built-in LCD screen and more
memory. I he C-800L is the most expen-

sive in the range with a resolution of

1024x768 pixels.

I he ( -8001, and indeed the rest of the

range, looks like an expensive compact
camera, although the case has obviously

been designed especially — it has an LCD
screen mounted in the back. The camera is

turned on by moving back the lens cover.

\s you do so, the camera emits a meaning-

ful clunk, indicating that it is fitted with

an auto-focus lens.

Although the overall build quality of

the ( -8001 is very good, I was surprised

th.it the serial and power connectors were

covered by a fairly flimsy rubberised sec-

tion, rather than the plastic flap

arrangement seen on the QV-10A and
PhotoPt . I wouldn't expect the flap to last

more than a lew months in service, and

the design seems uncharacteristic com-

pared with the rest of the camera.

Like the PhotoPC, the (-8001. has a

small LCD panel which indicates the num-
ber of pictures remaining, battery level,

flash status and so on, which arc con-

trolled with a number of buttons on the

top ot the camera, although the (-8001.

has an extra button providing a macro
facility (macro is avail-

able as standard as

the camera has an

LCD screen).

The camera
can store 30 pic-

tures in high-

quality mode
(1024x768

pixels),

or 120

in stan-

d a r d

q u a 1 i t y

(512x384 pix-

els). Again, using it is

just a case of selecting the correct

flash mode if necessary then point and
shoot. There is a delay of half a second

or so .is the autolocus works, but as with

A
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most autofocus cameras you can fix the

Focus by pressing the shutter button
half-way in if you want to take action

shots.

The view from the camera lens can he-

seen through the LCD screen by holding
down a button on the back ot the camera.

I his is a sensible trade-off in order to save

battery life, but it can be frustrating if

your thumb gets tired and you release the

button just as you were composing the

perfect shot.

Given the similarities between the t -

8001. system and the PhotoPt , I wasn t too

surprised to find that it suffered in the

same way when using the screen in view

mode with alkaline batteries.

Pictures can be reviewed by pressing the

same button, but with the lens cover door

closed. Viewing pictures at lull size also

overlays them with the date and time at

which they were taken, which is a conve-

nient little extra if you are as forgetful as I

am. The pictures may also be viewed in

sets of nine, deleted or locked.

Spacetech's PhotoLittk software cur-

rently works on the Rise PC and A7000
only — only these machines can do justice

to the high-specification cameras,
although they may investigate a version

for earlier machines if models like the C-

400 take off.

The ( -8001 attaches to the Acorn via

exactly the same cable as the PhotoP( ,

and Photol.ink offers drivers for the

Photoi't and Sanyo's (magePt , along with

the range of Olympus cameras. I he soft-

ware is designed to allow additional

drivers to be added.

( licking on the Photol.ink icon brings

up a control panel with a small picture in

the centre and control and information to

either side of it.

Expanding this window to full-size

reveals a section which enables extra fea-

tures ol the camera to be set, lor example

the current time and date, the LCD moni-

tor brightness and contrast, and the

auto-power-off times.

I he picture in the middle of the win-

dow may be clicked to take a single

preview picture ol what the camera sees.

Alternatively, the Preview icon updates

the picture every lew seconds.

Clicking on the Take... icon opens a

window which gives comprehensive con-

trol over the picture to be taken, lor

example, the software can be set to take a

picture every few seconds, minutes or

hours for time-lapse photography.

After each photograph has been taken,

it may be viewed within Photol.ink, or

transferred automatically to an external

application. A sensible feature here is that

the photograph taken may be automati-

cally deleted from the camera once it has

been transferred to the computer — this

Saves the camera's memory becoming full

when a large number of time-lapse pic-

tures are taken.

It would be nice to see. a feature here
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which automatically saved out a number
ol shots into a directory, but this could

easily be achieved with a short external

program which Photol.ink could transfer

the photographs to.

Photol.ink uses a similar clipboard

scheme to PhotoDesk — thumbnail shots

of the camera's contents are downloaded

and displayed in a similar manner to the

Acorn and Irlam software. Each image can

be locked, unlocked, or deleted, or viewed

at full-size by double-clicking on it.

Photol ink can save out files in an
impressive number of formats — in addi-

tion to the default JPEG form, it will also

save Sprites, BMP, (ill, larga or PBMpIus
formats. There are options to produce

greyscale or reduced colour images for all

these options, except surprisingly Sprites

— although ChangelSI will easily provide

that facility.

On-screen the results from the

Olympus/SpaccTech combination are

stunning — the resolution is the best ol

the bunch, with only slight aliasing show-

ing up on a large monitor.

Oregan/Connectix Colour QuickCam
Is the QuickCam a true digital camera like

the others reviewed here.' Well, not in the

sense that you can put it in your pocket

and use it to take pictures of a day out to

the seaside. On the other hand, you can't

easily make movies with the other cameras

featured — the QuickCam fits into a niche

somewhere between the digital stills cam-

era and the digital video camera.

The QuickCam itself resembles a

slightly overgrown golf ball

and has a lead which ter-

minates in a parallel

port connector (with

a large hood as it

houses some
electronics)
There is also a

short lead

which plugs

into the key-

board socket,

and your key-

board plugs into the other end of this.

Software issues aside, the hardware
arrangements mean that the colour

QuickCam is usable only on the Rise PC.

The front of the camera has a ring

which may be rotated in order to adjust

the focus, other aspects of the camera are

adjusted from the computer using the soft-

ware provided.

Loading the software and clicking on

the iconbar icon produces a window con-

taining the view from the camera. There

are three icons at the top of this window
which allow the size of the image to be

changed.

A StrongARM Rise PC in a 24-bit mode
produced around 1-2 frames/second on
the large setting (320x240 pixels), 4-5

frames/second on the medium setting

(160x120 pixels) and about 10-12

frames/second on the small setting (80x60

pixels). I understand, however that the

review version ot the software does not use

Connectix's proprietary compression sys-

tem (Videc) to communicate with the

camera.

Orcgan is awaiting a distribution licence

for the code which should be available In

the time you read this. Apparently
Oregan's in-house tests show much
improved frame rates, and resolution up to

the 640x480 pixels available with the svs-

tem.

Overall the picture quality from the

QuickCam was reasonable. \s with the

QV-10A, it suffers when there is inade-

quate ambient lighting, or coloured

lighting from tungsten bulbs. The effects

of tungsten lighting have been addressed

in the support software.

The software provides a control win-

dow, which allows a number of aspects of

the camera to be adjusted. The white and

black balance (ie the contrast) can be

altered, along with the brightness (equiva-

lent to tile shutter speed). I here is an auto

brightness option, which will set the

brightness according to the current condi-

tions, although this can be contused

somewhat if there is a bright li.c;lit source

in the picture.

The saturation — equivalent to the

colour control on a television — may be

changed to alter the intensity of colour in

the shot. An interesting control was one

labelled hue. This allows the colour bal-

ance to be changed, and can be used to

help remove the yellowing which
occurs under indoor lighting.

The software is able to save

the current view as a sprite, or

generate replay -compatible

movies. I hese may be stored in

real time, or time-

lapsed over a

number of

s e c o n d s

or min-

utes. It is

these applica-

tions where the

QuickC am is ideal — automatic

time-lapse photography with any digital

camera requires that it is attached to the

machine, and the Quick* am provides a

fairly inexpensive introduction to this.

Which do you buy?
for studio situations ifor example pre-

pared shots of items to insert into WWW
pages), or general digitising work, the

QuickCam cannot be beaten for value for

money, and has video capabilities il vou

have a nice view from your computer
room. Its drawback is that it is really lim-

ited to indoor use.

The three stills cameras each have their

own merits:

• The QV-10A is an affordable camera
with an LCD screen included as stan-

dard. This camera has to be ideal tor use

Cc"



Digital cameras

Snap
fy Qu

in a school environment where ease of ^^^m W^mS \
use may be important ^
Thi> PhntiilH c:iiii*ira ni-Mfliirn*: rottcun.• The I'hotol'l camera produces reason-

able quality pictures, and does not

suiter from the QV-lOA's lack of flash.

In terms of a quality/price ratio, this

system performs very well, although the

addition of an LCD screen can push up

the price

• Of course the top of the range Olympus
camera is fantastic in terms ot features

andqualitj and unfortunately, price.

Each software package works ade-

quately with its camera, although
Spacetech's offering is by far the most

comprehensive — their drivers are modu-

lar, so perhaps we will see support Jjt
for other cameras in the future? ^lU

Picture perfect ?
Casio QV-10A Epson PhotoPC 500 Olympus CaMedia C-800L

Im .

.'<¥*&.«

'

Product details

Product: Epson PhotoPC500 including

Snapshot

Price: Introductory price £499 inc

carriage and VAT. Includes

camera, a set of batteries,

serial lead, all necessary

software and manual

Supplier: Irlam Instruments Ltd

Address: Brunei Institute for

Bioengineering, Brunei

University, Uxbridge,

Middlesex. UB8 3BH

Tel/fax: (01895)811401

E-mail: sales@irlam.co.uk

Product: PhotoLink

Price: £69 (inc VAT)

Bundles: (include PhotoLink)

Epson PhotoPC 500 £499

Sanyo ImagePC £434.75

Olympus C400 £299, C410L

£587.49, C800L £949.99

Supplier: Spacetech

Address: 21 West Wools, Portland,

Dorset, DT5 2EA

Tel: (01305) 822753

Fax: (01305)860483

E-mail: sales@spacetech.co.uk

WWW: http://www.spacetech.co.uk

Product: Connectix Colour QuickCam

Price: Includes Acorn software

£199.95 fully inclusive

Supplier: Oregan Developments

Address: 36 Grosvenor Avenue,

Streetly, Sutton Coldfield, B74

3PE

Tel: 0121-353 6044

Fax: 0121-353 6472

E-mail: sales@oregan.demon.co.uk

Product: Acorn PhotoQV/Casio QV-10A

Prices (ex VAT) QV-10a£320, QV-100£450

Mains adaptor £12.75

Connection kit £99

Supplier: Acorn Computers

Address: Acorn House, 645 Newmarket

Road, Cambridge, CB5 8PB

Tel: (01223)725000

Fax: (01223) 725100

E-mail: info@acorn.co.uk
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Wakefield Acorn Spring Show
Sponsored by Acorn User Supported by Acorn and Xemplar

Saturday & Sunday 1 7/1 8 May 1 997
At Thornes Park Athletics Stodium, Horbury Road, Wakefield

(Follow the AA Road Signs from Ml Junctions 39 & 40)

SEE ALL THE LATEST PRODUCTS AND DEVELOPMENTS
FROM THE EXCITING WORLD OF ACORN COMPUTING
Show Theatre sponsored by Acorn User with continuous demonstrations and celebrity speakers

Opening Times: Saturday 10:30 to 6:00
Sunday 10:00 to 5:00

Tickets on day £3 Adults, £2 Juniors (age 5 to 16)Or save and avoid queues by pre-booking at £2.50 Adult and
£1 .50 Junior before 9th May 1 997 m

Pro-booking tickot holders will bo admitted 30 minutes early on both doys

Booking to WACG Show, 95 Cumbrian Way, Lupset Park, Wakefield, WF2 8JT
Further information from the co-organiscrs.

^Sfc wf6S
T
6

!

: £ ??
4 37? 778 «"'«i^how97@c Umbnan.demon.ca.uk

M,ke W,lson Tel: 01 1 3 253 3722 emaihshow97@borc.demon.co.uk
Or see our Website: http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/ocorn/wakefield/ for the latest information

FREE CAR PARKING . CATERING . CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUND • MINIATURE STEAM RAILWAY
Loss than 3/4 mil. from City C.ntro with frequent bus service passing park entrance



ArmSwitcher A

Mike Buckingham

discovers a way to

switch between

StrongARM and

earlier processors

The process of upgrading from ARM610
or 710 to SA110 has taken up many

centimetres of column space in recent

Acorn magazines. And the two most com-

mon themes have been the hike in speed

and the problem of older software that no

longer functions on the SA1 10 thanks to

its different internal architecture.

Of course, many of the more important

software titles have now been upgraded to

be SA compliant which leaves us with two

problems: the added expense of upgrading

all those non-SA compliant titles and the

fact that many items will probably never

be altered to run on the new chip.

I've just fitted my StrongARM and have

these problems. This article is, for compat-

ibility reasons, being written on a piece of

software I don't want the expense of

upgrading hut requires my 710 to run. So

I'm running it on the 710 and no, it's not

in a second machine. It's the same
machine now equipped with both 710 and
s\ihi by virtue of the ArmSwitchei from

\( l (Acorn Computer Enterprises)in

Germany, distributed in the L'K by QTec.

The ArmSwitcher is in theory quite sim-

ple. It's an expansion card that has a plug

on one side that fits into the rear processor

Slot ol the motherboard. On the other side

is a small complement of chips and three

sockets, one of which is currently covered

with a warning label - DO MOT USE. I'll

come back to that later but first the simple

stuff.

Fitting ArmSwitcher
Fitting is a doddle. Turn off the machine,

lift the lid and extract the processor card

or cards. Screw the legs onto the

ArmSwitcher board, then place it in the

rear processor slot that was either empty
or which held the PC card if you have one.

Now the only tricky bit. The board comes

with a small switch which needs fitting

into the case somewhere.

Bear in mind that first you won't want
to be knocking this accidentally, and sec-

<>ndl\ that in time it will be redundant

and can be disposed of. Having done that,

clip the cable into the board and you are

ready to refit both the old ARM board and
the SA. These go in the two empty slots on

the board. Their order is important but the

instructions are perfectly clear.

At first sight this arrangement may not

seem as secure as the original, as the ARM
boards now no longer have their guide

slots in the case to keep them in vertical

alignment. 1-ortunately the PC card still

does. I say that because a PC card with a

heavyweight chip plus heatsink and fan

Multiple
personalities

needs some support. By comparison the

\K\1 boards are physical featherweights

and unless you are going to put your Rise

l'( in something mobile, I can't see the

boards working loose.

This process is very simple but there is

one more proviso. My PC card only just fits

in this orientation. It's fan is very close to

touching the new hardware. Apparently

some cards are too wide and require a spe-

cial adapter to lift them clear. \sk Q-Tet or

\< I if you are worried.

Assuming all is well, switch on and the

machine will boot up as normal. The only

difference is that it will use whichever
processor is currently selected - which nat-

urally the boot sequence will report

on-screen as per normal.

The choice is yours
So now you have a machine with multiple

personalities - an ARM 610/710, an
ArmSAl 10 or with either running your PC
card as well.

Like anything else it's not without its

problems. The major hassle is that at pre-

sent there is no facility to switch

processors while 'live', flicking the switch

with software up and running will lose

whatever it is you are doing, whether the

application is compliant with both proces-

sors or not. In fact the whole machine will

hang up and a reset will be required. The
set of instructions with the device warn
that switching on boot-up should ne\er be

done and may have dire consequences. I

can't vouch for those consequences -
I

don't want to prove them right!

That's the downside. The up-side is that

you will not be stuck trying to run a piece

ol software that reports some kind of stack

error with no alternative options open.

Now you can reboot and use the older

chip. Having that facility, especially dur-

ing the process of upgrading to

StrungARM, has already proved invalu-

able. Not the least benefit has been in

tracking clown the source of problems - a

software that reports as faulty under both

chips is clearly missing something related

to the resoiines or svstem files. Software

that works under 710 is obviously failing

lor reasons Ol incompatibility.

I he cost m| the purchase has been justi-

fied for me. As I test software it will be a

great help to know whether it runs ade-

quately fast on 710 configuration. More to

the point, I know I still have access to

man) programs I use from time to time

that I don't want to spend time and effort

upgrading: some which will never be
upgraded anyway. But, naturally, for those

activities that will really benefit from the

SA, it's there too.

Under development
At present the lack of live switching is a

pain and somewhat frustrating. All apps

need to be shut down in order to restart

with the other processor. What is needed is

a software switch that allocates particular

tasks to particular processors.

However, it is under development and
Mike Saxton of ACE explained to me that
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ArmSwitcher

&
m

m Multiple
personalities

the software has been delayed because

although the basic switching software has

been completed and works correctly, there

are several packages (including some
major ones) that crash. The problem
according to Mike is the illegal use of

memory. Acorn publishes strict guidelines

to which writers should adhere when allo-

cating blocks of memory lor particular

applications but apparently not everyone
follows the rules.

For the ArmSwitcher this a real

headache. \nv live control software will

need to be able to track memorv locations

in use and cache their contents when the

user selects a window that requires the

activation of the other processor. II the

memory isn't properly cached, the soft-

ware being put into cold storage, as it

were, will be missing something crucial

when it is restarted with the inevitable dis-

astrous consequences.

Code to cope
To make the best of a difficult situation,

\( I has used the services of a local \RM
powered I nivcrsitv to run software while

having a second computer analysing calls

to memory. In this way it's been able to

patch the code to cope with some popular

software titles such as Impression, that oth-

erwise crash.

Hut there is a limit to how much can be

done without increasing the price beyond

a sensible level, not to mention delaying

the software indefinitely. As I write, Mike
Saxton is considering releasing the soft-

ware anyway with a listing of all titles that

break the rules - and so won't work.
( learly this problem could scupper the

purchase tor people who frequently use

software that won't run. I'd therefore

advise anyone interested in the

ArmSwitcher to find out whether their

favourite titles are Ok or not. And bear in

, mind that we're not just talking about

titles that need the older chip. All titles

will have to comply for the software

switcher to work reliably.

Because of this problem I haven't yet
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seen the software front end. The general

idea is to use a sort of dual launcher bar

system that allows the allocation ol partii

ular applications to particular sides' of the

machine. In use, this should be more fluid

Hum having to shut down and start again.

I hat is the present. Hut before making
up your mind about whether the card is

worthwhile, also consider the future. Will

it pay off long-term.' As time «oes by,

fewer applications will need to be
switched back to older ARM chips so the

use lor Hie swiuher will fade.

it s also possible th.it StrongGuard, the

Arm Club's software patch lor the

StrongARM, will gradually expand its

scope and encompass more of the older

titles that fall foul of the SA's split registers.

Slotting in

Before you write off ArmSwitcher, there's

still the question of that extra slot with

the ominous warning stuck over it.

Although physically identical to the

other proiessor slots, the fact that it Is cov-

ered and mustn't be confused with the

others suggests it isn't quite the same.
I arlier versions of ArmSwitcher had just the

two slots; this third has been added to give

the card some extra long-term prospects.

Mike Saxton said that the first priority

for this slot is a graphics accelerator card.

rhey aren't building one themselves but

are working on a small PCI adapter to

allow a Matrox Mystique card to be

plugged into the slot. Mike savs this would

provide more than simple graphics speed

improvements tor l'( cards. I lie Matrox

card is a bang up-to-date PC graphics card

boasting M) rendering for games and sup-

porting up to 4Mb of Video R \M.

When not in use by the PC, this Video

R \.M could be made available for use by the

RPC's own video system. Also on the cards

is an extra video output so the l'( could

output to a separate screen, and the possi-

bilitv that the VRAM could also be used

under some circumstances as high speed

RAM for general processing without having

to access main RAM via the RP( s bus. That

could provide a welcome speed boost !<<rE%D V I

RP( operations that need to shuffle large

amounts ol data in and out of memory. r terO
It you are Into l'< cards and high speed . .• ^

graphics, the Matrox may sound intrigu-
. Dimension"!

ing but if you aren't it may be ot m>i>|}|

Interest at all. In which case, consider this: s Computers
the development ol a l'( I adapter means alat Publishin

that in principle, any PCI card could beephOne
plugged in. Given the host ol cards avail s'l'I.kl

able to the P( market, this opens up ,,Kl,k' StudtOl

interesting options. noldCompSt

\nd finally, I shall indulge in a link
j[j

ug '

rumour mongering. Nothing has been said g'g

Officially but for a while there have been M |c j

suggestions that Xemplar should/would he |. Micros....

making an Apple caul. It it does happen imputcr Cone
and when vour Arm7 10 or 610 ceases to be iiii.ih,

of any real value, you will have a spare iniculm Train

slot to tuck in that extra piece of hardware S L Supplies,

ii you want it. ico Systems..

ilriada Data l

Conclusions
li ill i . . i ,

-sklop ho|Cel
It would be rash ot me to make hard and . . ,-,,. .„son A. uixon
fast conclusions about this product, espe- .sox
daily over whether you should go out and ectronic Fonl
buy one. I here .ire too many variables and aeration Des
loo main individual needs and considera- MieSyS

tions to make such recommendations even LC Electronic

remotely useful. _^_—

—

( ostwise it may pay for itself simply on

the basis that you will be able to avoid

some expensive upgrades. Hut you have to

be sure that the device will switch all the

software you want to run. As an

ArmSwitcher, its lifetime is almost cer-

tainly limited, but further developments
could well give it a new lease ol life -

always assuming you decide not to

upgrade the \corn motherboard when the

new design becomes available later this

year (we hope - and who knows what will

be on it.'I.

( ertainlv mv \rmSwilcher is going to

stay put. And I look forward to the

launcher software. When it appears, i
TT

I'll report back. fil)

Wear

compc

forth

Product details

Product: ArmSwitcher

Manufacturer: ACE

Address: Baroper Bahnhof Str55,

4425 Dortmund, Germany

E-mail: acesales@knipp.de

WWW: www.acebace.de

Tel: 00 49 231 727 4260

UK distributor: QTec

Address: Unit 22, Brougham

Enterprise Centre,

Brougham Terrace,

Hartlepool TS24 8EY

Tel: (01429) 890800

Fax: (01429)890700

Price: £119incVATplus£3P&P

Prof

Pleas
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RECRUITMENT
Micro Librarian Systems
We are a small, well-established software

company specialising in library automation

for the education market, working with

both Acorn and PC systems.

WANTED:
Computer programmer

Essential requirements:

Proficiency in the Acorn Rise OS

environment

Salary: Negotiable

Please telephone 0161 449 9357 for

further details

(Smokers need not apply)

picture book 2
6 high-quality programs specially

designed to help pre-school, primary

school and special needs children

with Reading, Spelling and Counting

- enjoyably and very effectively!

• AlphaBook • Snap • WordMatch

*em • Spell It • FlashCard

Each program uses Alphabet

files with professionally drawn

graphics, sound effects and

spoken words and offers

many setting choices to suit

each child's ability. For RISC

OS 3.1 or later. r« /w\
Site licence: £105. «J «VV

DraggiQ The Professional

Application Launcher

For easy on-screen access to your most frequently used

files and applications Draggle is the professional answer.

Cut out constant clicking with these easy to install pull-down

menus. The best way yet to organise your _ _ ^~
computer screen, your files and your time. * L*S3\i

Notice

Board

"..for rolling presentations

Notice Board excels."

Acorn User

Using Draw and Artworks files Notice

Board enables you to create multi-

page, poster-like presentations to run unattended in any

location. Widely used in schools, Notice Board provides a

colourful, constantly changing information point that is also

ideal for information/sales messages at conferences and

exhibitions, libraries, reception areas, etc. £3S 00
For use with RISC OS 3. 1 or later.

Cr&£*ti\s& Fractal Art
...decidedly the most original and unusual package I

have seen for a very long time once you've digested

what the instructions say, Montage is a fascinating and

enthralling program." RISC User

Create your own stunning fractal art pictures quickly and

easily with Montage. Working in interactive mode Montage

builds the images as you work. Requires RISC OS 3.1

minimum 2mb, 4mb for hi-res pictures. £45.00

MultiLink Transfers data effortlessly between 8-bit

BBC and all RISC OS 32-bit computers. Easy to use click

and drag operation. With serial cable £29.95

The Really Good Software Company
39 Carisbrooke Road. Harpenden. Herts. UK AL5 5QS

Tel/Fax: 01582 76 1 395 Email:rgsc@turnbull.compulink.co.uk

No VAT or post/packing. Cheques, with order please, made

payable to the company. Offical orders welcomed.
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News

Interactive History Day
THE CRISIS that led up to the first World War is to be re-examined

by students across the globe in the first ever Interactive History

Bay it's supported in yii\i (Yorkshire international Thompson
Multimedia) and Teeside tertiary College and users will experience

the events Ol [ulj 1914, over a period of 24 hours. A news service

containing contemporary press reports and other historical materi-

als from the period will go live on-line on Monday .W June at

10am. \s the day progresses, bulletins relating to different aspects

of the July crises will be released as news items.

Using YflM's WW! Web site and specially prepared materials

from historical sources, the Interactive History Day will offer stu-

dents the opportunity to use their historical skills to interpret

documents from that era. They will be able to contribute to an on-

line discussion, ask questions of one another or of guest

contributors and, as class groups, create electronically a contempo-

rary news item or newspaper. I he best of these will receive prizes

and will be built into the YUM WW1 Web site.

Designed as a global experience, the news service Will operate ill

English although contributions can be received in French, German
and Spanish. All participating schools and colleges will be required

to pre-register and will receive an electronic starter pack. This will

include ideas for making the best use of the day, tree software and

software vouchers, lor further information and to register, see the

VI I'M WW I Web page: http//www.yitm.com/yitmM h 1

Anglia's Atlasf iles

WU l.\ Ml I ll\tl DIA has recently released

two ( D-ROMs lor Geography. World Atlas-

files and /«/><//( AtlasfUes enable students to

draw distribution maps usiny; data con-

tained on the discs.

Each CD-ROM contains about 100 activ-

ity sheets aimed at different levels ensuring

students of all ages and abilities get the

most from the resource. Both discs contain

data files in a variety of formats Including mentary. I he

Anglia's own Key Plus, Iota's DataPower as quality of this

well as CSV (comma separated value) files software is out

which can be used with most data ban- standing and vet

dling programs on Acorn. Mac and PC the programs

computers. cost just £35

The discs also contain over SO pho- each,

tographs categorised into geographical Inglia: lei.

topics together with text and audio com- (01268) 755811

Sherston's Talking Books
Mil OXFORD READING I KIT is one of the most popular

reading schemes in use in primary schools across the

country, lor several years, Sherston has been supporting

this scheme with its excellent talking book software. Its

latest, Wrens 2, now makes a total of six packs, each con-

taining six stories covering three levels of the Oxford

Reading free.

Sherston: Tel: (0/666* 840433

Talking Jigsaws

PROGRAMS for the very young seem to

he quite popular at present with software

coming from several well-known sources.

Topologika's latest is a set of eight talk-

ing puzzles based on popular nursery

rhymes. The puzzle is displayed with the

lines of the rhyme printed over the picture.

The rows, columns or squares are then

arranged into the correct sequence using

the text and/or the picture for clues. At any

point the text on a line or square can be

read out.

I here are two packs each containing four

rhymes and a printing utility. Also included

are the pictures on paper which may be

photocopied and used for colouring in

and/or making into a jigsaw puzzle.

Each Talking Rhymes pack costs £24+VA I

.

Topologika: Tel: (0132b) 377771

or (ax: (0132b) 376755

Mathematics for A Level Physics

So much of the software 1 receive for review is aimed at Key Stage I or 2. Occasionally I receive

something for Key Stage 3 but it is very rare to see anything aimed much higher. As the name
implies, Mathematics (or A level Physics is a complete course intended to prepare A Level Physics

students with the required mathematics.

There are five lesson packs which together cover the mathematics required by all UK Examina-

tion Boards. Lach pack contains about three hours of audio visual tuition, the audio part being

recorded on two cassette tapes while the disc contains the visual part of the lessons and the exer-

cises.

Not only is the material pitched at the right level, but the self-help' style is also appropriate for

A level students. Each course costs L42.S1 + VAT.

( aves i nl (Computer Audio-Visual Education System). Tel: (01438) 832695

Contacting me
You can contact the Education

page by writing to me, Geoff

Preston at Acorn User, IDG

Media, Media House,

Adlington Park, Macclesfield

SK10 4NP or by e-mail to:

aueduc@idg.co.uk
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CTA DIRECT
Mail Order Specialists

EMAIL: sales@cta.u-net.com http://www.cta.u-net.com Tel - 01942 511000

Curriculum Training Associates

Dept. AU06, 34a Coach Road

Astley, Tyldesley

Gtr Manchester

Fax - 01 942 749325 M29 7ER

RiscPC7A7000 System Offers

£200.00 OFF* Exchange deal

FREE 59I oil Scheme
i.e. Rl'i SA2M-I 6M IG/8xCD

i
." monitoi foi cwlj E250Q ini \ \i

base models from £999.00 inc \ \l

Or wc will n i.i 1 1 li and heal mum besl offci

RiscPC PC Cards
wiih RiscPC or Separatel]

El IS 99 nu \ \l

DX2 66 £174.99 In \ \i

l)\4 IIKI £233.99 inc V.\]

586- Kill I t5(W9 Int yvi

RiscPC Ergo Keyboard
£29.79 +VAT (£35 inc VAT)

RiscOS 3.1 upgrades from £29.00

Desktop FAX MODEMS
I i \ \i in, VA1

13600 Voice n approved £85.00 "" Hi

53600 Voice B \HI approved £99.00 £116 13

13600 Voice U.S Robotics iimkki £193,88

COLOUR MONITORS
I i v\i Im \ \i

. SVG \ n 28 CiU.iii li 19.00 £163.33

14 SVG V0.28 MPR2Coloui £165.00 £193.88

15" SVGA 0.28 MPR2Coloui £189.00

17" SVGA 0.28 5yrWlj £339.57 £399.00

17" Mullisym Q I!

21" SVGA JS Ilyama £960.00 £1128.00

19" SVGA Colour w/spkn £849.00

(AKF50) Multisync 0.28 Col £239.00 E280.83

, \KF60)SVGA Hi Real oloui £165.00 EI93.88

Multisync MOQ/3000 cable ls 50

6.4 Gb 1.5" IDE Hard drives

r\.\\ i I2S.SN inc \ a I

i

A3000/A3010 Hard l)ri\c £ Interface

Ea VATInc. vat

Internal 60 Mb £99.00 £1 16.33

Interna] 250Mb £129.00 £151.58

Internal S40Mb £144.00 £169.20

Internal 512 Mb £169.00 £198,58

ACORN Joystick adapters

onl) £29.95 inc \:il (please state model |

CD-ROM DR1VF.S

IDF.

|!>\ III

I2\ in

.is £99.00(£ll6.33inc)

v £89.00 (£104J8inc)

£69.00 isi.iisin, i

.,. £49.00(1

\ni,i.
1 1 .. 1

1

: > i Im }J 3 '•

£89.00+\ \l

- vil [£101

mmTUT* TTTf

SCSI
I'.O.V.

£119.00 (£139.83hk]

t l»'l.ll(liUli,..'iii„

£59.00 (£69..«.'iiw,

Scm uses £38 'Mil

kit irom l'|0+\al

HARD DRIVES
U.nv ilr

S5Mh
I '0Mb

340Mb

540Mb
700Mb
IGb

540Mb
I 2Gb
i 7Gb

2.5" IDE

2.5 II «l

:
: IDE

2.5" 11)1

2.5" 11)1

: 5" ii >i

i • \ \l In, \ VI

i

smi ii
i £69.33

E79.O0

£89.00

II15.IMI

II.15.IHI

IftCj.OG

3.5" IDE £85.00

li u 'Qua/Sen EI24.00

\S 1
1 'I Qua i li II49.M

II II i.lu.i I7H CI 85(H)

}S' IDE/Qua F/B £215.0(1

| im.00

1 K.li

1 2Gb

3.8Gb

| 1 1. 1,

i, Kid

6.4Gb

I 2Gb
21 ,1'

i.ji.Ii

i 1Gb

9 IGb

Removable IDE oi SCSI I nil

SCSI External! tat

VII drives arc pre-fornuiied foi as

15" ll'l

3.5" IOI

5.25" IDI

i SIQua

1.5 SCSI Qua

\S" si si Qua
3.5' SCSI hum

ii SI from

£92 83

£104 S8

£135.13

£158.63

E198 s x

£99.88

£143 70

I
1 58.63

1 1 75. IIS

£252.63

£363.08

£428.88

£327.83

1
1
98 ss

i 2*2.58

£279.00

£169.00

£229.00

£490.00

£934.00

£20.00

£38.(8) £44.65

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS
Bu.VAl

si si Scanner 6i)ilil|.i
I

I "ii on £199.75

si si s,.him,i siiii,I|„ £249.08

si si s, ..mi, 1200dpi £299.00 1*51. i:

Imagernasier & Twain For above £49.00 £57 5,s

Removable

Zip 100 Acorn parallel

Zip 100 Int or Exl

l Zflyei exl 230 SCSI

Jazz IGb Int SCSI

,l;i/.z 16b Ext SCSI
s.vh-i i.5(. im s(S|/idi

Syjet l.5GExl s< si

lOOmbZipDrive Disk

IGb Jazz Drive Disk

EZflyer230CanridBe

Drives
I v\AI In, \ \l

£163.33

E129.00 £151.58

£199.00 £233 n ;

£297.00 G48.98

£339.00 £39833

£279.00

E339.IW ( m. M
£11.00 E12.93

£68.00

LI 'i '»i £23.38

( iisid qyio ( lamera
Ex VAT Inc VAT

With Acorn Software £410.08

With PC Software

Vcorn Sofiware onh £99 £116.33

I
,

i I

1

' 'siii yc Juries ami more producT

please sec AW inlvi'ii p i please ring

StrongARM Special Offer

£269.00 me VAT
i wiih mi) RiscPC Memorj purchase]

RISC PC MEMORY
Volatileproductpi

Also FOR V7000

1Mb SIMM
8Mb SIMM
16Mb SIMM
32Mb SIMM
IMI VR \M
2Mb\K\M

ringfor latest prii i

I, VAT

£14.45

£29.50

£55.00

£108.00
£59.00

1X9.00

In. VA1

l I (. 98

£ 34 66

£64.63

£126.90
LSI 08

£116.33

XKW LOW \MMOkX Prices

I
i

\ \T Inc. VAT

i s mii i r (A3I0.440JOOO I 159.00 C186JJ

; J MB i p V5000*) I 159.00 £186

rework lor A3000/5000/25mh/ £25.00 E29JI

A3010 I-2MBI ' M 00

K30I03 i MB i
: £62,00 £72

A30IO 1-4 MB i U £79,00

O; i Mii i parade E65.00 176 li

U £68,00 LT"»

A3000.l-2MBNo £20.00 E23.S

,\vm I-2MB Upgi :
>i li

A3000 2-4 upgradi ' £60.00 E7Q

£69.00 I

£23,00 £27.03

ide is", in £1043!

£35.00 E4

Rise OS( arrici Board IA3I0) £20.00 £23jfl

MEMC IA upg (sbori supplj I £4500 £52 ss

k!Ali«)Alil>s; A Mfc'F
Ia VAT In, \\l

1.-4.1 17

Archi Highqualirj I £99.00 £116.33

hcomOi £25.00 £29.38

Acorn RoplacementMou.se £12.00

NEW EFF Font Poster '97
New potter, (size Bl ,

glossy papa) displays samples of our

complete font library, including all the latest collections (over

1,200 samples). It provides reference at glance and looks great on

the wall, loo. The poster costs fust i I (refundable andfree with

everyfont order).

FREE 4000 PD Fonts CD
The largest collection ofPublic Domain Rise OS fonts - ofthe

higher quality than any other Acorn Fonts CD released sofar, is

Stillavailablejustfar the handling charge of£2.35 (andfree

with every high qualityfont order). If you still haven) got it,

contact us be/ore it S too I

FREE EFF Font Book '95
/! 5 booklet which shows samples of our high quality fonts. The.

are also separate leaflets displaying our ranges ofEducational

(primary, easy reading, dotted andjoint-writing) and Indie

(Bengali, Gujurati, Devauagri. Punjabi and Tamil) fonts.

Contact usfor your copy.

The Electronic Font Foundry
/ / Silwood Road, Ascot, SL5

& tel 01344 875 201,fax 01344 875 202,

e-mail sales@efffonts.demon, co. uk

%<F>

Quality Statement
fonts have been designed especially for Acorn, rather than

merely translatedfrom PostScript '
M

, and all are carefully hand-

hinted by skilled typographers - we are unique in that allfonts in our

library haveproperly made hints and skeletons We have never

compromised on quality ia our 14 year long reputation, and we are

dedicated to provide only the highest quality products and services in

the future. y
V*

EFF Font Collections
order any single standard font from us for just £7. Some

larger collections are also available, such as TFT Typographer Park -

a complete set ofEFF LondonA fouls including full Expert Sets,

Small Caps and Title versions, or EFF Basic Pack of 35 fonts, each

costing £49. And all ourfonts can be provided for the same price for

'lease send me:

EFF Font Book and Price List FREE
Educational Fonts Leaflet FREE
Indie Fonts Catalogue FREE
NEW Font Poster £1 .00 Q
4, 000 PD Fonts CD (address label enclosed) £2 .35

/ enclose a chequelPO orderfor the total of £

Name Address

Postcode

Please tick here ifyou are a previous EFF customer

The Electronic Font Foundry, 11 Silwood Road, Ascot, SL5 OPY
tel 01344 875 201, fax 01344 875 202, e-mail sales@efffonts.demon. co. uk
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Type it right
Geoff Preston looks at a

to help the young with their

It's
well documented that the good old

qwert) keyboard dates hack to the time

when the only chips you'd be likely to

find are those produced by a carpenter. it's

still as unfriendly as it always was so we
have to learn to live With it - at least lor

entering text, it follows therefore that we

should become familiar with this as early

as possible.

( Mis imaginative!} named Keyboard is

aimed at just that: it's a program to help

the very young become familiar with this

age-old device.

In use, the program displays a series ol

words which are typed in on the keyboard.

Incorrect entries are greeted with a growl-

ing kc. ,\\\i\ you're timed. When the

exercise is finished, it is scored and if

you've really done well a certificate is pre-

sented which can he printed out.

The software also keeps a record oi each

pupil's work in a password protected log.

I his gi\es the name of the pupil, the name
of the lest, the percentage ol correct

entries and the time taken.

Keyboard is supplied with 50 files pro-

s iilin^ tests on a variets ol subjee (-based

words (food, flowers, animals) and 12

couple of programs

keyboard skills

graded files to help pupils learn to touch-

type. The great strength with this program

is that you can easily create further files.

All you need is a text file (created with

Edit). The first line must begin with the

word Title followed by a colon then the

name of the file as you want it to appear

in Keyboard's menu. Then follows as

many lines as you wish.

\s a spin-off, this is also an excellent

way of learning spellings. CSH has once

again come up with just the right program

for a specific need.

Keyboard costs £17.50 lor a single user

and £35 for five copies.

Cambridgeshire Software House

Tel: (01487) 741 22A

Look whose alphabet is

talking again!

Sherston Software has launched an

enhanced and revised CD-ROM version of

its best-selling Talking Animated

Alphabet

The new, triple format abc-( I) features

,i welcome ret urn for Alphabod, the lov-

able character from the original BIJ(.

potato cabbage leek carrot

potato cabba

©•©©•©©©©
©••••©•©•
flLB SPACE flP

Micro version of the program, but with

some significant improvements. 1 he new

Alphabod jumps back-flips, star-jumps,

spins on the spot and performs all sorts of

other antics to make learning the alphabet

fun for young children.

I he ( I) ROM version also features the

unique morphing graphics that made its

predecessor so successful. Lsing clever

illustrations and animations, the program

lets children watch each letter ol (he

alphabet magically morph into something

that will really help them remember its

shape and sound.

Three carefully graded activities teach

children to discriminate visually between

the different letter shapes, to recognise (he

various letter sounds and finally to match

together the shapes and sounds.

The Talking Animated Alphabet is com-

patible with Acorn, PC (Windows) and

Apple Macintosh computers and costs

£29.95 + VAT for a single user copy. Site

licences are available.

Sherston Software

Tel: (01666) 840433

Switch on to Hotspots
Geoff Preston discovers how

some existing software can be

accessed by switch users

Computers can provide the physically

impaired with the means to communi-

cate hut, sadly, not a gnat deal of suitable

software is available. Some programs have

been designed to allow users to operate

with a simple on/off switch. This may be a

loot operated switch, a tilt switch or even

a vacuum switch which can be operated

with the mouth. I h is facility means that

almost anyone can use a computer regard-

less ol physical impairment simph by

moving a switch .il the right time.

HotSpOtS by I lie \( 1 ( entre is a pro-

gram to enable switih users easv access to

certain programs. \t first glance, the list of

programs with which it will work might

seem rather limited, but there are a num-

ber of important types of application lor

which HotSpols will provide a very simple

hut effective means ol control. I he most

likely use is in multimedia software where

(he screen displays bullous to change

pages. However there are others such as

some My World screens, although not all.

Hotspots allows users to operate pro-

grams in five possible switching

techniques:

• Single Switch Auto Scan - hot spots are

scanned automatically and the current hot

spot is selected when the switch is operated

• Single Switch User Scan - hot spots are

scanned while the switch is operated, the

current hot spot being selected when the

switch is released

• Single Switch roggle - similar to the

first scanning technique except that scan-

ning stops when a selection is made and a

further switch operation is required to re-

start scanning

•
I wo Switch User Scan - one switch is

used to scan the hot spots while the sec-

ond selects the current hot spot

•
I WO Switch Step - similar to the previous

type except that scanning is not automatic

and occurs each time the switch is pressed.

HotSpots also allows users to set four

parameters which control the scan:

• Scan time - the period of the scanning

• Pre-Acceptance Delay - how long the switch

must be held before the action is registered

• Post-Acceptance Delay - how long the

switch must be released for before a switch

action may be repeated

• Mouse Speed - the speed between mov-

ing the mouse pointer between one hot

spot and the next.

Once a program has had its hotspots

defined, the data can be saved as a

HotSpots file. I he file can then be reloaded

for use with the appropriate program or

edited. HotSpots is not a general-purpose

mouse or keyboard emulator. It cannot be

used where mouse dragging or double click-

ing is required or where the mouse needs to

be moved under the control of the user.

It runs on all Acorn KIS( OS computers,

needs I00K of disc space, I28K of free

memory and costs LIS inc VAT, The disc

only is available as shareware and both

versions can be obtained from:

SEMERC (lcl: lb1-627 4469) or The l< I

Centre ( lei: 01865-63MW)

• The shareware version can also he found

on (heir Web site: http://www.rmple.co.uki

eduweb sites/aceceni
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Education Software

"< A varied
Geoff Preston take a look at a

variety of education packages

time-table
3

Sherston in a Tizz
Sherston's latest offering, Tizzy's Toybox, is

essentially 10 activities tor the very young.

The activities practise simple spelling,

number work, colours, comprehension
and several other tasks which we all do
without thinking, but children find quite

challenging.

IX /! • ''I**".

,'flPH „ .

|
-»

T»pr

n

i 01

As with all Sherston's software, high

quality graphics, clever animations and
most importantly sound education arc the

hallmarks of this program. Child motiva-

tion is also included at no extra cost.

€40 + VA T single user

£65 + VAT site licence

Sherston

Tel: (01666) 840433

Evacuation
Nobody can really know what it was like

to have been one of the 1.5 million chil-

dren who were evacuated during the war,

apart from the children themselves. What
is certain is that for some, it was no holi-

day.

>' are 9W9 to »v» in a <Koge oj imal town betou» ln»
Cemwru piobobly «ont drop bomta the** I ««Jd rathe* have

stayed w«h Mum and Bad but they w« be hap(M> * we are

away bom the oiu"

at

50

4Mation's The Evacuees is a multimedia

production which opens on Friday I Sep

(ember 1939, the day the German troops

invaded neighbouring Poland, the pro-

gram follows the experiences of two
children, Vera aged 11 and her younger

Acorn User June 1997

brother Daw. who were caught up in

Britain's preparations for war as the coun-

try waited to learn how Hitler would
respond to Chamberlain's ultimatum.

Vera and Davy were evacuated in an
operation that became known as the week

end of 'The Great Evacuation'. The

program has been designed to provide

older Key Stage 2 pupils who are studying

the history unit Britain Since 1930' with

tactual information about the evacuation

and the ways it affected the lives of ordi-

nary people. The software could also be

used bv younger key Stage .5 students

studying World War II.

In addition to material about the evacu-

ation itself, there is a wealth of

information about life in Britain in the

late 1930s.

Education, the blackout and rationing

are all covered in this thought-provoking

story. The manual contains additional

background material for the teacher on
these and other issues.

The Evacuees is yet another excellent pro-

gram developed with 4Mation's in-house

authoring system. The 50 locations are

beautifully illustrated with each screen hav-

ing several hot-spots which, when clicked

upon, display additional information.

£27.50+ VAT single user

£55 + VAT site licence

4Mation

Tel: (01271) 2S3S3

Tanzanian Village
Compared to some of the larger software

houses, CCS does not produce a great deal

of software but when it does it's a gem.

This active learning resource package com-
prises a ( D-ROM, a video cassette and an

A4 book containing teachers notes and
worksheets with additional activities.

The 50-minute video is not intended to

be run in one go but in small self-con-

tained parts of about five minutes each.

The programme introduces Elizabeth

Mchaki and her family who live in a small

house in Arusha in Tanzania, East Africa.

Elizabeth Mchaki is a teacher but also

farms a small piece of land and has a tew

animals. Other parts of the video show
how water is collected, how home-grown
maize is ground into flour for cooking,

going to market and cooking and eating.

The CD-ROM contains a multimedia
document created using Genesis which is

used for additional research.

Although the documentation claims to

i over Key Stages 1 to 3, the presentation

seems to be most suitable for younger chil-

dren. At the back of the handbook is a

table listing all of the National Curriculum

links, of which there are several. I tend to

view tables like this with some scepticism,

but having spend a considerable time with

the software, 1 can confirm that it can

address many areas, although attainment

targets in Geography, English and Tech-

nology will probably be the most likely.

T«WMA T«n

Introduction

in fanzania

It would ii

";;r

K*|.l— I,

UtoNM.

ED
This is a very well-conceived and exe-

cuted resource. It certainly focuses the

mind that while we live in our hi-tech,

micro-processor controlled environment
with modern labour-saving devices, others

don't even have running water or fuel to

cook. Anything that increases awareness of

life in developing countries should be seen

as valuable experience.

£49 ex VAT single user CD-ROM
£69 ex 11/ single user whole package

£99 e.\ VAT site licence

< 'native Curriculum Software

Tel: (01422) 340S24

Key French
Users of Anglia's Key data handling pro-

grams may be interested to know about

Key Franuiis - two discs containing a total

of I I datafiles to aid the teaching and
learning of French.

The discs contain numerous other

resources including drawfiles of work-
sheets which may be used on screen or

printed out and completed by hand. Dat-

aPower users will also be able to make use

of much of this material.

£22+ VAT (+ £2.50 p&p)
Xnglla Multimedia

Tel: (01268)755811



spacetech Ltd

21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset, DT5 2EA. UK
Tel: 01305 822753 Fax: 01305 860483

Email: sales@spacetech.co.uk

Web: http://www.spacetech.co.uk

NEW! PhotoLink is an Acorn multi-driver for the most popular makes of Digiial

camera. Cameras currently supported are the Olympus 400, 400L & 800L. the

Sanyo Image PC and the Epson PhotoPC 500. Other cameras are in the pipeline.

PhotoLink has many features including some not available from the camera itself. The

camera may be "hot-linked" directly to your favourite application. PhotoLink is

available on its own or bundled with a camera.

Prices ( inc VAT): PhotoLink £69.00.

Camera + PhotoLink: Sanyo ImagePC £434.75, Olympus C400

£299.00, C410L £587.49, C800L £949.99. Epson PhotoPC 500 £499.00.

PHOTODESK (v.2) is the package which defines studio quality image editing and

artwork on RISC OS machines. It is easj to use but has many powerful features.

including a sophisticated colour management system (CMS) for the full-time graphics

professional. Most of the extensive programming effort invested in this project has been

concentrated upon ensuring a predictable user interface with an integrated design and

most importantly, all operations have been engineered to the highest quality possible.

£269.50 (£229.36 ex VAT)

PHOTODESK LIGHT, an economic alternative to PHOTODESK2 retains most of

its creative features apart from the CMS and the possibility to add LAYERS. £269.50

(£229.36 ex VAT).

Plug-in Effects Packs are available for both packages. A pack containing l() special

effects, or 5 extra loader/savers is available at £19.95

all prices include UK VAT and UKP&P

SOFTWARE:

StartWrite (Wordproce

Application Suite, Moil

PLUS choice of Options I or 2

(£39 extra for both together):

OniQN 1 Early Times Bundle.

Artisan 2. Art package from Clares.

Doris the Dotty Dog. Naughty story from

Sherston.

Daryl the Dragon. Adventure story from 4Mation.

Amazing Maths. Mental arithmetic from

Cambridgeshire Software House.

Gemini. Matching pair game from Cambridgeshire

Software House.

Maths Gen. Maths worksheet creator from Creative

Curriculum Software.

On his 2 - Home Bundle.

Resultz. Spreadsheet from Colton Software.

Desktop Database. Database from lota.

Revelation. Art package from Longman Logotron.

Zool. Fantasy arcade game from Gremlin.

A Special Summer Offer from

A
CASTLE TECHNOLOGY

Available now while stocks last!

Call 01728 621222

s
i i II

Colour Monitor included

Hardware Upgrade Options:

• 4Mb RAM - £50 (£58.75 inc VAT)

• Hard Drive - £50 (£58.75 inc

VAT) for 80Mb ( 1 70Mb & 400Mb
also available)

• SCSI Interface for CD-ROM
drive. Scanners etc

• MIDI Interface

• Econet / Ethernet interface

• 386 PC card

PHONE FOR FULL DETAILS

THE SPECIAL OFFER A3020 COMPUTER
This A3020 system comes complete with 2Mb of

RAM. mouse, AKF53 colour monitor and choice

of software bundles. Features include ARM 250

processor, serial port, printer port, network

expansion slot, and one internal expansion socket

for a wide range of hardware upgrades.

Colour
Printer
just £69!
Buy an A3020 and get this

superb Acorn JP 360 printer for just £69 (£81.08 inc

VAT |. Price includes printer cable and colour kit.

Also available separately (call for details)

g Order bv telephone on 01728 621222 or

g Fax on 01728 621179.

«^ Denver} .tin per computer '

*
1 1 ^ inc VXT)

OS Cheques*, debit curds (Switch & Delta),

jir credit cards(29d charge ma] apply), ami educational

2 orders accepted. Ml trademarks acknowledged

C5 "Cheques: allow 5 working days in cleat B&0E

Castle Technology Ore Trading Estate Woodbridge Road FramUngham Suffolk IP139U-

telephone 01728621222 Fax: 01728 621 179 e-mail saJes@castle-iec] logy.co.uk



Web Spider
WebSpider is an easy-to-use editor for creating pages for

the World Wide Web, which works just like a traditional

DTP or wordprocessing package.

The complexities of maintaining links between your website files,

converting graphics etc are performed automatically, and there is

no need to learn web jargon, freeing you to focus on the design of

a really attractive and effective website.

Due to Dalriada's long experience in DTP, WebSpider comes to

you at an extremely competitive price, and with all the interactive

design expertise only an established DTP software house can bring.

• Links are automatically update as files are renamed, moved, etc

• Graphics converted automatically to Internet formats

• Complete with website management, sub-directories etc

• Easy-to-use drag-and-drop linking and point-and-click editing

• Tabling, imagemap etc tools included

• Comprehensive professionally printed manual with design hints

WebSpider is only £40 until 31st August 1997, then just £60.

TableMate

TableMate Designer is the latest

generation of Dalriada's flagship DTP

utility - offering extensive features to

create stunning tables instantly!

• Variable fonts inside cells

• Super- & sub-scripts, bold, italic effects

• Export/Import HTML tables

• Global cut-and-paste

• Named styles and colours

Only £60 (£45 for Impression Style &
Publisher users).

Also available:

IGraphMate
Presentation graphics without tear*..

Dalriada Data Technology, 74 Greville Road, Warwick, CV34 5PJ Phone/Fax: 01926 492459 www.dalriad.demon.co.uk

.;< W

A brand new graphical adventure

game for your Acorn computer

Easy Data Handling

For Education

m
(Tactical

"...buy this game now!" - Acorn User, February 1997

"Its certainly a game that gets played time and time
again" - Archimedes World, Volume 14 Issue 2 1997

DataPlot - an easy to use graph drawing program.
Produces Bar and Line graphs. Bar-line graphs
and Pie charts immediately and quickly.

DataPick - an introductory database using key
pictures to describe features of data items. A
graphic file can be associated with each card.

DataCard - uses keywords to describe features
of data items instead of pictures.

DataFind - Introduces the concept of fields

within records, and has full search and sort

capability.

DataCalc - an easy introduction to spreadsheets.
Clear and easy to use buttons allow access to the
functions. Recognises money values.

1-5 Machine licence £70.73

Primary Site licence £105.98

Secondary Site licence £177.60

All prices include V.A.T. and carriage

Jgleajctontact us

for^more de

info@werewlf.d

Shuggy and T.A.N.K.S. retail for £25.95
Add £1.50 for carriage in the UK

Bromley, Kent, BR1 2NT • Tel: 0181-467 1138
WWW: http://www.werewlf.demon.co.uk/

Kudlian
8 Barrow Road. Kenilworth

Warwickshire CV8 1EH
rr

fj Tel: 019 >544

SOJl Fax: or 3537

email: sales@kudlian.demon co uk



Breakaway Maths

Breakaway with FU N

Colin Rouse visits the

new CD-ROM theme park

which will inspire reluctant

mathematicians to explore

nreakawa) Maths on CD-ROM is a fully

^/interactive learning package from

VTTM, aimed al Kej Stage 2 pupils who
are experiencing difficulties in making
progress in mathematics.

I he software offers the pupil the oppor-

tunity to develop mathematical skills in

real-life situations. The setting is the

Breakaway Theme Park, a fictitious park

based on the real-life excitement ol Uton

rowers. This background provides .1 stimu-

lating environment for learning, providing

J fascinating images, video and enjoyable

activities to interest even the most reluc-

tant pupil.

Finding your way around
< hildren embarking on the adventure find

themselves ,il the entrance. Here I lies are

Introduced to the park, and a simple on-

screen assessment is undertaken to

determine the level of the questions they

will encounter.

Once inside, the children receive an on-

screen map to help navigate themselves

around. Basic skills in navigation - left,

right, up and down - are used to visit the

various attractions, i- in all, in the Break-

away theme park. Explorers arc

accompanied by tour friends, Rupa, 1 isa,

\iikv and n.ive. who provide help, guid-

ance and encouragement. As each of the

12 locations is visited, the children will

encounter either a mathematical activity

or an investigation area.

There are six activitv areas located at

various rides, Each area has two sets of

questions, tailored to meet the needs ol

individual pupils. When the children

arrive in an adivilv area, they can see a

visual image ot it on screen and hear an

audio commentary told by their friends.

Ihen, having completed the first set ol

questions, the) (an sec the first part of the

video of the ride, To see the rest, the chil-

dren must successfully complete the

second series ol questions. On finishing

the ride, the friends re-appear to congratu-

late the pupils if thev have done well or

provide encouragement it not.

There are also six investigation areas

within the park, located at different attrac

lions. Each presents mathematics in a

problem-Solving contest, set at one of

three levels. Investigations encountered

include work on place, value anil digits in

numbers at the Skyride; food combina-

tions at the Explorer restaurant; triangular

numbers in the Courtyard; squares at Old

Mac Donald's farm: 3D shapes in the kid-

dies kingdom and combinations of coins

in the fabulous toyshop.

I he investigations involve work both

with and away from the computer. Pupils

arc asked an initial question which they

must attempt to answer. Following the on-

screen instructions, they attempt a

sequence of questions. At an appropriate

point, thev are prompted to continue their

work away from the computer.

Optional extras
Within the program is a fully configurable

teachers' section that allows a varictv ol

options to he exercised. One very useful

Option is that of audio instructions, which

can he used by children who have reading

difficulties - often a crucial point in devel-

oping mathematical skills. Another useful

part is that the children's progress is

assessed and reported as they move around

the park. Depending on their responses,

the computer will move pupils onto a

higher or lower level of questions as thev

explore further.

The children can leave the park when-

ever thev want, hut when thev return thev

will automatically find themselves at the

point they left, using the built-in password

facility. \n assessment option, for parents

and teachers, is also available to monitor

pupil's progress, both in the short and the

long term. I he level of difficulty can be

changed to suit individual situations,

learning outcomes or pupils. Pupils can

also be directed to selected tasks, as appro-

priate.

In conclusion
Breakaway Mai lis is an excellent resource

for any school. Presented in a stimulating

and original was, this software package

and its accompanying teachers' Guide can

go a long vvav towards helping pupils with

learning difficulties in mathematics

acquire some ol the basii. skills needed to

survive in the big, wide world outside the

school gates. Breakaway Maths is a piece

ot sottvvare I would wholeheartedly

recommend for an) school wishing to

cater for the needs of their less able mathe-

maticians, it's also cheaper than a visit to

Alton lowers!

Product details

Product: Breakaway Maths

Price: £65 single user. Available

for PC and Acorn

Supplier: YITM

Tel: (01264) 342992
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Micro Laser Designs

105 Midford Road
Combe Down
BATH BA2 5RX

Tel: (01225)833266
Fax : (01225) 833266

Micro Laser Designs is an

Acorn Centre of Tech-

nology and supplies the

complete range of Acorn
Hardware and Software.

We also offer scanning,

printing and imagesetting

services and specialise in

litho printing from Acorn

files - Letterheads, School
Magazines, Brochures, etc

ALL PRICES SHOWN
IN THIS ADVERT
INCLUDE VAT.

Carriage Charges:
For orders of £250 or more,

carriage is FREE. Small orders

will have a delivery charge of

£2.50. or £5 for heavier items.

E&OE.

rVISA 19 €

IMAGESETTING

|P&Pt'

Don't torgel price* INCLUDE VAT.

Pages A4 A4 A3.'A3

11.75 14.10

2-9 6.45 11.10

10-24 5.85 9.40

25-49 5.00

50 . 4.10 700

Bromide prices on request

Further discounts available - please call.

Email: bureauia'microlas.demon.co uk

PC Corner

:

We build PC's to your

specifications.

eg: AMD 150 Multimedia

System. Mini Tower, 8 x CD,
14" Monitor, 16Mb RAM, Sound

Card, Speakers, 1 .2Gb Hard

Disc, Windows 95, Encarta '97,

MS Golf 3, MS Works, MS
Money

£999.00

We stock PC motherboards,

disc drives, keyboards, memory,

sound I graphics cards etc.

SKr
All prices listed were correct at

the time of going to press. We
reserve the right to change them

if the need arises - you will be
notified of any changes upon

ordering. Please allow time for

clearance of cheques. Credit

debit cards will be charged on

day of despatch.

Telephone : (01225) 833261

Facsimile : (01225) 83326\
email : sales@microlas.demon. co.u

www : http://www.microlas.demon.co.ii

20/20 Finance

We operate the Acorn 20/20

Finance Interest Free Credit

Scheme - Please call for details.

iSIEW STROIVG/IRM FilSC? g»Cs!
TRADE IN DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

Memory Hard Disc Price

Rise PC StrongARM 4M 4Mb 1Gb £1105.00

Rise PC StrongARM 4M , 8 x CD 4Mb ..'. 1Gb £1155.00

Rise PC StrongARM 10M 10Mb 1Gb £1390.00

Rise PC StrongARM 10M, 8 x CD ...10Mb 1Gb £1440.00

Acorn & PC Computer Systems

Printing I Stationery

Desktop Publishing SI]

Graphic Design

Imagesetting

Scanning

THE RIGHT CHOICE

A7000
A7000 4MB NET 4Mb
A7000 4MB HD540 4Mb

... NONE £655.00

... 540Mb £799.00

WE BUILD COMPUTERS TO YOUR EXACT SPECIFICATION - PLEASE CALL
ALL PRICES LISTED ABOVE EXCLUDE MONITORS, PLEASE SEE LIST BELOW

Acorn 14" AKF60 '£255.00

liyama8617E £585.00

CTX14" £199.00

CTX 17" £430.00

CTX21" £1199.00

ADI 15" £299.00

Acorn 17" AKF91 *£610.00

liyamaPro9017E £650.00

CTX 15" £265.00

CTX 20" £920.00

Sony 15" Trinitron £350.00

ADI 17" £495.00

STRONGARM
PROCESSOR
UPGRADE

FOR RISC PC

£275.00

Phces marked ' only available when purchased with Computer.

Acorn Network Computer (CALL IN AND SEE ONE FOR YOURSELF!)
NC with 28.8 modem
NC with 1 0BaseT Ethernet.

Pocket Book
Pocket Book II 256K
Pocket Book II 1MB

8Mb £450.00

8Mb £450.00

256K £230.00

1MB £305.00

I

PC CARDS FOR RISC PC

ordered alone with RISC PC

DX2-66 £285 Cf65
DX4-100 ... £345 £220
5x86-100 ... £470 £350

CD ROM DRIVES

4 X 4 Auto Changer £125
8spdlDE £105
12spdlDE £139
12spdSCSI £170
Parallel Port 8 spd £220

CD ROM WRITERS I PD Drives
(Needs SCSI)
Internal CD ROM Writer £655
External CD ROM Writer £699
10 x DISCS tor above £68
Panasonic PD Drive £399

650Mb PD Cartridge ... ... £36

INK JET CARTRIDGES / TONER CARTRIDGES I CONSUMABLES

Acorn JP1 50 £23.00

Canon BJIOetc £18.75

Canon BJ200/230 ...£21.14

Canon BJ130E £15.26

HP51626A £19.90

HP51649A £23.50

HP51625A £23.50

Epson SO20047 £16.39

Epson SO20025 £11.15

Canon LBP8 £65.21

Canon LBP4 £67.55

BJC600 Black ...£10.92

BJC6OOC0I £7.63

BJC800 Black ...£18.20

BJC8OOC0I £21.14

Can BC20 £29.36

Can BC21 £45.81

CanBC1-21BK £7.04

REFILLS/ COMPATIBLE
Canon BC01
BJC600 Black

BJC600 Col ...

BJC800 Black

BJC8OOC0I ...

Canon LBP8 .

Canon LBP4 .

1 0xHD Discs

£43.45

..£5 39

.. £6.45

..£5.86

. £6.45

£46.94

£42.29

. £4.47

-.rods otprodt*

Ml ailoui 28 page

PRINTERS I MODEMS etc

Canon BJC70 £199

Canon BJC240 £199

Canon BJC620 £365

Canon BJC4. £229

HP DeskJet 400C £156

HP DeskJet 690C £254

HP DeskJet 820C £305

HP DeskJet 870CXI £413

HP LaserJet 5L £392

HP LaserJet 5P £585

HP OfficeJet LX £559

33.6K Sportster VI £179

ANT Internet Suite £115

Iffljf'M v&MMJIm
Parallel Printer Cable £5

Parallel 36 way to Parallel 36 way £5

25 way D to 25 way D £5

SCSI 50 way IDC to 50 way IDC £12

SCSI 25 way D to 50 way Centronics £12

SCSI 50 way Cent, to 50 way Cent £12
SCSI II Hi Density to 50 Way Cent £20
9 way D type to SCART £12
5V." Drive Power Splitter £4
5V4" - 3V;>" Power Adaptor £4
Two way Printer Sharer (Cent. 36 way) £13

Two way Printer Sharer (D type 25 way) £13

BBC Printer Cable £7

D type Male 9 way 95p
D type Male 15 way 95p
Dtype Female 9 way 95p
D type Female 15 way 95p
Covers for above 80p
IDC Connector 34 Way £2

Centronics Plug 36 way £2

Centronics Plug 50 way £3

50 way IDC Cable, per metre £2

9 way to 1 5 way Monitor Adaptor £7

Original Acorn mouse £27.50

Microsoft serial mouse £22.50

Standard PC serial mouse £15.00

RISC PC Case Slice kit (PSU) £110

RISC PC Case Slice kit (no PSU) £85

A305/A3104Mb £110

A305 I A310 4 - 8Mb £185

RISC OS 3 Carrier Board £22

MEMC1 A Upgrade £49

A400/1 1Mb Pack £38

A400/1 4 -8Mb £185

A3000 1 - 2Mb (expandable to 4Mb) £46

A3000 1 -4Mb £83

A3000 4-8Mb £185

A3010 1 -2Mb £42

A3010 2-4Mb £73

A3010 1 -4Mb £87

A3020 / A4000 2 - 4Mb £76

A5000 2-4Mb £80

A5000 4-8Mb £185

RISC PC 1Mb VRAM E70

RISC PC 2Mb VRAM £110

RISC PC / A7000
4Mb SIMM £20

8Mb SIMM £35

16Mb SIMM £75

32Mb SIMM £135
.'

.

We supply a lull range ot hardware and software

please telephone tor more details and a quote.

25 Watt Powered Speakers

50 Watt Powered Speakers £39.00

PowerTecSCSI II Card £200.00

Cumana SCSI II Card £175.00

1Gb IDE Hard Disc £150.00

1Gb SCSI Hard Disc £210.00

2Gb IDE Hard Disc £215.00

2Gb SCSI Hard Disc £295.00

3Gb IDE Hard Disc £285.00

4Gb SCSI Hard Disc £665.00

5Gb IDE Hard Disc £395.00

EPSON GT9500 Scunner
TWAIN £655.00

IRLAM COLOUR MOBILE SCANNER
£199.00

EESOX GRAPHICS TABLETS
ArtPad £210

A5 £300

A4 £445

A3 £560

A2 £1820

Impression Style £89

Impression Publisher £139

Impression Publisher Plus £250

ArlWorkS £105

TurboDrivers £49



Will we see Quake on the

Acorn? Steve Mumford
investigates

I'm not one to spread idle rumours, but once

in a while a morsel of information floats my
way and the only decent thing I can do is

pass it on. You might remember that, many

moons ago, a talented programmer named

Eddie Edwards converted Wolfenstein 3D,

originally written by id software. The licence

fee for this product wasn't set particularly

high because by that stage the majority of the

PC world had discovered a game called

Doom, and were merrily chasing each other

round dark, oppressive levels in this updated

sequel'. Once the Acorn version of

Wolfenstein hit the shelves people began to

ask the same inevitable question - 'When is

someone going to convert Doom?'.

Known only to a few, work was indeed pro-

gressing on this task, and I was particularly

excited to receive regular news bulletins from

Mr Edwards. However, shortly after Eddie had

told me of the existence of a wire-frame ver-

sion of Doom, and just before I could

announce the project to the world at large,

things went horribly quiet and the message

slipped out that due to the excessive price of

the licence, ArcDoom would never see the

light of day.

Time has moved on and Doom itself has

grown old, although a whole host of clones

pop up in one form or another on the PC and

games consoles. The big name of the

moment, if you didn't already know, is a game

called Quake - essentially Doom set in a real

3D environment, so the chronic pixellation

that used to be a hallmark of its earlier

cousins has been banished for good. The set-

ting and the gameplay are fairly similar to its

predecessors - indeed, Quake's one-player

game has been criticised for being pre-

dictable and uninspiring. However, the

atmosphere is superb and the levels are care-

fully designed, and if you've been able to

enjoy a game in multiplayer network mode,

you'll understand when I say that It's amazing

how time disappears when you're being

ambushed.

So, what bearing does this have on the

Acorn games scene - the license fee for

Quake will be astronomical, won't it? Well,

not necessarily. I've been playing Quake for

some time on a Silicon Graphics workstation,

and i was able to download the converted

game engine for free over the Internet - id

software have given permission for Silicon

Graphics to convert the game code and dis-

tribute it free of charge, but have placed the

restriction that they can't distribute any of

Quake's level files - even the shareware ones

- with the executable. In order to make the

game complete, the user simply buys a full

copy of the PC game and extracts the rele-

vant PAK files, id software sell an extra copy

of Quake, so they get their money, and the

user gets a fully-functional version of the

game - everybody's happy.

Two questions spring to mind. The first is

whether id software will agree to a similar

arrangement for the Acorn, and secondly,

whether Quake will be able to run at a reason-

able speed, assuming someone did sit down

and convert the engine. I can't answer the

first question, but I can say this - I'm aware

that the game engine has already been con-

verted to some extent and is running on

StrongARM Rise PCs. However, there's a

small problem In that the PC original was

designed to run exclusively on machines with

floating point co-processors, and that's the

one thing the Acorn doesn't have.

I won't say any more until I have further

details but, if all goes well, there might be a

surprise appearance at the Spring show. I

honestly hope this venture succeeds; a game

of this calibre would brighten Acorn's gaming

future considerably. If the programmers put

some effort into optimising the code for our

integer-based machines, we might have a

conversion to show the power of our flag-

ships. I'm sure several people at Acorn would

like to see that happen.

Son of Moonquake
Marsquake is rapidly nearing a playable state,

and Paul Taylor has spent some time adding

the little touches that go to make a game look

more professional. For instance, once you

pick up the relevant token, you can heft

bombs up into the air and lob them all over

the place. In order to convey the feeling of the

bombs flying through the air, Paul had to alter

the graphics so that the object appears to

leave the 2D playing area. A simple technique

that's quite effective is to draw an image of

the bomb diagonally down and to the left,

similar to a shadow. Once it's in the air, the

bomb continues to bounce along until it

reaches an empty floor tile, at which stage it

comes to rest. Bombs can also be thrown

over the edge of the arena to land on the

other side.

In Moonquake, if an uncovered bonus was

engulfed by flame it was destroyed. This time

round, Paul's decided not to let that happen,

and if any tokens lie in the path of an explo-

sion they're blown out of the way to land

nearby. Again, a shadow is plotted under-

neath the tokens as they spin through the air,

and it's indescribably satisfying watching that

mega-bomb' bonus fly over a wall away from

your opponent to land just in front of your

feet.

One of the nicest features I've seen so far

C C<
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Games update

msrsqija
Multiplayer games are particularly fun, and

the new bonuses and hazards open up a

whole new range of playing tactics.

The pipe networks are particularly power-

ful, and once you begin to drop supercharged

bombs, it's not an unusual occurrence to see

the screen fill with fire. When designing a

game of this type, it's important to make sure

the bonuses are well-balanced, and a good
rule of thumb is that every bonus added
should have some small drawback - flower

bombs are great at clearing a large area of the

map in one go. but they're also rather good at

'ening your lifespan.

Testing is still in progress, but things are

going well. So with a little luck you should be

able to lay your hands on the complete ver-

sion of Marsquake in the not too distant

future - more news as it happens.

Andrew and Claire Tidmarsh have written in

to ask for a few more bits of advice in
"

classic 3D arcade adventure game Alone

is the fact that you can be crushed by fallin

bombs - if you are unlucky enough to be at

the end of a bomb's trajectory, there's a par-

ticularly juicy squelch and you will be
incapacitated for a few moments while you

scrape yourself off the floor.

I've been privileged enough to play an

alpha-test version of Marsquake, and things

are beginning to take shape. Although the

game's not complete as yet (more levels need

to be designed and quite a few bits and
pieces need tweaking) the difference between

it and Its predecessor are already apparent.

the Dark. I covered the initial sections in

March last year, but here are some extra

pointers for those suffering at the claws of

the evil inhabitants of the Decerto mansion.

Vital information is held in Jeremy's bed-

room at the end of the picture gallery -

however, there are forces at work which
would prefer you never make it to the room.

w

through the gallery safely - you're then free

to push aside the grandfather clock and look

in the compartment that's revealed. Once
you've found the false book, you should be

able to open the secret room in the library -

find the section of the bookcase with the hid-

den mechanism and place the false book

there. Watch out for the ghostly figure known

as the Vagabond - his touch is definitely

fatal.

The ghosts in the dance hall have very spe-

cific tastes in music, and you'll have to hunt

around for a particular record before they'll

start moving. Jeremy's study might hold the

key - the 'Dance of Death' sounds id-
While you're there, try placing the old s<

on the shield, next to its partner - that shi

open up a new area to explore. Finally, if

you've popped down to the cellar and
attempted to get through the hole behind the

barrels, you're out of luck. That passageway

is well guarded and is intended to be used as

an exit from the labyrinth beyond later in

game.
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a
Hard Drives

Eire Inc

VAT VAT

1

•

I

1400 4000 5000 A7OO0 RISC PC

SCSI OfllVES .INTERNAL

SCSI ORIVES (EXTERNAL

.

Syquest Drives

"•

E»c. Inc

VAT VAT

Optical Drives
E«c. Inc.

VAT VAT

Memory

RISC PC 8Mb
RISC PC 16Mb

RISC PC 32Mb

VAT VAT

I

£29 £34

E129 £152

Scanners
Epson GT-50O0 300*300 dpi

3000 G00X600 tip.

UMAX S6E 300 > ••

£299 E351

£599 [70J

£279 £328

E*c Inc

VAT VAT

:
|

Equipment, prices and backup

that make Technology Matrix

the preferred supplier

1

i

.0 Way 1

1

i ..
.

•
i

i
"

Multiple SCSI Storage

Solutions by

DATA CHASER
Any combination of 1 to 8 SCSI

Devices in one

Professional SCSI Enclosure

_^

M 1 Payment CarCards Welcome

At
E»C Inc

VAT VAT

1

-

CD-ROM Drives

x8 SPEED CD SPECIAL £79.00

BARF INTERNAL CD-ROM DRIVES FOR RISC PC & A7000

SI CD-ROM KITS FOR RISC PC & A7000

EXTERNAL SCSI CD ROM KITS SUITABLE FOR ALL

ACORN COMPUTERS INCLUDING SCSI CARD

CD-ROM TOWERS 1SCS1.

2 Drive Tower System

. Drive Tower System

; ... Fowl

I Drive lower System

I Dtlva Tower System

System

l-Cubed Network Cards
Elherlan 2K

1

Etherian 602

Elherlan 102 A.

Etnensn 210 A- .

Elherlan 2ti A. r. -

Elherlan 512 A.

Elherlan 60i '
AVIGNON ETHERNET BRIDGE PRODUCTS

E102B A

E200B • •

E20IB
'

E602B '-

Elherlan B Avignon Soltivare Upgrade

Technology Matrix supply a full range ot i-Cubed

Network products. Please call for prices

'

:

'

'

'f'j'jfwvJuciv j]/M/L< Hot Line ujv-J V2U uuuu

-s -

-

89a Stockport Road, Denton Manchester M34 6DD. Fax: 0161 320 3210

Coming soon to an Acorn near you..

Kodak Digital Cameras %
Further inlormation available

se drag & drop

r maps (e.g.

and velocity)

alterable by

g with the mouse

can be linked to

changes made to

sattems

System Exclusives

ing playback

any MIDI

ce. including

parallel port ones

Up to 64 MIDI channels

Demo disc now available

lis on request

Computer Systems
These prices are valid (or all methods o( payment.

For a StrongARM card in the Rise PC700. add £1 16.33.

Call lor a OIY' price.

Rise PC70O 4Mb+1Mb S40Mb HD, AKF60 - £1412.78

Rise PC SA4Mb+0Mb 1.2Gb HO. AKF60 - £1379.94

Rise PC SA 8Mb.2Mb 1Gb HO, AKF60 - £1672.44

Monitor options when buying a Rise PC :

Acorn AKF91 (17") - add £366.60

iiyama MF-851 5F (1 5") - add £5.00

iiyama350(MF-8515G) -add £30.00

iiyama MF-8617E (17") -add £225.00

Iiyama MF-8617ES (17") - add £285.00

iiyama MF-9017E Pro (17")- add £285.00

Iiyama MF-8221T (21") -add £822.00

Iiyama 500 (MF-8721T) -add £862.00

Iiyama MF-9021T Pro (21") - add £862.00

FREEPOST EH2725
Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR

United Kingdom

Tel: (01 592) 592265 Fax: (01 592) 596102

PC cards (when bought with a machine):

SX-33 -£116.30

DX2-66 -£174.50

DX4-100 -£233.00

5x86-100 -£349.00

5x86-133- £349.00

PC Pro (includes PC Exchange) - £47.95

PC Sound Pro- £29.50

Other options (with machine):

1Mb VRAM to 2Mb - add £60.00

4/8 speed CO ROM drives - £49.00

Modem (28.8) Network Computer - £457.10

Ethernet (10BaseT) Network Comp - £457.10

Memory Upgrades

A30101-2Mb- £44.50

A3010 1-4Mb- £94.00

Rise PC/A70O0 SIMMs:

4Mb - £25.40

8Mb - £46.00

16Mb- £84.00

32Mb -£164.50

1Mb VRAM -from £64.60

2Mb VRAM -£114.00

Flash SSD (128K) - £34.95

Flash SSD (256K) - £54,95

Flash SSD (S12K) - £89.95

Flash SSD (1Mb) -£119.50

Flash SSD (2Mb) -£192.00

Flash SSD (4Mb) - £325.95

RAMSSD(128K)- £49.95

RAM SSD (512K) - £129.90

RAM SSD (1Mb) -£245.00

Music & Sound Section
This is a small example ol our music section

MIDI Max card- £82.00

Mozart 16-bit sound upgrade - £69.95

1xlN, 1XOUT- £89.00

1xlN, 1x OUT. 1x THRU- £89.00

2x IN, 4x OUT -£134.88

4x IN. 4x OUT - ECall

MELIDI BETA RELEASE - £94.00

MellDI Pro - ECall

Prosound- £116.95

Rhapsody 3- £86.95

Junior Sibelius - £55.95

Sibelius 6 -£179.00
Sibelius 7 Studenl - £499.00

Sibelius 7 - £899.00

Software Synthesiser - £39.95

Sound Byte Recorder - £47.95

SPDIF Interface - ECall

Yamaha YST-M7 speakers - £44.00

Yamaha YST-M1 5 speakers- £58.00

YST-M20 DSP speakers - £66.00

YST-MSWIOsubwoofer- £88.00

Other Hardware
ARM Switcher (allows two processor

cards to be installed and switched

between) -£119.00

Connect 32 SCSI 2 RPC card - £211.50

2.1Gb Fast SCSI 2 drives - £339.00

Canon BJ30 - £164.00

Canon BJC70- £214.00

Canon BJC210 - £188.00

Canon BJC4100 - £254.00

Canon BJC620 - £383.00

Epson Stylus 200 Mono - £154.00

Epson Stylus 200 Colour - £192.00

Epson Stylus Colour 500 - £289.00

Turbodriver (with printer) - £47.00

Hard drives & kits - ECall

HP 5L laser printer - £408.00

HP 4V laser printer - £1749.00

Panorama digilisers - from £292.50

Pocket Book A-Link - £59.50

Power-tec SCSI 2 card - £195.95

RaplDE 32 card - £139.95

Rise TV - £290.00

Rise PC second slice - £1 16.30

RPC second slice (no PSU) - £90.00

StrongARM upgrade - £275.00

VtdcoDesk - ECall

Other Software
Alone in the Dark - £30.00

ANT Internet Suite 2 - £112.00

Bltfolio7CD- £47.95

Blinds- £24.95

Bit 7 A R. Duncan Cartoon Kit - £85.90

Brake Horse Power - ECall

The Cobalt Seed - £22.00

DarkWood- £22.00

DalaPower- £110.50

Dr.iwWorks 2 - £20.40

Drifter- £30.00

Dune II- £31.00

Dune II CD- £45.00

Empire Soccer 94 - £22.00

Fire* Ice- £1730
Flashback- £24,00

Game Onl 2.5- £15.00

Global Effect- £31.00

lmageFS2- C45.95

Impression Publisher - £1 35.00

Impression Style - £88,00

Keystroke- £34.95

Kinglisher Ch. Mlcropedia - £64.95

Kiyeko- £34.50

My 1st Incredible Amaz. Diet. - £36.25

Ovation Pro - £174.50

Personal Accounts 3 - £43.00

Photodesk Light - £125.00

Photodesk 2 - £247.95

Play It Again Sam 1 . 2 or 3 - £22.00

Premier Manager - £22.00

Prophet 3 - £160.00

Proposal - ECall

Starfighler 3000 - £26.00

StrongGuard- £25.00

Tanks- £22.00

TopModel- £109.95

Textease2- £54.50

Talking Textease - £71.95

Undelete- £18.95

Virtualiso- £23.50

The Way Things Work - £42.95

Books & Manuals
BBC BASIC Manual - £21.95

i Tutorial Guide - £9.95

RISC OS 3 PRM- £104.00

RISC OS 3 PRM VSa - £32.75

Data switches are also available.

3.5mm stereo jack to same (2m) (audio

lead for additional output to Yamaha
speakers etc.) - £4.95

MIDI cable (4m) - £5.25

MIDI cable (5m) - £5.95

MIDI gender changer - joins two MIDI

cables together - £2.40

Null modem cable (2m) - £8.95

Null modem cable (5m) - £10.95

Two Phono plugs to same (e.g.

PowerWAVEtoHIFi)(1.2m) - £3.95

As above (5m)- £5.95

As above (10m)- £8.95

9 or 15-pln Scan leads - £10.95

Bargains
Other bargains are available.

A3000 1 2Mb RAM - £10.00

A3010 1-2Mb RAM - £15.00

Acorn 14" mon. nylon cover - £4.95

10/10 Dinosaurs - £10.00

Carnage Inc -£10.00

Sleuth V.I - £35.00

email: Liquid@cableinet.co.uk All prices INCLUDE VAT & UK carriage
http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/liquid/ Official orders and callers welcome

We will attempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers
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COLLECTION CD

I'h, ClipAii (illinium CD n the most comprehensl

i bruit CD m-i produced Ml oj ii i 10,000 fifea an 'ill in pun
draw format. Supplied with a thumbnail viewei which makes
finding the clip you want easy, Clipi an split into 88 i

fust *<" an shown hen Th> clipart ran be used with .ill DTP
applications tm luding tmpnssion, Ovation and ""<»

Ten thousand illustrations for DTP work

TOOTL
Over one thousand unique type/aces

featuring ovei 550 diffennt font families This CD ROM is

supplied with a compnhensivi font selection application, which

spills the fonts into fifteen handy referents groups for easy

typeface selection Ourfonts will work will withALL -•"

supports fonts, including Impression and Ovation I full set oj

pastel files an supplied lo print outfoi refennce
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Svnrly Scrip!
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E
Open
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Handwriting
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Fonts
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ABCDBFCHIJKLMNOPQRSTU
abcdefghljklmnoptiqetuuw
The Quick Buoam Fox
jumped ooea the lazy dog
1 234S67990 . .
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• evei started tapping tout feet while playing a game with

gnat music then you'll love this CD Weii tsic tracks

hi, included on the disc, enough to satisfy even thi m
Piano, Rave, Blues am

/•-/•/.•../•
Masterpieces Collection CD

Three thousand stunning compositions

iemki (m ®@m mwm £29.95w mjl TTKiKiii c®gir £69.95 Offer
A SAVING OF OVER £19

PRICES INCLUDE VAT & POSTAGE

Zenia Multimedia
10 Ravenhurst Drive J Birmingham-/ B43 7RS

Tel 0121 358 3054 Feu 0121 358 5969

wwwjenta.demon.co.uk ZENTA

rchimedes 1 ublic L/omain Liibrary

>*ei Public Domain, Shareware and low
cost software for Acorn computers a.-iti^Mi-iA

APDL PD CD-1 and PD CD-2 £14.50 each
A huge collection of P.I), and Shareware at a realistic price.

PD-1 contains serious and educational, I'D-2 games and novelties.

Issue 2, both PD CDs for just £27.50
Upgradesfrom Issue 1 £6 each or £11 for both

APDL Clip Art CDs
DTP-1 and DTP-2 - £17.50 each, DTP-3 - £19.50

DTP1 + DTP 2 £33, all three for just £50
All in Acorn format. Sprite, Drawfile and Artworks. Ideal for schools.
DTP- 1 and DTP-2 have around 500 Mb, DTP-3 more than 720 Mb

A310/A400IDE
including interface

210 Mb - £129
330 Mb
420 Mb
850 Mb
1.6 Gb

Hard discs
A3010/A3000IDE
including interface

120 Mb - £134
£139
£149
£192

£232

170 Mb
25(1 Mb
340 Mb
42(1 Mb
512Mb

£154

£172

£187
£199
£219

Drives only
2.5 Gb IDE - £208

3.2 Gb IDE - £239
1 Gb SCSI - £198

2 Gb SCSI - £287
3.2 Gb SCSI - £345

Others available

Syquest 105, 230 & 270Mb removable. SCSI or IDE, internal or external

Solve your back up and security problems - from £99, discsfrom £17

^f\ RISC PC RAM upgrades, the famous APDL part-

<^^j?^ exchange scheme if you need a bigger hard discV^ (eg. 420Mb to 1.6Mb foronh £145) and more!

For a catalogue please send 50p or two 1st class stamps to

APDL, 39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham, London SE26 5RN

^ m̂ Phone: 0181 778 2659 Fax: 0181 488 0487 www.apdl.co.uk r^-
All prices includeVAT and carriage



Writing games
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Graham Nelson reviews

two suites designed to make

writing action games easier

So you want to write an action game, full of

sound and fury. Where to begin? You'll need

some ARM-coded routines to plot sprites a

good bit faster than RISC OS can. Then some

administration to keep track of where to plot

them: a typical object in a game, like a bullet

or a spaceship, will have a position, a given

appearance, a pattern of movement and so

on. This bookkeeping had better be rapid too,

especially when it comes to detecting colli-

sions, when one object has run into another.

Then it will be time to provide a background,

which might need to slide around in play, and

a way of playing sound effects or music.

All this is painstaking labour, so most pro-

grammers start a new game by cannibalising

the nuts and bolts out of the previous one. If

you haven't got an earlier game to plunder,

the easiest alternative is to get hold of a core

of ready-written routines.

This is a review of two such cores: Games

Suite V2.05 by Grasshopper Software, on the

Southgate, which is freeware available from

most of the main Acorn archive sites on the

Internet. Mr Southgate's is a three-piece

suite: Amnesia (in charge), FastSpr (for plot-

ting) and Stasis (sound effects), but for now

I II call the whole thing Amnesia.

Two suites, one aim
At first sight the similarities go much further

than the names. Both provide routines for

plotting and moving sprites across a Mode 13

screen, taking action when they collide and

so on. Both read pictures in ordinary Acorn

sprite file format. {Amnesia compiles these to

a better format, enabling it to plot around four

times faster than the normal RISC OS rou-

tines would.) Both suites are intended for

two-dimensional games, with solid shapes

which cant easily be scaled in proportion,

rather than wireframe drawings which can

easily be zoomed in or out. Snapper or

Rocket Raid, yes: Elite or larch, no.

Both suites provide a relocatable module of

machine-coded procedures which can be

called from BASIC programs using the SYS

statement. Both are StrongARM-compatible.

Both come with simple examples, though

without Impressively finished games. As a

final spooky coincidence, one author has an

address at St John's College, Cambridge, the

other at St John's College, Oxford.

Both suites suggest that you might use

them to make and sell a game of your own. Not

only is Amnesia free, but there are no charges

made for selling derivative works, either. In

contrast using the Games Suite for a share-

ware game will cost you a further £10, and

Grasshopper Software reserves the right to

charge royalties on more commercial projects.

The other key difference - except, as we

shall see, in terms of quality - is that Games

Suite provides a desktop interface which can

in theory allow entire games to be written

without any programming at all. In contrast

Amnesia has no presence in the desktop and

is in effect a library of procedures to use from

a BASIC program.

over to examples and a 54-page A5 manual.

On the whole this ^^
explains the desktop IE
interface fairly well but E
is disorganised just h
where organisation is j [

most needed. Chapter 5, a
a tutorial for newcom-

ers, begins with 'hints

and tips' which include

essential instructions, 'eg
and goes on to be |Hp
vague on how to make "|
the first compilation: it 1
is further marred by E
misprints. Something n
created with the name I

'Me' is later referred to

as planeO'; in another I

name, an underscore —
comes and goes. If

these are not spotted and corrected, Games

Suite will silently compile something that

crashes out: it is extremely bad at reporting

errors in the game design.

The manual also omits installation instruc-

tions - but there's an Installer application

which did ail the work for me. Serious prob-

lems then ensued. The notes on getting

Vector, the only example game, to work are

incorrect: it must be edited before being

played because it contains settings from the

author's own hard disc. (These produce ille-

gal file handle errors, suggesting that the

Suite doesn't bother to check whether files

opened correctly before trying to use them.)

The editor itself allows a database of sprites

and movement patterns, and so on, to be cre-

ated with reasonable ease. This seems to

work although as mentioned there is far too

little consistency checking. After the details

are entered, one saves a hopefully working

copy of the game to some chosen directory.

This sometimes, and mysteriously, does noth-

ing: a window appears which might reveal

why, but it vanishes too quickly to read.

With Vector built and saved, there was yet

error'. I edited this text to just 'Press Space'

,- ^ ..-cja.Hwounjt 5jiW*[

The Games Suite from the desktop



Writing games

instructions, of course.

Vector is amateurish, despite some rather

nice, though unanimated, pictures of planes.

This would not matter if it were just a simple

example. Unfortunately, Vector makes maxi-

mum use of a system which is severely
limited. There are no sound effects, because

Games Suite can only provide a musical

soundtrack. Collision detection is very crude,

so that a shot clearly passing between fuse-

lage and wing will bring down a jet. When the

player's energy runs out, the game snaps
back to the desktop - no explosion, no noise,

no high-score table, indeed no score.

The Games Suite is a shabby piece of work
and not yet fit for commercial release: it

needs testing, debugging and extensive
rewriting, but even then its basic design
would be inadequate. As this issue was about

to go to press an upgrade to v2.09 arrived,

fixing some of the bugs and allowing up to

six sampled sound effects.

Amnesia, FastSpr, Stasis
Exactly the opposite applies to Andy
Southgate's suite, a thoroughly professional

work which deserves to be better known.
Release 3, the most recent, Is two years old:

Mr Southgate has given up maintaining it, and
has instead produced a 'final version' with

full source code. But everything seems in

good working order.

To use the suite, a little programming expe-

rience is needed: it's essential to feel

comfortable with BASIC and to be able to use
the SYS statement, at least in simple ways. It

would help to be familiar with hexadecimal

and binary numbers and to know what's
meant by remarks like 'bit 2 is a flag which, if

set...'. But no very technical knowledge, or

s^m&jMiSiWv&.'ffl'
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A Dalek-infested corner of one of the Amnesia examples
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Good online help but no front end

code, is needed.

The suite comes
in a 900K archive

file which expands

to about 1.7M with

the aid of Spark
Plug.

Documentation is

provided with a

hypertext manual,

and is detailed and

well organised.

(Full software to

generate such man-

uals is included as
,

a bonus - the sys-

tem Is similar to __
StrongHelp. though

in my view easier

on the eye.)

The examnleft
"««'=»-»"«icu wmci ui uue wi uiewnnesia examples

directory gives four short ones - a diverting any of the sound channels using, for
bouncing-ball demo, with a few dozen red instance, the ordinary BASIC SOUND corn-
balls colliding and merging; a crude shoot- mand. All in all the suite is free, well written
em-up game; a demo of scrolling and and well worth trying out.

jumbling text; a speed test - and a more sub-

stantial platforms and ladders game, with
landscape scrolling in all directions.

The bouncing-ball demo consists of about
70 statements of BASIC plus a sprite file con-

taining five differently-coloured balls. What
the program does is to tell Amnesia to create

a table' of objects and then to go into a loop,

repeatedly 'processing' the table until some-
thing happens which needs special attention.

The objects, of course, are the bouncing
balls, and Amnesia automatically moves and
plots these using its assistant FastSpr. It

could also have animated them, run timed

events connected with them, and automati-

cally accelerated them under gravity.

Amnesia only reports back to the pro-

gram when one of the balls hits the

edge of the screen, or one of the other

balls. This really cuts down on program
size: the shoot-em-up example has
aliens, bullets, bombs, bonus tokens

and a player, all in all about 300 state-

ments.

Amnesia is not a very reassuring

name for a memory manager but I

found it efficient and well-specified.

FastSpr can be used directly should
this be necessary. Stasis is a simple

| system holding up to 64 sound sam-
ples and allowing them to be played on

[
Product details

I Product: Games Suite

Supplier: Grasshopper Software

Tel: (01509)853166

E-mail: benjamin.ollivere@st-johns.ox.

ac.uk

Price: £25 fees payable for

commercially distributing any

games produced

Pros: Desktop front-end • Upgrades

apparently planned

Cons: Poor quality • Limited scope

• Needs mending before use

GameSuite 3.00 (Amnesia,

FastSpr, Stasis)

Andy Southgate

e.g. as archive c130 at 'Hensa'

(URL http://micros.hensa.ac.

uk/micros/arch/riscos/

arch-riscos.html)

Free

Flexible • Efficient and well-

written • On-line manual

Programming experience

needed • Suite no longer

actively maintained
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The Fourth Dimension Presents...

9 thrilling tracks with numerous powerups, obstacles, trackside graphics, soundFX and music.

3 different racing vehicles, each with unique handling characteristics.

Compete against intelligent computer players in tournament and practice modes.

Visuals rendered with a revolutionary new 3D graphics engine (Perpetual Motion), featuring

awesome high-speed texture mapped graphics.

Fantastic Rise PC only features.

"The payability of Driller is also umazinpHpRiakes me ask

What are you standing there for? Buy it" - Archimedes

'

\mazingly fast...Really does the btisjnef-

n
,1:

4

.-r

inyone else designed a game li

nes" - Acorn User. Jan '97

g Rise PCs with StrongARM

Minimum 2Mb RAM

U R T H

Available from all good stockists or from "4D" direct on 0114 276 9950.

Come and try Drifter at the Wakefield Acorn Spring Show on stand 48.

M n •

*mmr'
****$***, *<*%?i*\

Design, Code and Graphics by Andrew Docking.

(< ) The Fourth Dimension 1997. 1 Percy Street, Sheffield S3 8AU.

Tel: 01 14 276 9950 Fax: 01 14 278 1091 Web site: www.rsenter.demon.co.uk
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Rambles through

Acorn Wood
Steve Turnbull's article about threads in the Jan-

uary issue of Acorn Usei took me ii.uk to 1979

when i hail t<> pui on an exhibit about micro-

processors. I constructed a model train layout

which was basically two circles with a common
section Of track. I buried reed switches under vari-

ous parts of the track so I could sense where the

train was by the magnets fixed to the underside.

I also had points controlling access to the com-

mon section of track. When I wrote the program

all I wanted to do was to see it the common sec-

tion was in use, if it was to halt the train and, it

not, let it go. In effect the program had to do the

same thins ,ur each train so I wrote what now
would be called a pre-emptive, multitasking,

multi-threaded program.

All that happened was that I generated a hard-

ware interrupt at 20mS so that the interrupt

service routine swapped the stack pointer between

one of two values. Therefore the same program

looked after two different trains, each controlled

by its own thread through the same code.

\s I had thought of the technique nivscll I

in ented a name: multitasking tin same program

-

i . as elegant as threads but it served its purpose.

lor those interested in history I wrole it in

machine code on a South West Products 6800
machine which had a massive 4K of RAM.

I was called out to a friend last month whose
hard drive had just disappeared from the desktop
- it was his extra SCSI hard drive. Uter much list-

ing and swapping of boards 1 concluded that both

the SCSI hard drive and SCSI CD drive had gone

down. He was very puzzled .is to why this had

happened after a year of use. He also had a flat

bed scanner on the bus and I discovered that it

had terminating resistors - as had the hard drive

and the S( SI board.

So there were three terminators on the line

instead of Iwo. I have heard in the past that this

COUld cause damage eventually but it's the lirst

lime I'd come across it

The moral is i ",ir, look out for those little agis-

tor packs when n upgrade. It was fine before the

external scam wis lilted but once it had been,

the resistors ,. ie S< SI board should have been

removed.

I yen 'hough the scanner was not switched on

all the time, the termination was still in effect.

Incidentally this friend runs an antiques business

that got started by money made trading in Acorn

shares, lie was going to call his business Acorn

Antiques but then thought better of it.

Richard Sage ofFlintshire is haying problems getting

//is designs mi to paper, lie mites:

I have just rccentl) rompii

usin mi, it tor .1 full-scale drai

h.il I onl\

BJlOsx printer. Is tin.
i twing

up in i tape
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Mike Cook explores nooks and crannies

thai

lOlditlg down I Hi .mil i Ik km.

>i lins and

lis only In print tin- hot I

I must admit I hadn't come across the feature of

printing out part of a drawing before so I tried it.

Despite your experiences I found it to work every

time on a variety of printers. However, I could not

try it out on your specific model.

I can only conclude that the driver you are

using is not up to scratch. Have you tried contact-

ing the dealer to see if there is a more up-to-date

version? Alternatively, programs like Poster and
\rtWbrks will allow you to print a large drawing

in parts.

Mr Rolfe from Southampton is having some prob-

lems runninggames, he writes!

1Mb

software in

id then displays this m<

Illegal address (e.g. wildly outside

array bounds)

Post-mortem requested

Argl: Ox0003d6bc 251580 -> [Ox74736fS2

0x00007265 Ox6e696f70 0x20726574]

$9b94 in function load packedscreen

3d650 in function roster

32528 in function corridor

e6f8 in function main

39fac78 in unknown procedure

I hat
: the discs to Fourth Dimension
.mil inn the "nes sent bat k

lull, riii pn

n of

lunioi Imi''

at k wiiii h h tart-

loth

problems started at the same time bul I do nol

know what caused tin ra

With a little detective work I think I have worked

out what is happening. If something used to work

and now doesn't, something has changed. It's

tempting to think that you have developed some
sort of hardware fault bul in this case I don't

think you have.

The clue lies in the error message. I know a lot

ol it just sounds like gobbledvgook but what it is

reporting is where it was in the ( program when it

crashed. ( uses procedures similar to BASIC and it

is reporting not only the procedure in which it

crashed but also the procedure that called it, and

what called that and so on. This allows the devel-

oper to pinpoint exactly where the program failed.

We are fortunate here that the programmer
used vaguely descriptive names for his procedure

as the error is reported in a procedure called

load packedscreen which at a guess would suggest

that the program is trying to load a graphic to the

screen. Looking at the specification of your com-

puter I see you have 2Mb of VRAM so I guess you

will be running the computer with a large number
of bits per pixel.

Maybe the thing that has changed is the default

screen pixel depth. This would tie in with the

other problem concerning the display. Therefore I

would suggest \ini tr\ changing the screen mode
to 256 colours before launching any of these pro-

grams.

Mr Rolfe /ms a supplemental question:

installin

will no

A lot ol l'( slull irashes on l'( s. so you could

think that Acorn introduced a procedure that ran-

domly crashed the PC card just to make it more
realistic. \s PC Pro is a more complex system I

would suspect that it might help a little, but I

would not hold out much hope ol any specific

title working.

\ii 14 i Jeffs has ban savouring the delights of the

PC side ofthe Risi /'<

' with int.

.ml ,un

hoping " able to W

problem. I he I'U fa

rollei

I he basii problem is thai th(

nol .ipr

on the liisi PC. Hi

d automatl mode.

this steps lhi.

in turn, ihere is no indication "i ,m\

1 1 on ,i

l'< Which gi ll results

I has. the following i he< ks so far.

< i r parallel port hum.

with Hi

port, I i the iwo indicator I IDs

and t ss •

So the hardw

1 havi

able to test the programmer and softw

ond in.ii nine No pi

the final

n I mis

mpatibilil) in ih.

I

orted the p

I lu I'h p irtS the



lup as LIT! was no

l'i [Minis OK w hen running

l< iviikli. Mies when running MdOl.D and

Alien runnii i pro

i ailed pakct. So I he general indication is

inn ln ''

( ,i\ ,i l'( . I phoned Maplin but it was

It does not surprise me that Maplin is unable to

offer a solution - it seems to know little about

Acorn products, Congratulations on the tests -

they all point to one conclusion, the PC software

is written in such a way as to be incompatible

with the Rise PC'S 486 card. This arises because

tin' software on the 486 card expects to see itself

surrounded by the standard PC hardware and it is

not.

What the Atom side does is to emulate the

hardware by transferring hardware requests to the

real hardware in the computer. It does a reason-

able job of this but it looks like the programmer

responsible for the PIC programming software has

been a little too clever in accessing the printer

port.

You can access the port through the Windows

interlace, the DOS or the BIOS, all of which the

Acorn system will pick up. The other way to

access the hardware is by memory access - that is

using operations that read and write to memory
locations where the hardware is assumed to sit

I Ins i an sometimes fail on the Acorn P( system.

depending on what hardware is being addressed.

Incidentally, ibis technique can also tail on true

l'( s as well so it is generally discouraged. There

are several solutions to this but they are not very

cheap, practical or convenient. The first is to buy

a real PC but make sure it is one that will run this

program - that probably rules out most laptops.

The second is to try to contact the author and per-

suade him to rewrite the program using a more

sensible form of accessing the hardware. However,

he probably doesn't know the proper way. finally

you could wait a little. I have the PCIJ for this

Maplin project and it is on my list to write some

Unrn software to drive it.

Mr a (lurk from tssc\ has been upgrading his

system:

I have recently bought an

Id Risi P( -
I sas old because I ha.

ii for line, years i

liUIIS with the li|

which I presume was taken front a model which

has now been turned into a Strong VRM machine.

I lined tin- upgrade follow

islni li I found in i ii

StrongARM upgrade. Everything went swim

until I tried to install ins i
1 1 1 1

1 ||

ini i n drive. Each tunc I attempted to nm the

Installation software i was met with th

, nised version ol ADFS"

I turned to im back issues ()| [com I JO tO see

uiirtiier anyone had hail a similar problen

was pleasant!) that In Mai

Dave Walkei had answered m\ problem on

rhe solution was •• i'l i G I DFSSoft-

w ,\pi at the i ommand line and then com

out (prefix with a
i
the lint in the !Run file ol the

installation application which reads U)FSPatch

sa\ that the installation could then

be performed as pei Instructions i am pleasi

saj that as predicted all went well and [he drive

works

lam sorry tosa) thai I do not however know

what I have done iii m\ machine which reports

thai I
dissoii \i \i'i remains I n plugged it also

to allow me to lock the i onfiguration and

mode

he Display

options, from configure to my desired set

iration

starts up as I

sktop.

I have tried to reset 01) COIllpUtl

ill thai

still unplu) resulted

in a period ol sic M lien I he

I have

it mini: but would like t<

what |h .'It \l \l'l is and why it

t an i

ii H i n ami driver and

. prop-

erly I m able to keep them lot

,md not has ing to wrestle with I he COHiputi

tart II up i" is I would liki

it to.

I think your dealer has been a bit naughty here.

As far as I know RISC OS 3.6 has not been released

as an upgrade to earlier models and was only sup-

plied with the A7000 and later Rise PC models.

There are several features in RISC OS 3.6 which

makes it not the upgrade of choice', sonic of which

you seem to have found.

However, for the many users who do not want

to protect their system configuration or have

third-party add-ons of this type, this system offers

some marginal improvement over the lower ones.

I would suggest that you refit RISC OS 3.5 and

wait until RISC OS 3.7 is available. However, with

the increase in the numbers of redundant RIS< OS

3.6's chips I suspect my postbag will be filled with

these sorts of problems.

Darren Armltage, being only 16, has his computing

on ii tight budget, lie writes:

itll 4Mb RAM 11)1

I or ol her illtl I

parallel pot

and onl

ild ii still bi

lid held

scanner within m; budget of £160 to £.170? Ind it

so please could sou point me in ilu right dire<

On the A3000 you have an external expansion slot

as well as an internal one. I his means you could

fit a £151 Computer Concepts Scaniight 256 and

plug the card into the external expansion port.

The only addition you would need is a housing

for this card that bolts on the back - these are

about £25. You can do without this box but it is

not a very robust setup. I hanks to Davyn Com-

puters for this information.

Finally Edward Waugh from I order is also looking

to expand his ageing computer:

I
,nn currently the proud owner ol an old 13000

wiih RISI OS 1.1 4Mbol RAM with a 120Mb hard

1
1 re< entlj I have

lo feel thai im friend with ins new

! am used to so I am looking to upgradi

m\ machine as I cannot afford a RIs

I don't feel 1 need more RAM as I rare!) fill m\

1Mb SO what about ilu prO< CX

Hints & tips

id I stick the 13MH?

ll'\ II with it? II not what performance benefit

i normal \\i\\ '. and what

ould an optional I PA affeel

What is a PUIS

ild I put a

III' f] I disc I I'

drive? What is a podul what

doing so lit-

- Mu Ii as i

filenames virtual memory a much more exten-

and Improvl

appli lli< h as lar as I i an tell arc nol

mm Ii i
1

Acorn is trying to discourage users of older

machines from upgrading and instead is trying to

persuade them to consider buying a newer com-

puter, that's why it is currently offering £20(1

trade in for your model along with the 20/20 deal

that gives 20 months interest free credit with only

20 percent deposit.

Advert over, it is getting increasingly difficult

to upgrade old machines. The only place you can

get an VRM3 chip is ( |l Micro at a cost of £160.

However, before sou can do that you need to have

the processor card socketed by someone like

Sinitec or 1FEL.

The same goes for high density floppies. The

only seller of upgrades went out of business last

year and with second-hand A3010s going for

under £200 it's just not worth making an upgrade.

A PRES housing allows you to add an external

expansion card - ring around the advertisers to

get a supplier. You can get long filename support

from various I'l) libraries.

The lack of extensive change' is a good thing in

many respects and the system applications have

had many changes but they're not visible on the

outside. However Acorn is now in the business ol

producing hardware and software lor other com-

panies and we get the benefits in the 4jt

lei bnology of new machines. /1U

Si?

X
>
z
o

o
z
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FREE SOFTWARE PACKS
FOR EVERY READER - Worth £29.98!

'

t ///5 Tables lets children practise all the

_. ,. .

s Floppy disk

versions also

available!
wsassssr

USED AND RECOMMENDED
BY THE PROFESSIONALS!

'It's fun and easy to load. The lively games offer competition and progressively

challenging problem solving. It's a recipe for successful learning!'

Yvonne Daly, Headteacher, Lark Hill Primary School, Stockport.

'We recommend all 10 out of 10 titles. The educational content and ease of use

make them a great hit. Parents are always saying that their children do not even

realise they are learning'.

Eileen Kilvington, Whizzkidz ' Multimedia Learning Centres.

Tel: 01788 833233

'The 10 out of 10 Series is highly recommended, offering fun and exciting learning

based on sound educational principals'.

Phil Martin, Editor, Educational Computing and Technology.

'If the national council for education and technology's researchers ever got around

to assessing the impact of a daily fifteen minutes with 10 out of 10 they would

surely discover real improvements in maths and spelling.

'

The Times Educational Supplement.

'10 out of 10 are the best educational packages I've used. My children love them.

'

Janet Pennington, Parent and School Governor.

HOW TO SECURE

YOUR FREE COPIES!
To secure your FREE SOFTWARE PACKS
all you have to do is cover the cost of R&P.

(£1 .95 for one package or £3.90 both).

You will be sent the full latest versions

complete with documentation and boxes.

ORDER BY 'PHONE - 0113 2394627

ORDER BY FAX - 0113 2394629

ORDER BY POST - Use The Coupon Below

ORDER BY E-mail - sales@10outof10.com

Why not visit our Web Site?

http://www.10outof10.com m
To secure your FREE copy or copies simply fill in the form below and post it to: Tables/Words Offer - Troydale Mills, Troydale Lane, Leeds LS28 9LD

Name

Address

IMPORTANT
Please tick to select

title & version required:

Tables
| | Words

PC CD ROM

PC 372" disk

AMIGA 372 " disk

ACORN 372" disk I Card expiry date

Please send me the packages I have ticked. I understand that in order to receive my pack(s) I have to

cover the £1.95 cost of P.&R for one package or £3.90 for both.

Tel:

Postcode:

Cheque/RO. enclosed for £1.95/£3.90, made payable to 10 o«t ^ W or please debit my Access/Visa card

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

TABLES/WORDS OFFER

Troydale Mills, Troydale Lane, Leeds LS28 9LD

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
|

i

mailings on other products
'

—

'

Signature



*
Dave Acton and

Dave Lawrence

are joined by another five

Davids in this month's

exciting instalment

*
*

st#r

*

* *

*

Star info

Slate of hand Bonsai!
Author: David Thomas

["he first offering from David Thomas
i" 1 1 is .1 particular!) realistic granite plot-

ting demo, Rock'nRoll. rhe clever thing is

thai the rock pattern is generated entirelj

from code - no sprites Involved. And the

unusual thing is that you can paint' with

the rock design, rhe program was based

N

V

on a one-liner we carried some time ago.

Simply paint the area sou want to till

with Select and (hen click Adjust to start

the till. You can clear the screen with (

and use + and - to alter the brush Size.

there is also some control over the u,i\

the rock pattern is generated. Use / and X

to alter the

I.K Idl'' - poW-

ers ol two
work best and

many values

don't work at

all. I rv 12 for

a lighter

effect and
r e m e m h e r

that sou need

to press A to

r e a s s e m h I e

the plotting

code for the

new factor.

You tan sa\e

the current

screen as Roik

with s.

Author: Matthew Hammond

In our continuing search for the smallest

programs, we have received a fine offering

from Matthew Hammond which gener-

ates a 'info classic - the recursive fractal

tree. I he reason it has found its way into

our micro hall of fame is that it is only 256

bytes long, that's onl) 64 -\I<\1 instructions!

When you run it nothing appears to hap-

pen at tirst as it is expecting two numbers,

the first is an angular step (in the range I to

5) and second is the screen mode, press 2

tin VGA orans other key tor l\ resolution.

Both numbers should he entered without

pressing RETURN.
Due to considerable memory limitations

there is not enough space for any nice

prompts or error (rapping, so it \ou type

U s.i\
. instead Ol 2 tor the lirsl parameter

you'll net some completely unintentional

effects although more often than not the

result will he pleasing.
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Gamma Radiation Author: David Radford

Last November we featured a short piece by

Fred Williams on the new gamma-correc-

tion facilities built into the Rise PC. It

seems that this article has caused a minor

sensation as David Radford (David # 2)

has sent an e-mail outlining a number of

points:

"Quoting from the November 1996 issue:

'One of the new features of the Rise PC
that seems to have been ignored for an

awfully long time is the hardware gamma-
i direction.'

"This is half true, in the sense that the

mapping between the colour you write to

the display and the one actually sent to the

monitor is performed in hardware. How-
ever, a quick glance at the VTDC20
datasheet will show that there is no special

gamma correction hardware built into it.

'The video circuitry gets a pixel's worth <>/

screen data. It converts that into RGB values

using the palette. Unless of course, you're in a

16 or 24-bit mode, in which case, the pixel

defines the colour.'

"The palette is actually used in every

mode, including 16 and 32 bpp ones - try

switching to a 16M colour mode in the

desktop, press F12 (not a task window - vdu

is filtered), enter Basic and try the following

to see everything rose-tinted:

FOR n=0 TO 255: COLOUR

n,n,n/1.25,n/1.25:NEXT

"The diagram illustrates how the palette

works. The only difference between one

mode and another is how the decoder gen-

erates the index to each LUT from the pixel

data. Note that the input to each DAC is

solely from the corresponding LUT - there

is no way of passing pixel data directly to

the DAC and bypassing the LUTs.

"To perform gamma-correction RISC OS
copies the gamma tables away into its private

Select 1

Pixel

Data

— O
CD

O
o
o.

Red

Incex

Red
LUT

Red
DAC

Red

Signal

Greer^

Incex

Green
LUT

Green
DAC

Green

Signal

Blue
,

Incex

Blue
LUT

Blue
DAC

Blue

Signal

Thetzxt LUT (Look Up Tattie) is omitted here for simplicity

workspace. Then, whenever it is about to

update the VIDC's palette registers it first mod-

ifies the data to be written by running each

colour component through its gamma tables.

"If you'd like to see more details on how
the decoder works in 16 and 32bpp modes,

crank out your internet software and point

your browser at:

http://www.argonet.co.uk/users/radford/VID-

Cdoc.html

David also addresses Fred's question

about R4 being returned with a value of if

the video drivers support the given function

- does this mean that there are Rise PCs, or

other future Acorns, that don't support

this? David replies:

"First: it is meant for backward compati-

bility rather than forward. If you call

PaletteV with an unrecognised reason code

in R4, the call will eventually be passed

back to you with K4 unchanged, indicating

that no claimant knew what to do with it.

If the call was understood, you get R4=()

back (like a service call). Since RISC OS 2

and RISC OS 3 don't recognise R4=9 you
will get R4<>0 back and you'll know that

the tables aren't supported.

"Second: there are circumstances under

which attempting to perform gamma cor-

rection would impair the display. VIDC1
didn't have the range of intensities neces-

sary for proper 'automatic' gamma-
correction, nor could it work in Kbpp
modes. I hope RISC OS 3.5 on a VIDC1
machine would return R4<>() rather than

try to use the tables.

"Third: Acorn has sensibly switched to a

policy of allowing all calls that rely on spe-

cific features of the hardware to report that

the hardware doesn't provide such a facil-

ity, and lets the program fail gracefully or

take alternative action in such cases."

Dance groove bezier party It's a sine

Author: David Thomas Author: David Thomas

We've carried a few little graphical dit-

ties that dance along with Tracker

modules in interesting ways. Groover

by David Thomas is one of the sim-

plest and nicest ideas. Groover is just

one of a trio of delights from David # 1

this month.

"Groover came out of an experimen-

tal program which mixed a Lissajoux

pattern with QTMTracker's VU bars.

Instead of plotting lines, with their

end-points controlled by the VU bars I

decided to try it with a Draw module

bezier curve path, and continuously

update the start, end and control-

points. The VU readings 'propel' the

indices into the sine and cosine tables,

which are read and used as the co-ordi-

nates of the curve.

"Its behaviour is quite strange. It

uses the Draw module's calls to plot

the path, so it needs a Rise PC. to run at

a decent speed with the default para-

meters.

"It should run okay on previous

machines if you tweak the parameters.

It runs in mode 4 which will appear

squashed on some users' monitors."

David Thomas continues to show an unhealthy

interest in trigonometric functions with this con-

version of his friend's PC plasma program,
Plasmoid.

As with all such demos, there'll be a bit of look-

ing up, down, left and right somewhere along the

line, but the use of sinusoidal patterns produces a

relaxing effect. A custom 256-coIour palette is used

so you will need a Rise PC or similar.

You can increase the size of the plasmic area by

changing the values of fx% and fy% - there are

some restrictions on what these values may be, but

setting both to 252 works quite well on fast

machines.
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Electric fire craters Author: Philip Mellor

It would be hard to deny that Jan Vibe is one of the biggest

influences on this column over the years. Even in the periods

when we have no programs from The Man Himself there is

inevitably someone waiting in the wings raring to produce a

Vlbism. Philip Mellor

is this month's pre-

tender to the throne

with three excursions

into the graphical /one.

Electrii is an attempt

to simulate one of those

plasma spheres that

always used to he adver-

tised in those wonderful

innovation catalogues.

It has a tendency to run

a tad too fast, hut does

produce a surprisingly

convincing display.

It would be interest-

ing to see the program's

obvious speed to pro-

duce a higher resolution

version, but with smoother arcs - the current ones are drawn with

simple DRAW commands which make quite 'steppy' lines.

With this and Nigel Sloner's lava lamp version 0.01 in the March

issue, we seem to lie starting a trend for simulators of animated

ornaments, (an anyone come up with one of those fibre optic afro

thingies? A wave tank? One of those lovely clocks with ball bear-

ings running down little ramps?

Fire is a one line program. Well, okay, apart from the four lines of

comments. It generates a

static screen of coloured

wibbly lines which arc-

then colour cycled to

simulate flames.

Craters is our

favourite and will be

entered into the 'info

gallery of unpleasant

images along side such

Classics .is GtltS, Writhe

and Tentacles.

On the surface of it

(ha ha) Craters gener-

ates a number of

textured craters made-

up from many spheres,

however the final result

always seems to end up

looking like something very unsavoury viewed through an elec-

tron microscope.

Something very unsavoury indeed, probably insect in origin

with far too many legs.

Splemage The (not very) big Ying

Author: Clem Edwards

This sounds like the name of an exotic veg

etable, and who knows, Clem Edmonds
may have been munching on some when the

inspiration for his tune came about. It is in

his usual 'happy hardcore' style - possiblv

even happier and less hardcore than usual, if

thai can be possible.

As always, the format is Digital Symphony
- I ln\ will play it lumpily and provide suit-

ably jolly graphical accompaniment.

Author: David Gamble

David Gamble's (# 3)

aim is to restore a little-

cosmic balance in

your life with a desk-

top doodle called

lYtng.

Simply double-click

on the application and a spinning

yin/yang thing/thang will delight you

with its multi-tasking presence. Use

A

X
>
z
p

o
z

Select to drag the

motif to the position

where it will have the

greatest restorative

effects and then click

Menu to fix it

It sou feel yourself

too much in harmony with the world,

simply quit the application from the

[ask Manager window.
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A3000 upgrades

Memory
I -4Mb

i Sec also the "2ml user" section i

2 1Mb upgrade pack

4 8Mb

£68 (79.90)

£45(52.87)

£149(175.07)

The above upgrades are all constructed on four-layer boards, as

recommended by Acorn. Gold plated connectors are used for

reliable contact with the A3000 mam board. There are no clips or

wires, and no soldering is required (except 8Mb), lull instructions

supplied. Some older types of 2Mb board cannot be upgraded in

4Mb. hui we offer a trade-in allowance. Please phone foi details.

Hard drives

A range of internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades

simply pin;.' into the internal expansion slot. Also suitable for the

A3010.

1 70Mb
2.s()Mb

420Mb

RISC' OS 3

AKM.l(25MH/)

(Dealei fitting recommended lor the ARM J)

£135(158.62)

£149(175.07)

£169(198.57)

£39(45.82)

£129(151.57)

A3000 4Mb RAM £68 (79.90)

RISC PC 16Mb SIMM £65 (76.37)

A5000
Memory

2-4Mb
4-8Mb

£67(78.72)

£149(175.07)

Dealer fitting lor the SMb
upgrade is recommended lor

thc25MH/ A5000,

A3020/A4000
Memory
2-4Mb

"

Hard drives

170Mb

250Mb
420Mb

£64(75.20)

CS2 (96.35)

£95 (1 1 1.62)

£115(135.12)

A400/1
Memory
Pei Mb (up to 4Mb) £30

l-8Mb £149(175.07)

RISCOS ; £39(45 82 I

ARM3(25MHz) £129(151 57)

Hard drives. Foi prices, refei to

the A3 10 section.

How to order: The VAT
inclusive amount is shown in

brackets. Cheques made

payable to IFEL. Most Credit

cards accepted, and Switch.

Official orders welcome

Various
Alsystems SCSI 2

ARM3
RISC OS 3

MEMCIa
MEMCla(2nd User)

Hard disc cradle

Fan Tillers (pack of 5)

£170(199

£129(151

£39(45

£39(45

£20(23

£6(7

£3(3

RISC ( )S manuals, no vat

Dongle dangle £6(7

Chip extractor tool £4 (4

(foi eg MEMCARM2)
CDFS upgrade for Oak SCSI

card £25(29

.75)

.57i

.82.)

.82)

.50)

.05)

.52)

122

,05i

.701

37

1

The follow iny item is reduced to

clear. Please phone to check

availability.

Vvordworks £23(27.02)

A3010 upgrades

Memory
I -4Mb £79(92.82)

I -2Mb £35(41 I2i

2-4Mb £6] (71.67)

The 4Mb upgrade is constructed on ,i compact four-layer board. No
soldering is required, bull instructions supplied.

Hard drives

\ range ol internal hard disc upgrades is available. The upgrades

Simply plug into the internal expansion slot, For prices, refer to the

A3000 section.

RISC PC

SIMMS. ..(please phone for latest prices)

4Mb £18(21.15)

8Mb £35(41.12)

16Mb £65(76.37)

32Mb £109(128.07)
16Mb SIMM to 32Mb upgrade

£63 (74.02)

(By upgrading youi 16Mb SIMM to 52Mb you don'i lose a

M\l\l socket, giginal 16Mb SIMM must be returned to IFHL
and die type must be suitable - most are. Please phone lo

cheek first oi ask lor our live leaflet.)

RAM packs for upgradable SIMMs
4Mb-8Mh £24(28.20)

!6Mb-32Mb 165(76.37)

Each pack consists ol 8 chips which simply plug into

empty sockets Instructions supplied, no soldering needed.

VRAM modules...
1Mb
2Mb
lMb-2Mb upgrade

£49(57.57)

£88(103.4(1)

£59(69.32)

A310

Memory
4Mb
4-8Mb

£85
I

£149(175.07)

Backplane i4 slot, four-layei I

£49(57.57)

Ian lor above t'S (9.40)

RISC os 3 £39(45.82)

RISC OS carriei board £17 1 19.97)

ARM3 25MH/ £129(151.57)

MEMCIa £39(45.82)

Hard dri\es

850Mb IDI

iCibim

[DEcontrolle

I Oh SCSI

£125(146.87)

£135(158.62)

£65(76.37)

£199(233.82)

2nd User
Please phone to check

availability

A3000 I -2Mb £151 17.62)

\3(KMI RAM hoard £5 (5,87)

lie bare board, no chips)

A50002-4Mb £38(44.65)

Spares/Repairs
We carry stocks of most

replacement chips for the

Acorn range. iMI.MC. VIDC.

IOC and most memory
devices). We can also in any

upgrades and offer a computer

repair scr\ ice

IFEL
Educational and quantity discount available. A " r ,">|iius (excepi some marked "2nd i fser'

i are fully guaranteed for i: months

DphUt pnmiiriM WAlrnmo A " ilL'"' s '"""'• l "> carried in ~n>ck haw a 14-day money-back guarantee, Please note
L/tditr enquiries wtitomt.

Ihi|| tne cost of memory products varies -pleasephone forthe latest pricing.

21. Glenfield Road. Glenholt. Plymouth PL6 7LL. Tel (01752) 777106. Fca (01752) 777830



On the beaten track
* *

Author: Jan Vlientinck

Our other influential Jan, Mr Vlietinck,

returns to the pages of "info with a hang
this month with the fastest Mandelbrot

plotter we've ever seen.

This is not entirely surprising as it has

been optimised for the Strong \R\I and

uses the new 64-bit UMUI.I. (unsigned

multiply) instruction to attain hitherto

unreachable levels of accuracy in Man-
delplotting - magnification of up to

10c 1 8 is possible. On non-StrongARM
machines these UMUI.I.s are emulated in

able easy to do) press K' to return to the

start. By default the program uses 200
iterations to determine the colour of each

pixel. At very high magnifications this is

unlikely to be enough and you'll start to

notice the image breaking up into large

areas of solid colour, (this doesn't seem to

he exactly the right turn of phrase here,

but you'll know what we mean when it

does it). Press 'I' to change the number of

iterations.

Jan has used a programmed 256-colour

software so this accuracy can still be

reached - just not quite as quickly! The

set is plotted using the super-fast edge

tracking algorithm we've seen before,

hence the name Truckman.

To zoom, use the left and right mouse

buttons to adjust the size of the zoom box

and press the middle button to start the

new plot. If you get lost (which is remark-

palette which can be cycled to great effect

with the (7 and 'D' keys. The blue/white

set is particularly striking.

We've asked Jan if it would be possible

to add real-time zooming and panning
and he's certainly interested in the idea

although when he gets the time to try

some things out is another matter.

AddApp Author: David Walker

David Walker of Wakefield's, David # 5',

first modular utility makes light work of

adding new applications to the Resource

filing System. We've covered the theory

behind adding files before, but this module,

AddApp, wraps up a lot of the initial fid-

dling about by providing a single *

command, used thus:

*AddApp application name>

The name provide should be that of an

application on disc somewhere. In fact, the

whole application isn't copied into

Resources:$.Apps - small obeys files '.Boot,

'.Run and '.Help are created and these point

to their real counterparts on disc.

It would not be beyond the wit of man to

enclose this module in a filter which could

intercept drags on the resource filer icon on

the icon bar and automatically add the Hies

using the star command.
If you use Director, you can easily do this

with one 'command. In many Director con-

figurations, the actual resource filing

system icon is removed and a Director Icon

used in its place.

This behaves in exactly the same way as

Star info

RTGHAW
Author: David Glover

At first we thought this was all about

that blond bloke who used to do the

Guinness ads. Not so - the program's

name stands for Red Tanks, Green

Hills And Water. The author, David
Glover of Oxford, hereafter referred

to as David # 4, may have been
inspired by the popular game Worms
or the even more popular mode 7

Catacastles by Thomas Evans which
we just had to dig out of the archives

for just one game for old times sake-

Select the number of players

required - anything from two to

twenty-five, and name them appro-

priately. Tank drivers then alternate

in taking pot-shots at their adver-

saries.

To fire, select the direction and
strength of shot using the mouse -

the line indicates these. Click Select

to launch. The author offers the

advice "aim for the other tanks".

Your energy level is displayed at

the start of your turn. You can boost

your next shot (at the expense of

some energy) by pressing Space. You
may also teleport but this will use 15

per cent of energy too and you will

not be able to re-materialise too close

to the other tanks.

Upon death you too will explode

and this will cause damage to any
other tanks nearby.

the original - opening Apps etc, but has

been extended with various -menu and -

select's (and so on) to provide other useful

menus.

It is a simple matter to add:

-dragto "Dynamic: AddApp

| <Director$CurrentPath>"

to the line that creates this icon and you
will then be able to drag applications to it

and they will be added to the resource fil-

ing system. If you do not wish to do this,

you could easily add a further icon with a

4w

I
>

Z
o

z
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A Star info

> Stretching the point
z
Q

Author: Andrew Bolt

* *
In Hie words of the author:

'Since Acorn seem to be keen to revamp

the desktop look and feel for a future ver-

sion of RISC OS, here's my proposal lor

what the mouse pointer should look like. It

Should also have the added benefit of being

able to soak up those extra CPU cycles that anyone think

the next generation of StrongARM of a way to

machines will have going spare... integrate
We particularly like the way the pointer A ndrcn s

turns before moving although we think that pointer into

the wobble may be a little too vvibbly. Can the desktop?

o Software with alt-itude

a

Author: David Walker

I he second module from David # 5 pro- usual desktop debris.

vides a solution to the age old problem of

how to bring the window you're interested

in to the top of the stack when its title bar

and resize icon are buried under all the

Area manager

Just double-click on l//( Ink to install (or

more usefully, load in your boot sequence).

["hereafter clicking anywhere on a win-

dow while holding down the Alt key will

Author: Tom Tanner

pop it to the surface.

The module doesn't use a filter appar-

ently - in fact it is a Wimp task and as such

can be quit from the Task Manager window
in the usual u.n

Tom Tanner of < orslev has come up with a friendlier way of delet-

ing RISC' OS dynamic areas. As with all programs that have 'delete in

their name, use DelDynArea with care.

Once installed on the icon bar, a menu provides lists of system and

user dynamic areas. The former includes things like the font cache

and free pool. Deleting most of these might be rather unwise,

although you may wish to delete the RAM disc.

Deleting user area is of slightly more practical value, particularly if

an application has died unexpectedly and left its dynamic are. is

intact, using up all your memory. It is lor this purpose that Tom's pro-

gram was really written.

lor the record, the S\\ I call used to do the dirty work is

OS DynamicArea. This takes in ROa reason code as follows:

Create area

RO =

Rl = area number: use -1 to force RISC OS to choose one

R2 = initial size of area

R3 = base address: use -1 so RISC OS allocates it

R4 = flags: bits 0-3: access privileges:

bit = readable/writable by all

bit 1 = read-only in user mode

bit 2 or 3 = inaccessible in user mode

bit 4: set if area not bufferable

bit 5: set if area not cacheable

bit 6: singly mapped, 1 doubly mapped

bit 7: set if area may not be 'dragged'

QUIT
\ll submissions be they large, small or that in-between kind of

si/e some call medium, to our usual haunt please:

•INFO, Acorn User, IDG Media, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield Sk 10 4NP
or, it your submission is about 100K or less, e-mail us

(including your real address please) at:

austarinfo@idg.co.uk

You needn't include a letter but please put your name,
address and program title on every disc and include a text

file containing your name, address, disc contents and program

details. Diagrams, examples and background info are always

welcome as extras. We like to carry source code wherever possi-

ble and any notes about particularly clever pieces of

programming will be of great interest to the readership. An SAE

will ensure your discs are returned. *info submissions only

please.

R5 = maximum size of area (-1 means no limit)

R6 -> handler routine, for none

R7 = workspace pointer passed in R12 to handler. If -1,

the base address of the area will be passed.

R8 -> null -terminated area description string, for display

in the Task Manager window.

On exit, rl contains the allocated area number, r3

contains the allocated base address and r5 the allocated

maximum size. Other

registers are pre

served.

Delete area

rO = 1, rl = area number

Return info

rO = 2, rl = area number

On exit, r2 to r8 are

set as for the Create

area call.

Enumerate areas

rO = 3, rl = area number, or -1 to start

On exit, rl = next area number or -1

i.l Tasks
1

applications (usacO

System workspace

total

3a i Hi
Dyntnlc areas

Director Nanus 49K 1

InetSuite workspace 56K I

Zapbitnaps 2U
Zapftlas ax i

SparttFS 412K

Fresco pages LSM
'

i

IrwerseTable 32K 1

RBI patches 3.78/1 36. 1

LinaEdltor Buffers 12K I

Mlnp sprite pool

1 - .

528K caesssa
_;^__J

_

DelDynArea uses this call to find the number of all currently

defined dynamic .ire.is.

Compatibility table

Program RISC OS 2 RISC OS 3.1 RISC OS 3.5+

AddApp No Yes Yes

AltClick Yes Yes Yes

Trackman No No Yes

Groover No Yes Yes

Plasmoid No No Yes

Rock'nRoll No Yes Yes

DelDynArc No No Yes

IL-Fire Yes Yes Yes

Craters No Yes Yes

Electric Yes Yes Yes

Bonsai Yes Yes Yes

RTGHAW No Yes Yes

Ying Yes Yes Yes

MouseP Yes Yes Yes
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Just clicTTanywhere

and start to type

M\ BETT 97
Gold Award

Talking textease

m% Best Primary
Software

3
oOSoftease Limited, >/y^

The Old Courthouse, ^/
St Peters Church Yard,

Derby, DE1 1 NN
Tel 01332 20491 1 Fax 01332 609224

Email sales@softease.co.uk

For Windows 3.11 and '95 or Acorn RISC OS3.1

i^Acomt&MiX
Net Station k9is

Please call for latest details and prices

CASIO
DIGITAL CAMERAS
QV10A, QV100
and QV300

ttftobotics
Sportster Flash

s

SIBELIUS

SOFTWARE
SPECIALISTS!

The best music processing software in the world, and the

best place for a demonstration? The Data Store. Ring first

for an appointment - you'll need at least an hour!

DON'T DEAL IN THE DARK! COME AND SEE THE LIGHT AT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 0181-460 8991 Fax 0181-313 0400

Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY
http://www. datstore,demon,co.uk/

Creating and maintaining your

website has never been so easy ...

Extensive site management

ILL Web Site TestSite $

nosy ;
-

a a
Home Page iMSltQBarn PageTe>tu'e Products

Keep your site together in one 'site tile'.

Hyperlinks updated when resources moved / renamed.

Upload your site with a single mouse click.

Named colours & a master page for consistency.

Browse your site locally with the browser of your choice.

Subdirectories for a properly structured site.

Converts from Sprite and Draw files into network formats.

Integrated visual imagemap editor (works like IDraw)

Visual page editor...

Web Page index.html
'

G 0S0 DQQ Hill
I llLi ED

BH0 \MIMB
a

|VVebMaster™ features include:

..in pictures and coappi) h> relinks

Special Chamfers automatical!) convened into entities

See effectsas youapply them- mphasiit stroie^j tnpl - I -ode etc.

i >
I

• Operates in a wordprocessor-like way.

• Generates HTML 3.2 (the latest standard).

• See your page change instantly as you apply effects.

• Fully integrated with the site management tools.

• Impressive control over the page, within HTML rules.

...all this for just £99+vat

Custer" Ired tram IMS v 'ree Photogallety CD (subieci to avail

Available June. See the preview at the Wakefield

Spring Show (stand 70) on May 17th & 18th

Innovative Media Solutions Ltd., Box Bush Farm,

West Wick. Weston-super-Mare BS24 7TF
Tel (01934) 522 880. Fax (01934) 522 881

.

http://www.ims-cdc.demon.co.uk/



BACK
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Missed out on one of our previous

issues? Now's your opportunity to

bring your collection up to date. But

hurry: stocks are limited

Issue 181-May 1997

• Politics & I.T.

• Real programming

• Acorn User survey

• Quick time VR

Issue 180 - April 1997

• Creating your own

3D games

• The new Zip drives

• Public Domain

software CDs

• C++ books

reviewed

Issue 179 -March 1997

• Flatbed scanners

reviewed

• Oregan's SoundStudio

• Control your business

payroll

• HTML oddments

examined

f m
Name

Address.

Issue 171, August 1996 £3.25

Issue 172, September 1996 £3.25

Issue 173, October 1996 £3.75

Issue 174, November 1996 £3.25

Issue 175, December 1996 £3.75

Issue 176, Christmas 1996 £3.25

Issue 177, January 1997 £3.75

Issue 178, February 1997 £3.75

Issue 179, March 1997 £3.75

Issue 180, April 1997 £3.75

Issue 181, May 1997 £3.75

Please allow 14 days for delivery. Send cheques payable to IDG Media to: Acorn User Back Issues, Database Direct,

FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB or phone 0151 357 1275 Fax: 0151 357 2813 E-mail: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

__J
Please tick if you do NOT wish to receive further information or special offers

D
Tel No.

Issue 171 - August 1996

• Unlocking the Internet • Writing

HTML • The Lindis Technology bus

• Set-top boxes • Ridiculous

Rhymes demo

Issue 172 - September 1996

• Ovation Pro • Printer survey

results • Acorn in Holland

• Images in HTML • Customising

your desktop

Issue 173 -October 1996

• Top-level Acorn interviews

• NChannel & the NetStation

• Presentation software • Hilighter

package • Save the Gweeks

Issue 174 - November 1996

• StrongArm • Hi-res online video

editing • MIDI explained and

explored • Rainbow CD from

RESOURCE • Inferno

Issue 175 - December 1996

• TopModel • ActiveX and the

NetStation • Fitting the StrongARM

• Creating images for the Web •
Shanghai and Shogi

Issue 176 -Christmas 1996

• AU awards

• StrongARM compatibility table

• SCSI vs IDE

• Nstore for the pocketbook

Issue 177 -January 1997

• Acorn in New Zealand

• Rise TV • New Psions

• HTML creation tools

• Bett'97 Show

Issue 178 - February 1997

• Acorn Internet Relay

• Spreadsheets compared

• Upgrading to Hard Drive or CD

• Acorn Portables

Free ads

are on

this

month's

cover

disc
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Acorn User Free Ads Service
Why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fill in your details on this coupon (25 words maximum,

one word per box below) and send it to Free Ads, Acorn User, IDG Media Ltd, Media House, Adlington Park,

Macclesfield SK10 4NP or by e-mail to: aufreeads@idg.co.uk. Only one ad per reader, please. Although we try

to publish every ad we receive, we can make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on space and

time constraints. We may also publish free ads on the cover disc if magazine space is short. Please fill in your

name and telephone number below: these will not be published, but they enable us to contact you in case of

any queries.



Mike Cook's hardware series A

Mike Cook plots an audio

frequency responseFollow

the humming

z
>
z
o

o
z

Last month 1 looked at how to measure an

AC signal using a peak detector and a pro-

grammable xain amplifier. Now, I am going to

sec how we can take that hardware and make
an automatic frequency response plotter - a

project I have wanted to do lor a long time, as

tar hack as the BBC Model B days.

The problem has always been the audio fre-

quency generator which had to be

programmable from the computer. So occa-

sionally I would pore over data sheets of

frequency synthesisers seeing what I could do.

As most ol these are designed to control radio

receivers I didn't get too far. Then inspiration

struck - the computer itself is source of pro-

grammable audio. No hardware is needed. I

could have kicked imselt as the answer was

there all the time. Mind you it's not a perfect

solution as the frequency range is limited and

the total harmonic distortion of the wave is

not too brilliant but it will do what I want.

The basic idea is shown in figure I. The com-

puter generates a sequence of audio frequency

notes which are applied to the circuit to test

and the output is measured with last month's

peak detector. Looks simple enough. Well this

is a case of Cook's law, if something looks sim-

ple you might just he able to do it, if it looks in

any way complex, forget it.

The first problem is generating the audio sig-

nals. I did look at a module called DataVox,

which plays the contents of a memory location

as a sound using .1 Dumber of different for-

mats. However, after some initial experiments

and problems, I abandoned this in favour of

writing my own routines. Well, .ill right, not

exactly my own, but modifying the one on

1 I Imnpulei
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Figure II: A flat response with tone controls at zero

page 74 of Volume 4 of the

Programmers Reference

Manual.

1 have always found the

sound system a little over-

hearing and so have not

ventured into that part of

the manual before. However,

I found the sample program

printed there to be almost

what I wanted, namely a

simple sine wave generator.

So I did something I

haven't done for many years

and typed in the listing- it's

on the cover disc for you to

play with. Basically this is a voice generator

and its function is to respond to a request, by

the channel handler, to fill up a buffer with

sound samples. This is done in short bursts and

other system software ensures these samples

are delivered to the D/A converter of the com-

puter's sound hardware at regular intervals.

However, in experimenting with this pro-

gram I found that it would not produce the

full frequency range due to aliasing - an effect

that occurs when you sample a signal at too

slow a rate. The minimum theoretical rate is to

sample twice per output waveform cycle,

although that does not always hold up in prac-

tice. This minimum rate is know as the Nyquis

Kale, named after the mathematician John
Rate, I suppose. 1 he alias is an artificial signal

created with a much lower frequency than the

original.

To get round this problem I had to generate

two wave tables, one with twice as many sam-

ples as the other. Then when a certain

pitch was reached I had to switch over

to the second table and halve the

recpiested frequency. This seemed to

work and is on the cover disc as ,1 sepa-

rate program.

The computer's sound system has an

unusual way of specifying the frequency

of a note. Instead of using Hertz it uses

an octave system. In hex format it can

be expressed as &NXXX where N is the

octave number from to 8 and XXX is

CSiipi

Mm •'"

Figure I: The Frequency Response plotter set up

-l -
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the fractional part of the octave. A note of

middle ( has an octave number of k4()00 cor-

responding to a frequency of 261.63Hz.

1 wanted to take a frequency and work out

its octave number, so with a hit of maths 1

produced the formula, hut there was a snag.

It turned out that I needed a L0G2 (Log to

the base 2) function and there isn't one in

BASIC.

So I asked a mathematical colleague .it I he

university and he produced this handy for-

mula for producing the log to any hase:

Logx (N) = Log
e (N)/Loge (X)

The Log to the hase e is the natural log or

LN function in Basic. If you want the full

details of the conversion from a frequency to

an octave numher the short program FtoO is

on the cover disc.

Now that we can generate an) Frequency of

tone, we have to decide what frequencies to

generate. I wanted the display to he like most

frequency plots you see in the literature and
so went for a logarithmic frequency sweep.

That is, instead of the frequency changing by
the same amount in the X direction of the

plot, it changes by the Log 10 of the X dis-

tance. This produces a most useful display as

it compresses higher frequencies and produces

a display that matches the way the ear per-

ceives the sound.

For example, we perceive a much greater

difference between notes of 100Hz and
200Hz than between ones of KOOHz and
900H/, despite the difference being only

100Hz in both cases. In a logarithmic plot

these last two notes are much closer together

than the first two, matching our perceptions.

I wanted the frequency range plotted to be

user-definable so I made it a variable number
of decades. A decade, by the way, is the range

I to 10 or 10 to 100 or 100 to 1000. I wanted

the Y axis to show the response, again loga-

rithmically as it matches the ear's amplitude

response. Ibis time 1 used decibels or dBs
which is:

20*Log
10

(Vout /Vin )

only instead of \"m I used the maximum read-

ing for the peak detector. I or attenuation this

results in a negative number.

We say so many dBs down, so a bit of math-

ematical jiggling is required to scale it to the

display. The vertical grid is drawn in divisions

of SdBs, which is quite handy. You can
change this to a linear function through a

menu option.

Finally, as the frequency sweep can take

quite some time if you measure the circuit's

response to all the possible points on the \

axis, 1 have included a choice of resolutions to

use.

lor the coarser resolutions bigger blocks are

plotted whereas for the finest resolution, sin-

gle pixels are plotted and joined up.

The result of these labours are on the cover
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disc as the application Wreq and it is quite

straightforward to drive. It takes over the

whole computer while it is scanning so multi-

tasking comes to a stop - don't try to break

out of this with an Alt+Break as you will bang

the sound drivers in the computer and have to

restart it to restore the sound. There are some

frequencies in the first and last decade that

the computer can't produce. These are simply

ignored and no tone is generated, which
explains why on a full three decade scan the

trace docs not go fully to the ends of the

graph.

As a test, 1 used the tone controls on my
Audio Switcher unit described in November
96 Acorn User and simply connected the

sound output to the peak detector input. As

you can see from the screen dumps, when the

tone controls were set to zero there was a flat

i e spouse
(Figure II);

with a bass

boost and a

treble tut

you get a

falling
r e s p o n s e

(Figure III),

although
there is a

slight dip at

the low end.

Finally, with

bass cut and treble boost (Figure IV) there is a

dip in the response at 100 11/ before it climbs

up again.

I did get the odd drop out or spurious read-

ing. This was normally at the low frequency

end and improved when 1 increased the time

delay between generating the note and taking

the reading.

As Ibis was only needed for low frequencies

1 made it automatically switch out above

100Hz. However, there is still the occasionally

had reading suggesting I should take a bit

more care with power supply decoupling on
the peak detector.

Now, where is all this leading? Well, now
with an automatic frequency response plotter

I have the tools to make and test a graphics

equaliser which is what I will try to do A..

for next month. /lU

Figure III: With a bass boost and a

treble cut there's a falling response
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Figure IV: With a bass cut and a

treble boost there's a dip in the

response at 100 Hz before it climbs
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Help f

superSpeller..

For: PC.
MAC
and

ACORN Slim,
V. / SuperSpell

/«'it spelling program for all

ages, It has a strong educational basis and was designed by teachers. Four
non-threatening activities aa ess 3200 pre-programmed words grouped in

160 word lists, oj " hick 138 lists highlight particular spelling patterns or
rules. 5 lists caver the most commonly misspelt words and 17 lists deal with

the most frequently used words. Many other useful ft atures are included.

Educuiimtal
xiflwore

specialists 4MATION Established

1983

14. Castle Park Road. Barnstaple. Devon EX32 8PA
Phone: 01271 25353 Fax: 01271 22974

DISKS+ from BIRDTECH

zip

idwell,

i folk

i 8RT

445

Tel: 01493 600966

(®^> Save up to E10 on the TALKING
@*^> version ot MATHSBOOK!

Sum-, can be ttiril work lor soma Children. What
you need is a waj to get tbcm done on the screen

and M B does lust thai What the) sec

looks iii-i like .in exercise book, right down 10

squared paper and teacher's i helpful

comments PuB) configurable team tens and

unit* io thousands and decimals, MalbsBook
[racks piogress. auionwticaU) moving learners

up and down difficult] levels, li own keeps (and

prints) records, so that you dnd out what they

can real]) do. li> Marshal Anderson, authot ot

rVittle. and whoso Musk Box won the

HI I I "5 [cf^ip \w;.rd. I'ot home and school

• and RISCOS ! only) tumuli) C35
• V \i Silt I k ui extra £33 i v\i

£5 offEACH prist tendinis ad.

inddiv)&
i January V7

'fopologika S./lware. KREEPOST. Islington Wharf. HENRYY ( ornwull TR 10 8HR
lei 1 2-Jhno: 01326 377771 la\: 01326 376755 e-mail: sales<atopolgka.demon.c".uk

FRE1 DEMOS from our WBB sit*: wwvi.iijfHil8ka.demoii

EfluosUonal Solt»w»» Put*M»>% wrc* "S8" OOU> «M>fl Winners BETT 95 SILVER BET' «

TEACHERS
Are you worrying about:
b impending inspection?

b end of year reports?

Then YOU need Nstore 5!

Our National Curriculum Record Keeping 6V Reporting Package for Acorn RISC
machines has lots of new time saving features for only 144.95, including:

6 Level Descriptions for all subjects + 7SO teacher comments
'.' automatic target printing and search for related topics

li easy transfer of pupil data between subject teachers•P Book II version

only£28!
«a if bought with „& Acorn RISC JrA

For full details including our low cost upgrades and our

Special £5 demo disc, telephone us on: (0179S) 204519
write to us at: H.S.Softwarc, Frecpost, Swansea SA2 9ZZ

irget a I Ril demo from: http://www.argonct.co.uk/rus.soft

Undelete
At last the program

everyone has been waiting for!

lUndelete does jusl what it says, it allows you to recover any file, application or direc-

tory you may have deleted on a Floppy Disc or Hard Drive.

This program is incredibly totally non-technical in use! Once you've Installed it any
(lies then deleted can be quickly and simply recovered by selecting Ihe file from a list

and clicking on it! You don'l have to know anything about Disc Maps, Tracks or

Sectors, etc.

HJndelete works with any of the popular Acorn Filing Systems such as ADFS,
SCSIFS, ATAFS. IDEFS, etc, and runs form RISCOS 3 1 fo StrongARM 3,7

lUndelete is available for only El 8.95 + £1 UK P&P (£3 overseas). No VAT from
Quantum Software, 35 Pinewood Park. Livingston. EH54 8NN. Scotland.

Email: Sales@quantumsoft.co.uk
Tel: 01 506 4 1 1 1 62 or order via Ihe Acorn Cybervillage Shop at

http://www.cybervillage.co.uk/acorn/

Dixon «EJr ixon
28S3 042

Textile Transfer Paper
Truly Remarkable and Revolutionary

Print it - Iron it - Wear it

30 Sheets A4 |00 Sheets
£44 ei 40

Hobby Kif - includes: 2 T-Shirfs and 4 Transfer sheets 12.99J
MouseMat Kit - Your favourite Pin-Up to stare at 5.99

Ffceflll yo«j«- InkJet, with UVLR ink

4 Sheets A-4

E8

.,. i.

< Refills ,
'' i

ill SH SOLU1
IC V A"I .v. ,.. i

i i.i-i, .,,,1 ii..- ,,i,i ,.-t,ii with new i 5 Od in« n -x i .sl- nostnmTWIN REFILLS FOR ALL INKJETS FROM 11.98
Cartridges for JP150's E19.96

FLYPRINTDEdD CERTKEYBOflKO MOLOTOR
£ 19.97
£ 19.OO
-*£ 9.99

Prices inc VAT El postage UK mainland

«i
Xavier Softwarefor

Dyslexia I Literacy skills

Wide range ofspecialist programs, available on

28 da\ approval, Digitised speech throughout.

See review in Acorn User Dec. % Ot CDROM

irvvo. illustrated cataloguepin:

Xavier Educational Software Ltd

ftvifokjvA

LU'IDG Id
I

http: /www.psych.bangor.ac.ulcdeptpsych xavier

email: pssOOS@bangor.acuk

DSL SUPPLIES

Squirrel

StrongARM
upgrade

£32.50
inc. P&P

ST MARGARET'S LANE
FAREHAM
HANTS P014 4BQ
TEL/FAX 01329 841600 Squlnl

/ 4

m
Report

A sophisticated software A

solution which allows the

~

:

teacher to compile repons for :

groups of pupils

£59.99 (single user) 1

>,

: Afefawfc+J

\ Solve

j The par*

i soil

I

X "ft

kpils + Printer - Waste paper! ;

this equation with 'Quota' :

r sa\mg pnnter management |

ware for AUN networks * ?

Only £49.99

wkI«1 inktra sJSpuki
~-

ROOM 20 SOFTWARE

47 Henry Street, Grassmoor, Chesterfield, Derbyshire, $42 5AT

Tel: 01246 856684

Printer

Switches
GET TWO PORTS FROM ONE!

Only £19.95

(inc. postage)
(Cheque with order)

Eliminate connector wear 25pin D plug switches

to two 25 way D sockets Works with any parallel

peripheral such as printers or game consoles.

Long lite, compact and ergonomic. Bi-oireclonal.

No software to install. Wsan Etec»o«cs,The Street

works with all PCs and Farley. Salsbuy. SP5 1AA

operating systems. TeVTAM/FAX 01 722 7 12256



QUllze JO LOCAL 1>EAL£RS
Arnold Computer Supplies.
Home enquiries welcome.
Repairs & Service. Tel: 01 15

9264973

- Wardlaw
iSurveys, Authorised Acorn
I Dealer, for all your needs from
supply, service, repair & full after

sales. Tel/Fax: 01463 831214

- Todd Education

[Supplies, covers the central

Scotland area. Welcomes
educational & private enquiries.

Tel: 0141 644 4952

- GeneSys for all your
Acorn needs, serving Education,

Business & Home. Contact
Richard Brown 01702 462385. E-

mail: genesys@argonet.co.uk

essex ^ london

- West Devon
Electronics covers Devon and
Cornwall, supplies and repairs

Acorn computers. Tel: 01822
853434. Fax: 01822 855542

- Birdtech, Acorn
Authorised Dealer, Services for

Acorn users since 1990. Tel: 01493
600966, Fax: 01493 442445, Email:

roy@birdtech.demon.co.uk

FAST, FRIENI
SERVICE FROM
REPUTABLE

ACORN DEALER
ESTABLISHED 9 YEARS

* Education Discounts
* Network Design and

Installation
* Teacher and Concerned

Parents' Scheme
* Leasing

For all your Acorn needs call

GLC ELECTRONICS
PO Box 5754

Basildon, Essex SSI 6 6XU
Tel: 01268 540040
Fax: 01268 548008

1 1 1 r 1 1

1

Cumbria Software Systems

Specialist Acorn Dealer

Rise PC700, A7000
Sales, Repairs, Software, Peripherals

Network design and installation

Ethernet, Nexus ATM, Multi-platform networks

Semerc Authorised Dealer

CSS Ltd., Unit 3A, Townfoot Industrial Estate

Brampton. Cumbria. CA81SW Tel: 016977 3779

Z/NiQUEway
SOUTH WALES' ONLY DEDICATED ACORN
DEALER AND ACORN CENTRE OF TECHNOLOGY

Technical Support • Repairs - Hire • Internet Connections

Low cosi finance available on all systems.

3 Clarendon Road, Cyncoed, Cardiff CF3 7.ID

Tel 01222-464020 Fax 01222-440071

httpillw wh\uniqueway.co.uk

MAUDENS
Established 1980

"Millside", 133 High Street,

Wollaston, Stourbridge,

West Midlands, DY8 4NZ.

• Full Acorn Authorised Service Centre

• Authorised Microsoft re-seller

• PC Developers and Category 5 Networking Specialists

• New Showrooms with complete range of Acorn machines
• MAIL ORDER - It is our policy to match most prices on offer

• Come to our showrooms and view the Internet

0% Finance on P< 'and Acorn Machines

With 16 years ofservice you can't go wrong with Maudens

Tel: (01384) 444433 / 833300. Fax (01384) 441655

GAMES
rm»T\

HOME TRIAL
What we will do is send you our
latest five quality budget games
for you to try in the comfort of

your own home.

Any Rise OS
including
StrongARM

GENERATION DESIGN
2 Whitecliff Gardens, Blandford

Forum, Dorset DT1 1 7BU
Tel: 01258 452507

Email: genden@argonet.co.uk

U/£ST YOfttCZHifZe

Book II

I For the best service in Yorkshire
(we think)

CALX. US! for A7000.RiscPC &, Poc
Visit our Showroom

Open9.30to5.30
Mon. Tues,Weds,Sat

r t/TA^KS 9.30to7.30
Davyn Computer Services -nuns&fa

How to find

Printers. Ribbons, Ink Canridgt*.
Refill \ I :

Expert Uh'iceA After Sales Venice tmCm*-,

Mailorder Mash i < aril I Isti ftvta h

Ring i<» Prii 1

1

i

Set > h t a Repair wall Equipmem noamm^-; • **> •i==^==A£8~—__,_
MIRanv ofAcorn Uanbew i So^re^^f ^S?*
I»e operate the.\corn finance Schemes i

*

FuURange rtf Edmaliot JSSSEUE
6--

Tel. 01924 254800 Fax. 01924 258036 >« **«.. sf^

e-mail sales((?dav\n.denwn.co.uk w«»»«d
WFl 5NV

p}i
,

,'io
,

k

,

..BRISCPCL^
HEWLETT
PACKARD Canon

MXTZLANIZS AND OXFOfZfr

iJilHLl
459-465 Warwick Road, Tyseley, Birmingham B11 2JP

Tel: 0121

• Horn* use

• Business

• Education

• Special Needs

• Software Training

• Acorn approved

network installers

• Complete ranee of

Acorn equipment

• Consultancy

121 706 4306

For expert advice

A friendly servics

come and see us.

We are open

Monday - Friday

9.00am - 5.30pm

S CaIancraft Ltd. G
THE COMPLETE ACORN DEALER

Showroom open 9.00 - 5.30 six days and to 8.00 on Thursday.
Acorn range on display, and full demonstrations given.

• Lots of programs, games and education software for you to try,

Full service and repair facilities.

• Network Dealer and Training Centre for Education and Home.
• Printers, Upgrades. Internet. CD ROM, etc. etc.

"( cu/ helpful people"
with a 13 year long reputation for exceptional service and support.

Easy parking. MM
96 High Road, Byfleet,

Surrey KT1 4 7QT
Tel: (01932) 342137 Fax: (01932) 336435



Programming

Last month I covered the principles oi creat-

ing a user sprite area, loading and saving

sprites to and from disc, and plotting them at

a particular coordinate on the screen. I also

mentioned one of the problems thai crop up

when plotting sprites in multitasking

programs - the programmer can't be sure

which screen mode will he used, and so has to

provide functionality to plot sprites correctly

without assuming anything about the display.

Put simply, we need to determine how
many colours are available in the current

mode, then translate the colours in our sprite

to maintain their appearance on the screen. If

we can create such a pixel translation table,

we'll he able to make use of certain

OSSprileOp s\stem calls to do the transla-

tion and plotting in one operation.

Hi is is where the ColourTrans module
comes into its own; although we'll use it to

solve a fairly simple problem, this utility

proses itself to be particularly helpful for all

manner of desktop-related tasks. Essentially,

the ColourTrans module acts as an interpreter,

taking the exact colours requested by the

program, and translating them into the near-

est on-screen equivalent given the current

screen mode. It doesn't stop there; if you're

interested in making use of anti-aliased fonts

or sending graphical material to a printer,

( oiouiTrans lias a tew more time-saving func-

tions up its sleeve.

If you looked at the program on last

month's cover disc, you'll have seen some of

these calls in operation already - to set up a

translation table sou need to use

ColourTrans ScIectTable. and plotting the

sprite is carried out with OS SpriteOp 52.

Both of these calls are described in further

detail below.

When building a translation table, it's

necessary to specify the source mode and its

palette information, as well as the same

details for the destination mode. In our case,

we need to extract the appropriate values

Steve Mumford introduces the ColourTrans module

from our original sprite - luckily, the

( olourTrans^SelectTable call is intelligent

enough to be able to tell which mode is

currently being used, so we don't need to

worn about the destination mode details.

The call can take up to eight parameters but

we only need to worry about the first six - RO

holds a pointer to our user sprite area and Rl

points to a buffer holding the name of the

sprite we wish to convert, following those, R2

and R3 should contain the value -1. as this

instructs ColourTrans to determine the current

mode number and palette details and use

these as the destination.

R4 can either be a pointer to the buffer

that's going to hold the created translation

table, or it can hold a value of to ask

ColourTrans how much memory it's likely to

need. Finally, R5 holds various flags that affect

the operation of the call, but in this cav we

can accept the defaults by loading the register

with a value of 0. Here's a section of code to

illustrate the above, taken from the cover disc

demonstration:

unsigned char

translation buffer[1024] ; /* set

aside memory */

regs_in.r[0] * (int) sprite_area;

strcpy (text buffer, "screen"); /*

Name of sprite to use */

regs_in.r[l] « (int) text buffer

;

regs_in.r[2] » -1; /* Use the current

mode information */

regs..in.r[3] -1;

rags in.r[4] = (int)

translation_buffer;

regs in.r[5] 0; /* default flags;

use sprite name in Rl */

.kernel swi (ColourTrans_SelectTable,

fcregs in, &regs_out);

Once the pixel translation table has been

built, the sprite is ready to be plotted to the

screen. The OS SpriteOp call is very similar to

the one used last month, but it takes two extra

parameters.

Assuming the sprite area and the various

buffers have been set up beforehand, here's

what the chunk of code looks like:

= 256+52; /* Plot scaled

user bank */

= (int) sprite area

;

buffer, "screen");
= (int) text buffer;

=300; /* x coordinate

regs_in.r[0]

sprite from

regs_in.r[l]

strcpy (text

regs_in.r[2]

regs_in.r[3]
*/

regs_in.r[4] = 256; /* y coordinate

*/

regs_in.r[5] = 0; /* plotting action

*/

regs in.r[6]

regs in.r[7]

translation,

Jcernel swi(

fcregs out)

;

= 0; /* scale factors */

= (int)

buffer;

OS SpriteOp, tregs in,

I his particular sprite operation is used to

plot scaled sprites, so it you wish to stretch or

shrink a sprite in either direction, it's possible

to calculate a scale factor and store this in R6.

A value of results in no scaling being

applied.

R7 points to the all-important pixel transla-

tion table, and when this call is made, the

appropriate sprite is converted and sent to the

screen in one breath.

Now that we're able to plot a sprite no

matter what screen mode we happen to find

ourselves in, the next step is to plot sprites

within a multitasking window - I'll ijj

cover this next time. iWj
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I offer. Amazing free gifts s

• Over £ 1 00 worth of magazin
oftware for just £39.9?iir«*

world's number 1

ou already know what a great magazine ACORN
USER is. H is the only Acorn magazine with up-

to-the-minute Acorn news, in-depth hardware and

software reviews, and without doubt the best cove

discs available.

What you might not know is that by taking out i

subscription today, not only are you guaranteed never

to miss an issue of the biggest and best Acorn maga-

zine in the world, but you can also claim an excellent

free gift or special offer, available exclusively to all

new ACORN USER subscribers.

*AII our software offers are StrongARM compatible.

TEXTEASE

»(Pdb:c-

M6IV

L j* processor and ^O
Desktop Publisher \,A,

rrp *49

Softease Limited M^\
i flexibl upre-

hcn ktop

publisher evei

ban

head foils, in I

text and

designed to be ideal for (

dren and is invaluable

oli id adults.

CURRENT
SUBSCRIBERS
- you can take advantage

of these offers by

renewing your

H subscription

at any time

iT*I B
I"i mag

FREE
RHAPSODY

/our chance to compose your own nn

cal score. H ] modify

does text. You can em md,

note by note, or. if a MIDI Inter!

fitted to your compute]

tune using a MIDI keyboard and capture

the music in Rhapsody. The mus
d read

NG HAS NEVER E

y not make your subscription

>n easier and subscribe by direct

bit, spreading the cost ofyour
subscription over quarterly hassle-

^jyments. What's more, you need
never worry about missing an issue again,

as the subscription continues until you
decide to cancel.
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RYSTAL MAZE
**r^sr

m your wits against TVs most

mous maze! Discover the

crets of the maze as you take

> the challenges of the Aztec,

edieval. Futuristic and Ocean

>nes. Solve the ingenious

lines and fiendish puzzles to

in precious seconds in the

timate challenge - the Crystal

sherston

OUNTS 3

rp **»S

he most popu-

:ir home and

club accounts

p a c k a g e .

Multiple
accounts, standing orders and

forcasting arc just some of its

features. We gave it top marks

in the Jan '95 issue. Sec the

demo on tin

CD-ROM 2. MEW
OFFER

HIGH RISC RACING

\MH RISC RACING
1

,
' '''

' Fost. Furious. Fatal

FOR

id liglu

with 2Mb-
an.

rrP £30

HSSSi

llNOER &

WO FREE

Subscription Hotline numbers
Tel: 0151-357 1275

Fax:0151-357 2813

Email: database@dbdirect.demon.co.uk

Yes! I will subscribe,

There's never been a better time to subscribe so

take advantage of one of these offers TODAY.
See section 2

4234
| |

UK £39.99 4202 L

To renew subscription please tick:

4235

1

UK £39.99 4224 i

EU £53.99 4203 C ' World £68.99'

EU £53.99 4225\___ World £68.99*

Unfortunately World subscribers are not eligible to receive the free gift/special offer

c
OB

n

I wish to pay by:

Expiry date

Card No.

Cheque/postal order made payable to IDG Media

Credit card (Visa/Access/Barclaycard/Mastercard/Eurocard/Connect)

/ 1

© Please enrol me as a subscriber to i4corn User.

I 4210 r~ with payments of £9.49 by continuous quarterly direct debit

Sec section 2.

Your subscription will continue until you cancel. Over a year you will receive 13 issues.

Name of Bank/Building Society

.

Address

O
z

Name of Account

Your Account No Sort Code .

Date Signature(s)

Your instructions to the bank/building society: Originator's ID No. 851412

I instruct you to pay direct debits from my account at the request of IDG

Media. The amounts are variable and may be debited on various dates. No

acknowledgement required. I understand that IDG Media may change the

amounts and dates only after giving me prior notice. I will inform the

bank/building society in writing if I wish to cancel this instruction. I under-

stand that if any direct debit is paid which breaks the terms of the

instruction, the bank/ building society will make a refund. Bank/building

society may decline to accept instructions to pay direct debit from some

types of accounts.

© Please send me the following FREE Gift/Special Offer (tick one):

«47 Rhapsody FREE 4?os Binder & 2 magazines FREE

4249 Crystal Maze FREE 4770
[

High RISC Racing FREE

4248 [~ TextEase £20 4250 f Personal Accounts 3 £10

O Name (Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss).

Address

Postcode Tel.

ONow send your completed form and payment to Acorn User,

Database Direct, FREEPOST, South Wirral L65 3EB. Tel: 0151-357

1275. Please state if credit card billing address is different from the

delivery address. Photocopies or handwritten versions of the above informa-

tion are acceptable.
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Write to Acorn User, Media House, Adlington Park, Macclesfield, SK10 4NP. E-mail: auletters@idg.co.uk

rise details covering a whole range of topics,

from the basics of scanning and printing

(professional - not hobby or school), to

painting, producing text and graphics realis-

tically carved into stone, or text that looks

as if cast from clear Pcrspex and laid to rest

on a sandy beach. The big difference is in

the little details that the professionals
include to give their work that competent,

polished and believable look.

The book even comes with a CD-ROM car-

Data'll be the day
I have followed the development of the

Internet over the last couple of years with a

fair degree of scepticism, but having had
some hands-on experience recently, I have

found a use for it.

As an electronics engineer I can download
datasheets from manufacturers' Web sites

and get a copy quicker- although at times it

seems only marginally quicker - than wait-

ing for it to be sent by post and better

quality than a fax. The only problem is I

have to use a PC! All datasheets are down-
loaded in .pdf format and require the Adobe
Acrobat reader to display them. As far as 1

know there is no such reader for the Acorn.

So hurry up all you Internet providers and
software writers, I am ready to sign up and
buy my Web browser software, but not if I

can't read my datasheets.

Ian Benton
Ilkeston, Derbyshire

There most certainly is an Acrobat format

reader for Atom machines — admittedly a

recent addition — available on the Web at

http://utopia.knoware.nl/users/lsmiers/

Top book marks
Having spent the last few months playing

with Spacetech's PhotoDesk, I have again

become aware of the dearth of good quality

books to assist in exploring the potential of

the quality software available for Acorn

computers. Software such as PhotoDesk does

need and deserve good books to point the

way to getting professional quality results.

In the case of PhotoDesk I have found
such a book - published for PhotoShop on

IBM-PC machines. This is the PhotoShop .?

Wow! book. Despite the awful title, the

American authors and a moderately high

price of £34, the book really is excellent as

an adjunct to PhotoDesk on RISC OS
machines. It gives complete, clear and con-

rying a copy of PhotoShop (save and Print

disabled) and lots of, pardon my use of the

expression again, professional qualih pic

tures to play with.

Provided that one has first become famil-

iar with PhotoDesk, transferring the

instructions for the P( program to the Acorn
one is not a problem - particularly as the

Acorn is often a little simpler to work with.

The techniques are generallv identical - just

substitute PhotoDesk terms for PhotoShop
ones, wherever there is a difference. I did

load PhotoShop onto my PC in case I needed

to sort out the differences, but in fact I have

not had to switch it on.

PhotoShop 3 in 1996 introduced image
layers to the PC which are very handy for

montage work — I understand Spacetech is

working on this. But given the supreme ease

with which we can drag and drop pieces Of

images from canvas to canvas, modify them

and drag them back on the Acorn, I have
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not found the lack of layers as such in

PhotoDesk to be a real problem,

Although you are unlikely to do a review

Of this hook I would like to recommend it to

your readers. The publisher is Peachpit

Press, Berkeley, (A, USA. isi!\ 0-201-88370-

8, published 1996. (Disclaimer - no, I am
not involved with the publisher or authors,

except as a satisfied customer).

M E Hodgson

Camberlcy, Surrey

Thanks for that interesting information. If

nny other render has fonntl a non-RISI OS

hook to be particularly useful in helping with

a RISC OS prodm t. We'd like to hear ahont it.

Worldly wise
My job here in Nauru has included helping

to set up and run two small networks (14

machines in all) of PCs running Windows

95, Microsoft Office and MSWorks. On a

couple of occasions we experienced some

very severe problems which required us to

re-install the software on some of the

machines. This involved well over 50 discs

multiplied by several computers - not a very

enjoyable experience.

What I really found interesting about all

this was that all the PC owners here

regarded this as one of the normal features

of using a computer. I hey found it difficult

to believe that I use a word

processor/spreadsheet/database package

[FireWorkz Pro) running from ,i single

floppy in a mere 2Mb of memory on my
12MHz A3010 - well, OK, I would like

another 2Mb of RAM and lireWorkz Pro

does find 2Mb a little tight. Not having to

deal with huge multi-disc packages is one oi

the main reasons I didn't follow the herd

and get a PC.

How am I affected by the compatibility

argument? I found that the problem of

transferring data between my A3010 at

Survey problems

home and the PC at work no more difficult

than between different programs on the PC.

I have run courses on using the various tor-

mats like RTF, CSV, text etc to allow people-

to continue using what they are used to (be

it Lotus, Microsoft or whatever) while still

being able to transfer information. In my
own case, I can of course use lireWorkz for

Windows.

I'll finish this letter with a query. I have

heard of a software package (for RISC OS) called

Alexander. This was produced by the

International Institute for Aerospace Survey and

Earth Sciences. Is this package still available?

Gary Hughes

Republic of Nauru, Central Pacific

While we ilo vaguely mall this package we

have to admit you've got us stumped. We hail

a good Ions rummage around the Web and

still came up with nothing. Perhaps some kind

reader ean put us out of our misery!

I have tried to answer the later, long ques-

tions in your survey but the program forgets

my first few answers.

Robert Caldwell

Welwyn Garden City, Herts

It's true that the program appears to forget.

The buttons show as uneHeked but, in fact,

the answers are still recorded so von can send

in your answers without any trouble.

Millenium bug for Acorn
In the March issue, Mike lomkinson, the

Business Editor, was asking it anyone knew

of any year 2000 problems on the Acorn

range. Well there is one: I he BB( Master

series oi computers stop counting and cycle

back round to 19(H) at midnight on the ilst

of December 1999.

fortunately I have already addressed this

problem by writing a 'Doomsday' ROM for

the BIH series of microcomputer. It will not

only work with Masters but also with 8-bit

Acorns that base suitable hardware added.

lo test whether the ROM will work your

readers can run the OSW'ordDeteet program

on the cover disc and available from my Web

page (www. york.ac.uk/~rpsl02/bbc/bbc.

htm) as of the week commencing 21st April.

It has also been tested and is working in

Warm Silence Software's emulator ('BBCKm')

in BBC, Master 128, and Master Compact

modes. The ROM costs just £4 (plus S2p

postage) and comes with comprehensive fit-

ting manual and user guide.

Enquiries should be sent to R P Sprowson,

6 Bollinbrook road, Macclesfield, Cheshire

SK10 3I)|. Or by e-mail: rpsl02@york.ac.uk

Robert Sprowson

Macclesfield, Cheshire

Atlas error

In the QuickTime VR article last month,

the method of map projection referred

to as Mxxxx should have been Mercator.

Norn lor au\ confusion.
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files

Portland is renowned for its mist.

Prisoners used to dread being sent to

jail here because the weather made it

twice as miserable. I am driving around
Portland in late March and the weather is

... well, guess.

'I wonder where they got that from, we
haven't got ours yet,' exclaims my pas

senger on Spying a Labour party poster. She

is Rachelle Smith, the general manager of

Spacetech and active member of the local

labour party.

The most important thing to me is my
kids, so I want a society which is struc-

tured, where everybody has opportunity

anil everybody has clean water. To me the

chances of getting the kind of society I

would like, and the kind of world I would
like my kids to live in are greater with a

labour government.'

Rachelle is a familiar sight at shows as

the helpful woman on the Spacetech stand.

Spacetech is these days renowned for two
key Acorn graphics products - Photodesk

and Top Model, but it had unusual origins.

Spacetech was originally started by Chris

Hornby, almost as a hobby. Chris was into

the BBC Micro and weather satellites. He
was on a course at the South Bank Poly -

his project was writing software to receive

weather satellite information.

When it came to the assessment, the guy
teaching the course said: 'Yes, it's Ok, but

look at this one which is much more pro-

fessional and can do much more.' Chris

gleefully pointed out that the 'professional'

one was his program, the other being the

one which the college had just spent thou-

sands of pounds on.

He then found a fantastic software writer

to follow on with his ideas and write a
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decoder which won gold straight away at

BEIT and has become the educational stan-

dard.

'It is a bit difficult to say really what I

do,' Rachelle says unassumingly, when I ask

where she fits in. T do anything I can in

running the business. I am not technical, I

cannot program, I didn't really know much
about computers - it's something I have just

picked up.

'Originally I did French at Sussex
University. I had a job in a secondary school

which was a complete disaster. I was off sick

- sometimes the doctor wrote anxiety and
sometimes he wrote depression. Basically I

i
. . . men like to

maintain a big

mystique about
computers 9

was having a complete nervous breakdown.

'Chris and his wife Lucy lived right next

door to the primary school and our children

were best friends. I used to drag myself to

the school and then I was fit for nothing

except a cup of tea and a bit of sympathy.
As I was sitting there weeping into my cup
of tea, Lucy would say: "just stuff that into

an envelope, address this for me or come
down to the post office" and things like

that.'

Chris went home to Zimbabwe for a hol-

iday, leaving Rachelle in charge. By the

time he came home Rachelle had decided it

was about time she got herself a proper job

with a pension; Chris suggested she work
for them. That was when letters and

invoices were done by hand, although even-

tually the DTP package arrived.

'To be honest, men like to maintain a big

mystique about computers,' Rachelle smiles

with a wicked glint in her eye. 'They suggest

that computers are complicated and horren-

dously difficult. but they're just like driving

a car. To use them, you don't need to know
what is in the engine or understand them. If

anything more than oil or water goes wrong
with the computer I am stuck.

'I like the Acorn market a lot, but one
thing I do not like is going to meetings
which you know are going to be 99 per cent

male and technical. There is always going

to be someone who will put you down - the

young male who does not bother even to

tell you his name because by definition you
are the older female and so cannot know
anything. Fortunately they do not seem to

last very long'.

Rachelle is used to young males, as she

teaches life skills to young offenders in

prison. This is a very demanding job which
most people would not even consider.

'You would be amazed that a lot of people

have had no chance in life and it is

inevitable they end up in prison. What they

needed early on in life was a bit of love. I

was talking to some lads in my class the

other day and they thought that if you
earned £15,000 you were comfortably off.

They even thought / wore expensive clothes.'

It is rare to find people who are not too

caught up in their own problems to find the

time unselfishly to help others. When you
read this we will know if the rest of the

country has thought along the same polit-

ical lines as Rachelle.

Portland ... not a sentence but a A

breath of fresh air. f\\J



created from scratch using this program
alone, concrete proof of the power of this

creative tool'. - Acorn User March 96

Studio24Pro
£146.87 inc vat

Special Offer!

Studio24 vl £35.00

Removable Harddrive System
Total Data Security & Harddisc Backup
The removable harddrive system fits into a 5'«4"

drive slot In the RiscPC and harddrives are

available in many sizes which can simply plug

in ami oul of the sKu as required. The drive may
he locked in place to prevent unauthorized

removal. For total .security the drive may be

removed and stored in a sale place to ine vent

unauthorized access to your data. Because the

removable drives .in- available in anj size (up to

il least 4Gb) the) arc also ideal for use as backups lor existing drives, and may be

ransported between different computers.

PAL TV Coders
Hie PLC/3 I'M TV Coder works many of the Standard' Modes.

S-0T0T9 cy. mode 1 2 and 1 5 on all Acorn computer models ThePLC/3
__^p>*^^^ has a I 5 pin RGB output for the monitor, a BNC lor video ami an
—"^ s viis connectoi lor S-Video. The PLC/3 will work with

PLC/3 £104.57 RiscPC computers although the AKF60 and AKF91 will not

work al the same lime.

The AVK/3 will work with all computer models in all screen

mink's up to S(MI \ 600 resolution in I') million colours. It has a

remote control with facilities for zooming, freezing >v panning

the TV picture The AVK/3 includes all connecting cables

including a SI ART which givesTV frequency RGB O/Pfor

AVK/3 £325.00 nTV's.aphow locket for composite video and an S
VMS socket foi S-Video.

A new model, die AVK/.^ is similar to the AVK/3 Inn has the added

feature ol remote mouse operation using the infra red hand held remote

oniroi. This enables lectures ami demonstrations to be done without having to sit al the

.•omputer keyboard. AVK/5 £425.00

Artworks Video Tutorial
Waltei Briggs isthetutoi foi dus I hour video which shows how touseall

the VrtWorks tools and then noes on lo show how Walter produced his

famous I iger head picture, Waller also draws an impressive landscape

picture which can he copied by those with no artistic talent al all'

Artworks Video Tutorial £19.99

!NEW!

!NEW!^^^""^I 24 Bit Colour Scanners
^ ^^H I NEW Scanners now available! We can now offer^ ^^1 the popular Umax Vista S6E colour scanner at just

^L ,^ £269.00 including vat and Acorn software. Drivers

^L + 1 are also now available for the Microtek Scanmaker
^k ^^^k and AGFA Snapscan scanners.

^^g^k I These new scanners do require a SCSI card^^^^^^^B though, so the faithful Epson GT5000 parallel port

version can't be discounted yet! Imagemaster and Twain software are included

in the price of all scanners, but we also offer our Studio24Pro Photo re-touching

software at just £80.00 inc vat with every scanner purchase.

Internet & World Wide Web Jet Media Labs 33600 ext E 8900
For all our latest prices and news us Robotics Voice Modem £1 89.00

of new products try our Web Site:- ANT Internet Suite Software £11 6.32

http://vvvv\v.pineapIe.demon.co.uk

20 : 20 Finance available on all RiscPCs
Studio24 v1 FREE with any RiscPC purchase

FREE membership of the Virus Protection Scheme with any RiscPC
Studio24Pro at just £49.00 with any RiscPC purchase

Try our 'Choose your own RiscPC deal and save money

Virus Protection
The Pineapple Virus Protection

Scheme will allow you to detect

and remove over 100 viruses

from your Acorn computer.

Z_*_0 .^U one year subscription

"If you're interested in

virus protection, join the
Pineapple virus protection
scheme and buy Killer.

Accept no alternatives.' - Acorn User
Feb 96

Multimedia Speakers
Yamaha 10 Watt YST-M15 £63.00

A4 Colour Scanners
Primax Flatbed A4 (1 only) £199
Epson GT5000 (parallel) £399
Epson GT5000 (SCSI) £469
Epson GT8500 £529
Epson GT9500 £679
Microtek E3 (SCSI) £325
Microtek E6 (SCSI) £365
Agfa Snapscan (SCSI) £359
Umax Vista S6E (SCSI) £269
All scanners include Imagemaster &
Twain. Studio24Pro at just £80.00

A7000 Computers
4Mb HD540 14"Mon £1099
4Mb HD540CD 14" Mon £1199

StrongARM RiscPC
4Mb HD1Gb No Mon £1139
4Mb HD1Gbx8CDNoMon £1189
10Mb HD1Gb No Mon £1439
10Mb HD1Gbx8CDNoMon £1489

RiscPC monitors
Acorn 14" SVGA monitor £ 264
Acorn 17" SVGA monitor (.25) £ 640
Acorn 17" SVGA monitor (.28) £ 423

PC Cards/StrongARM
Separately with RiscPC

DX2-66Card £289.00 £169.00
DX4-100Card £349.00 £229.00
586-100 Card £468.83 £351.33
StrongARM £279.00 £116.32

RiscPC Upgrades
x8 CDRom (RiscOS 3.6/3.7) £ 89.00
Second Slice (largePSU) £1 1 6.33

Second Slice - no PSU £ 89.00

RiscOS 3.6 upgrade £ 49.95

Memory Upgrades

sioQVlOa

Digital Cam

£376.00

CasuiQVlW)

£528.00

The Casio QV10a and the high resolution

QV100 Digital Cameras are now available

for Acorn Computers. They are supplied
complete with all cables and software.

Store up to 96 images.
Software and cables only price:- £116.33

Printers
Hewlett Packard
Laserjet 5L 4ppm
Deskjet 690 colour

Deskjet 870 colour

Canon
col 720dpi
col 720dpi
colour

A3 Colour

BJC620
BJC4200
BJC240
BJC4550
Epson
Stylus Colour 600
Stylus Colour IIS

Stylus Pro XL+ (A3)

£399.00
£269.00
£399.00

£315.00
£249.00
£199.00
£399.00

£299.00
£199.00
£999.00

(0

O

O

1Mb Vram(Simtec)
2Mb Vram (Simtec)

4Mb SIMM Ram
8Mb SIMM Ram
16Mb SIMM Ram
32Mb SIMM Ram

:S

£ 80.00
£115.00
£ 19.00

£ 39.00
£ 69.00
£135.00

540Mb IDE £ 99.00

850Mb IDE £119.00

1.2Gb IDE £155.00
2.0Gb IDE £229.00
3.2Gb IDE £285.00
1.2Gb SCSI £195.00
2.0Gb SCSI £295.00
3.2Gb SCSI £329.00
4.2Gb SCSI £635.00

Removable Harddrives
IDE Mounting Kit £ 15.00

IDE Removable Case £ 10.00
SCSI Mounting Kit £ 19.00

SCSI Removable Case £ 10.00

External Mounting Box £ 89.00

SCSI Systems
SCSI Card £116.32

SCSI Internal Cable £ 9.99

SCSI External Cable £ 19.99

SCSI II Card £189.00
SCSI II Internal Cable £ 9.99

SCSI II External Cable £ 22.32

Monitors
14"CTX 1024x768 £189.00
15"CTX 1280x1024 £279.00
17"CTX 1280x1024 £449.00
17"CTX 1600x1200 £579.00
20"82KhzSVGA £1115.00

llyama Visionmaster
17" 0.26mm MF8617E £599.00
17" 0.25mm MF9017E £669.00
Acorn
14" AKF53 Multiscan £265.00

!NEW Computer

Trade in deals!

Pineapple Software have moved!
Come and visit us in our new showroom

Easy Parking

352 Green Lane, llford

Essex IG3 9JS

Tel 0181 599 1476 Fax 0181 598 2343

email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

!! £200 trade-in when you
buy any new computer!!
This offer is open to any Clan

members when purchasing any RiscPC. (You can join the clan forjust

£15). Trade-in a PC compatible. Atari, Amiga or Acorn computer
(including BBC), and deduct £200from the prices shown above.

Terms:- All prices include

17.5% vat. Carriage £15.00 on
computer systems. £5.88 on all

other hardware. Other items free.

Phone for quote outside U.K.

Official orders, cheques and all

major credit cards accepted at no
extra charge.

'Pineapple offer some ofthe

finest andfriendliest after-

sales support you willfind' -

Acorn Vser Mar 96

Why not come and visit us (easy

parking) where you can see most

of the Acorn range of computers
and other hardware in action.

Monday - Saturday 0900 - 1730



There are turn mays to get on the Internet:

manual Automatic
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TCP/IP, PPP, SLIP, SMTP, P0P2, POP3, IMAP, MIME,

UUencode, FTP, HTTP, HTML 3.2, NNTP, GIF, JPEG, Telnet,

Gopher and more.

If the Internet is a superhighway, the directions can be

pretty confusing.

When you use the ANT Internet Suite Release II, you don't

need to worry about all the technical jargon. Our software

takes care of setup and configuration. All that most users

need do is put our disc in the floppy drive, type in name

and serial number, and choose their Internet

provider and access point from pop up lists.

The new version includes some of the most

powerful and up-to-date Internet software

available for Acorn computers such as our Web

browser Fresco' (also used in Network Computers), so you

won't be left in the slow lane as new Internet technologies

emerge.

So you can sit back and enjoy the ride. And if you do

experience any difficulties, our dedicated customer

support team won't leave you stranded on the roadside.

For further details, get motoring and contact ANT at PO Box

300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG, or visit our Web site at

http://www.ant.co.uk

The ANT Internet Suite is £99 + VAT. If you use

another commercial Internet product for RISC OS

we'd like you to try the Suite for £49 (inclusive)

plus proof of ownership. Upgrades from release

I are £10 (inclusive).

ANT Ltd, PO Box 300, Cambridge, CBi 2EG. Tel: 01223 567808. Fax: 01223 567801. Email: sales@ant.co.uk

Fresco is a registered trademark of ANT Ltd. September 1996. E&OE.


